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HE aim of this book is to bring together in compact form all

the material necessary for designing an audio installation of

the type known as "high fidelity." Within the limitations of one
volume it is impossible for it to be complete; nor is it necessary
that it should be so.

There is a vast amount of matter available for reference and

study. Apart from the numerous books treating high fidelity as a

separate branch of audio engineering, there is the whole range of

standard textbooks and innumerable articles in the technical mag-

azines. Some of these are of very great value and the student,

engineer and purely amateur enthusiast should not fail to refer

to the various indexes published annually listing what has been

written. Yet it has to be said that there is an even vaster accumula-

tion of writing on the subject that, while having technical integ-

rity, does not seem to have much practical value.
What value has this book, then, when so much has already been

written? The answer to that stems from a conversation I had with
the publisher some three years ago. We were discussing various
books and scientific papers and he said that he found it very diffi-
cult to steer a steady course through so much material-and so

many shoals. I said that I, too, had sometimes had to hunt through
masses of stuff to get hold of some fact I wanted and very often

didn't find it. There and then we resolved to compile a book

which would be a handy data book for those interested in audio.

The work r,vas started but before very long we came, independ-

ently, to the conclusion that what was wanted was not so much a

data book as a guide book, something that would describe how the
job was done, with emphasis on the need for the designer to have

a clear idea in his mind what he wanted to do before he started in

to do it.



This meant that a good deal of the material already got together
had to be scrapped and other material fashioned into the new
approach. This accounts for the long delay betrveen rhe original
announcement of the book and its actual appearance. While
apologizing to those who have been so patient, I think I can fairly
say that the book rvil l  be more useful to them in its present form.

I describe horv my more than 30 years' experience in audio
engineering suggests a pioblem in design should be tackled. I
also add from time to time some comments on blind alleys I have
explored, and I conclude rvith a .rvholly personal cl'rapter on lvhere
I think rve are all going and rvhy we shouldn't go there! These
past 8 years l.rave been exciting years for all audio torkers, but
because, in the continual search for novelty, certain ideas are
being exploited rvhich rvere tried and rejected thirty years ago
(but rvhich are unknolvn to younger readers), a good-natured

rvord of warning here and there seems desirable.
I have not attempted a thorough treatise on speakers and en-

closures. The subject is far too vast even for a lvhole volume.
Meanwhile I offer this book as, I hope, a dependable guide
through the intricacies of audio, and rvhere it fails I shall be
grateful for comment and crit icism and suggestions for its im-
provement.

H. A. Henrrny



perceptionof sound

rfa HE audio engineer is concerned with designing equipment
I to produce imitations of speech and music. If the imitation

bears a close resemblance to the original sound it is said to be
"high fidelity." This is a purely subjective definition, for rvhat is
high fidelity to one person is an irritating noise ro another. In any
event, the medium of perception is the human ear, and ears, in
sensitivity and frequency response, vary within very wide limits.
The "average ear" is as much a myth as an "average person." No
person is an average person-he is himself and he has his own
particular pair of ears. So curves which give a smooth mean result
based on tests of typical cross-sections of listeners represent the
aaerage of a number of ears, but any one pair of ears may give
results considerably different from these curves.

Chqrocteristics of musicol instruments
B'efore the designer can consider ways of dealing with musical

soueds he must understand the nature of those sounds. The nu-
merous books on sound reproduction almost invariably give a dia-
gram showing the frequency range of musical instruments; most
give the range of fundamental frequencies emitted by various in-
struments; some include what is generally described as the har-
monic range. Most of these are only partially correct and virtually
useless.



It is well known that the differing timbrer of musical sounds
and speech is due to the presence of harmoni cs or partials2 as well
as a fundamental frequency. The harmonics have frequencies
which are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency and
they can vary in number and amplitude. Basic research in this
subject was carried out by Lord Rayleigh (Theory of Sound)s and
H. von Helmholtz (Sensations of Tone)a.keference to these works
will give the mathematical and scientific analysis of musical sounds.

Hormonics
A rough guide to the number and amplitude of harmonics in

some sound sources is given in Table l. The relative intensities of
harmonics are expressed in figures, but in many cases the figures
are guesswork, based on a method of simulating the tone by using
a series of tuning forks. With strings, reasonably accurate measure-
ments can be made but it is almost impossible to measure the rela-
tive intensities of the harmonics in wind instruments and voices.
The method is to set up a series of tuning forks until, when simul-
taneously activated, they produce a sound which seems to match
the original. Admittedly the modern electronic organ had not
been dreamed of in Rayleigh's and Helmholtz' day, but their data
seem fairly sure.

Modern techniques could produce complete records. Instru-
ments could have their performance recorded in photographed
oscillograms and the oscillograms analyzed by harmonic analyzers.
However, the writer is not aware of any comprehensive publica-
tion of work done on these lines. He has been at some pains to
compile all the available information on the nature of the various
sources of musical sounds and this data is presented in Fig. l0l,
which gives a more complete picture of the frequency range of
voices and instruments than has hitherto appeared.

For guidance in designing equipment, a dashed line has been
added to the illustration(Fig.l0l)to show what part of the compass
of the instruments is not reproduced correctly by apparatus hav-
ing an upper cutoff at 12,000 cycles. This line could not be a ver-
tical one drar,vn through the 12,000 ordinate on the frequency

1 i.e. musical quality.
' Sometimes called "overtones."
rLord Rayleigh (John Wi l l iam Srrut t ,  lu42-1919).  Theory of  Sound, ls t  edi t ion,
1877. lst American edition, 1945, by special arrangement with the Macmillan Co.
aHetmann L. F. von Helmholtz (1821-1894), On the Sensations of Tone as a Physio-
logical Basis for the Theory of Music, lst German edition, 1862. American edition,
1954, Dover Publications.
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THE FREQUENCY MNGE OF THE CHEF rrirSlCAL INSTRUMENTS

20 30 1050 r00 200

a ! F a !
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C  f B v .

FUItDAMft{r LS tl Rtloillcs

tT 0f AccuR^T! ffmoucnofl $IH cuT-ofF AT 12,000 cPs

8ASt0 0N llEW Pl{lL}lARfrmNlC PITCH: cE.522 CPS AT 600 F

80wE0
(EXCEPT ${N nZZ|CATo )

CANE REEDS WTTH

ALTO CLAflINEI (E ' )

rHE HUIIAN LIPS
AS REEDS

ALTOTROi'8ONE (EI)

HUMAN VOICES

Fig. l0l. In the frequenq scale of the above chart the soli.d line opposi'te each
instrument shows the fund,amental range; the harmonic range is depicted' by a
triple line. See page 8, and, the pages following, for the rneaning of the d'otted

line represmting d cutofr at 12,000 cps.
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axis since the horizontal line for each instrument represents all its
fundamental frequencies and harmonics. Each complex note needs
to have all of its harmonics reproduced conectly. The solid parts
of the lines represent the fundamental frequencies, but for the
lower fundamental frequencies it will be obvious that the "har-
monic range" extends downward over the fundamental range
shown. The cutoff line (refer to Fig. l0l il lustrated on the facing
page) must therefore pass through that part of the line which rep-
resents the highest frequency at rvhich all the harmonics are re-
produced.

A little reflection will indicate that not even an overall flat re-
sponse to 20,000 cps will give near-perfect results in the case of

Fig. 102. Auditory sensation area ol the human ear.

some instruments and all human voices. The situation is further
complicated by the fact that a human ear with an upper-limit re-
sponse of 12,000 cps listening to a live performance in which all
the harmonics are present will not hear the same thing as when
listening to a reproduced performance having nothing higher than
12,000, due to the fact that the ear is conditioned by what to it are
supersonic frequencies. This will be considered further in the
next subsection.

Chqrqcteristics of the humqn eqr
Sounds too quiet to be heard are neither heard nor felt. As the

intensity is increased, the point at which they are just heard is
called the threshold ot' audibility. -fhis 

will depend on rhe char-
acteristics of any particular ear, but it will also depend on the
frequency. The pressure of the sound on the ear (in dynes per
square centimeter) can be plotted against the frequency (in cps),
and this is sholvn in Fig. 102. As the pressure on the ear increases

l l



there comes a point when the sensation ceases to be just hearing
and becomes both hearing and feeling-in the case of very low
frequencies a feeling of throbbing and, when the intensity is high
enough, actual pain. This again depends on the ear and the fre-
quency. The point at which feeling rather than hearing becomes
dominant is called the threshold of leelins and is also plotted
in Fig. 102. The area benveen the two curves is called the auditory
sensation area of the ear. This is, of course, that mythical "average
ear" but all ears follow the same general characteristics, except
that individual variation at certain frequencies may be as great
as 20 db.

Response of the eqr
It will be noticed that the ear is most sensitive to frequencies

between 2,000 and 3,000 cps. It so happens that many loudspeakers
have a resonance at about 3,000 cps because of defects in con-
struction, the cheapest speakers usually being the worst offenders.
While such a combination of characteristics provides an easy way
of afiording "efficiency" for the nondiscriminating listener, it is
precisely the reverse of what is wanted for fidelity of performance.

To pure tones the ear has been said to be sensitive to increases
of power of from I to 3 db. This, horvever, depends on the fre-
quency of the pure tone. Weber's Law states that in order to pro-
duce a perceptible increase in the intensity of a sensation an equal
fraction must be added te the previous intensity of the stimulus,
whatever its value. The magnitude of the sensation (loudness)
produced is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus (it-
tensity). If I - the original intensity and AI - the just perceptible
increase in intensity, then Al/I : the differential sensitivity. The
sensation level of a sound is expressed in decibels above the thresh-
old of audibility,

Loudness ond intensity
To some readers the above statements may seem obscure, and

this may be attributed to the fact that there is a rather rvidespread
confusion as to the exact meanings of loudness and intensity;
equally common is the misuse of the term 'decibel'. We frequently
read that such and such has a level or magnitude of so many db.
This statement is absolutely meaningless, for the unit is one of
comparisort only, and is not absolute. A value expressed in decibels
must therefore be given a reference level. The reference level may
not actually be specified, but the context must make the implied
reference level free from confusion.

t 2



The intensity of a sound is a real physical quantity that can be
defined and measured precisely. It has an objective existence
whether anyone is listening to it or not. The loudness of the same
sound is the effect it has on a listener and is therefore purely sub-
jective, since it depends on the ear and the hearer's motor mech-
anism. Admittedly the effect of loudnesss, the magnitude of the
sensation, is dependent on the primary intensity of the sound, but
the loudness itself is not something that can be measured abso-
lutely. It must be referred to some previous level existing in the

Fig. 103. Variation of lrequenq respomse of the ear at uarious volume
Ieaels. The figures shown at the right-hand ends of the curtes are in db.

hearer's mind. Weber postulates an original intensity; whatever
the original intensity may be, an equal proportion of it must be
added to produce a perceptible increase. The increase is perceiaed

by the hearer as an increase in loudness, and the loudness is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the intensity.

Eor response vs. volume level
Let us call the original intensity P1 (P representing power, for

the intensity of a sound is power) and the increased intensity for
perceptible increase Pz. Then the loudness is proportional to log

fPr/Ptl. The bel is the unit of relationship between the two pow-
ers and is expressed as the common logarithm of the relationship.
The bel is an inconveniently large unit and is therefore usually
divided into l0 decibels. Hence difference in level in db between
two powers Pr and Pz equals l0 log to[Pr/Pt]. With these defini-
tions in mind a series of curves can be prepared showing the be-
havior of the ear towards sounds at different volume levels. These
are shown in Fig. 103.

t 3



These curves show that the frequency response of the ear
changes considerably for different volume levels. As could be seen
from Fig. 102 the ear is most sensitive to frequencies of 2,000
to 3,000 cps and least sensitive to frequencies at the end of the
scale. Fig. 103 shows, horvever, that this nonlinearity can be over-
come by increasing the level of the applied sounds. This argument
only applies to pure tones, that is, sounds of sine wave form.

Phonic level
The relation between sensation level and intensity depends on

the waveform of the sound. Generally,
Sensation level [in db] - l0 log 1o \ intensity [in microwatts

per sq. cm.l
If the intensity is such that I microwatt moves through I square

centimeter, rvhich is taken as the comparison intensity, then the
sensation level (called the phonic leuel) is zero. This corresponds
to the intensity on the ear drum if the pressure of the sound wave
is 20 dynes per square centimeter. Reference to Fig. 102 shows
that the ear has its widest frequency response at this pressure.

Fig. 103 shows that a phonic level of at least +30 db is neces-
sary for the ear to act as a reasonably linear transducer of sounds.
It also shows how much the lower and higher frequencies have to
be increased in intensity to give the same loudness sensation at
different levels. This is sholvn for single pure tones. If they are
musical sounds (complex waves) the level should be higher. There
is also a range of level to consider.

In a concert hall the dynamic range of an orchestra is about 60
db; that of phonograph records is probably about 45 db and of a
broadcasting station perhaps 30 db. A level of 30 db would, in
a completely quiet listening room, permit adequate reproduction
of a broadcast program but phonograph reproduction would re-
quire a 45 db level, r.vhich at the same time puts the ear into a
better condition for high-grade listening. If there is background
noise, the level must be set higher. Even so, it will be realized that
during the quietest passages the ear itself distorts, but as this also
happens in listening to an original performance one need not at-
tach undue importance to this consideration.

Interfurence
The passage of one sound wave through the air does not afiect

the passage of other sound waves if the amplitude is small. If a

particle of air is acted on by two sound waves, the resultant dis-

placement of the particle is obtained by adding the separate dis-

t 4
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placements vectorially. If the trvo waves have the same frequency,
have amplitudes ar and a2, and are Co out of phase, the resultant
amplitude :,/arz * az2 * 2aflz cos +. If the two waves are in
opposite phase, that is, if ar is at greatest positive value when a2
is at greatest negative value, then 4 - 180o, cos {: -1, and the
above expression reduces to a1 -ay If the amplitudes of the two
waves are equal, then the resultant amplitude becomes zero. In
other words, two sound waves of equal frequency and amplitude
but 180" out of phase produce no sound rvhatever. This phenom-
enon is called interference, and it can be demonstrated very easily
rvith an ordinary tuning fork (Fig. 104-b).

When the fork is struck both tines vibrate at the frequency for
which the fork was designed, and while vibrating separate simul-
taneously and come together simultaneously. Assume the fork to
be held vertically rvith the tines in a north-south axis. When the
tines are separating pressure is exerted on the air in northerly
and southerly directions creating sound waves travelling outwards;
at these instants rarefaction of the air benveen the tines results in
sound rvaves travelling inwards from east and west. These out-
going and incoming rvaves extend over spherical zones and on the
axes dividing the angles betlveen north-south and east-west they
neutralize each other by mutual interference. If you strike the
fork and trvirl it near one ear you rvill hear, in each revolution
of the fork, four points of maximum sound, four points of no
sound, and intermediate'w'axing and waning of the sound outPut
of the fork. Note particularly that the frequency of waxing and
waning is entirely dependent on the speed of the rotation of the
fork and has nothing to do with the frequency of the emitted
sound.

It rvill be clear that as the interference is created because the
fork has two sound sources, interference can be created by any
other nvo sound sources suitably placed. Two speakers can be
placed in a non-reflecting testing chamber, lvith their axes at an
ingle. \Valking about in the chamber rvill indicate that at certain
points the sound emitted by the tlvo speakers (rvorking at the same
frequency and rvith the same output) is no longer audible. If the
input to one of the speakers is reduced the null points will be at
some other situations. Norv drive one speaker in an ordinary re-
flective auditorium, such as an ordinary living room, and points
rvhere nothing can be heard are fairly numerous. In this case the
second sound source is, of course, the reflections from the walls
and ceiling (Fig. 104-a).
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The formula given earlier for out-of-phase sound rvaves ref€rs to

the lag or lead of one rvave lvith lespect to the other (as in ordinary

ac calculations) and the lag or lead is determined by the efficiency

of the reflecting surface and its distance and angle rvith respect to

the original sound source. The mathematical analysis is compara-

tively easy but measurements f ithin the test chamber are rathel

diff icult. l fhe matter has been mentioned to explain standing

u)at)es) which are not waves at all but points of null displacement

of the air.

Stonding wqves
Although the matter of standing lvaves does not come under the

heading of perception of sound, being rarher a problem in archi-

tectnrul acoustics, it rvil l  be obvious from rvhat has been said that

the interference points can be substantially modified by reducing

or removing reflections from the rvalls of the l istening room or

auditorium. In an ordinary l iving room not very much can be

done except by using carpers. curtains and drapes. Acoustic t i les,

such as are used in properly designed nonechoing studios are some-

rvhat costly, difficuli to fix and liable to interfere rvith the domestic

decor. Table 2 gives the relative absorption characteristics of

various furnishing materials, the figures representing the amount

of sound absorbed by the material. An open rvindorv obviously

reflects nothing, so the figure of merit in this case is unity' All

other materials reflect some of the sound, and a study of the table

shows that they reflect a fairly high proportion. This accounts fot

the fantastically elaborate treatment required for anechoic cham-

bers, lvhere the reflection from the rvalls, f loor and ceil ing must be

as near as possible nonexistent.
Lace and nylon curtains are almost completely transparent to

sound and so their presence or absence makes litt le difference to

the properties of the lvindorvs or walls behind them' Drapes to be

effective should be thick-velvet, cretonne, burlap (art jute) or

similar substantial material. Wallpaper affects the properties of

the wall material according to the thickness and texture: a thin

glazed paper on an insulating panel would impair the absorption

especially at higher frequencies; a thick rough-surfaced paper on

plaster would increase absorption on a plaster wall. Rooms lined

in rvood can be treated only rvith drapes if the rvood is used

for decorative effect.
Although Table 2 is correct in giving relative absorption for

some mean frequency, the absorption depends on the frequency,

and absorption of very lorv frequencies is extremely diff icult. Fig.
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105 shorvs the absorption properties of various types of acoustic
treatment related to frequenc|; the fact that the frequency scale
is  not  extended belorv I2 l l  cps is  s igni f icant !

Mosking effect
If the two sound waves considered here are not quite the same

frequency, beats tvil l  be created. Assume at any given instant that
the positive half-cycles are in synchronism (they rvil l  also be in
phase); the maximum amplitude of air displacement is al * az. At
the next cycle of al the amplitude a2 rvil l  not be at its maximum;
it rvil l  lag or lead a1 and the difference wil l increase unti l a rvhole
cycle has been lost or gained ofl ?1. During this period the sound
produced by the combined tvaves rvil l  change from a maximum to
a minimum, and the periodicity of the beat rvil l  be the difference
in frequency betlveen the trvo waves.

If a certain amount of steady sound or noise is impressed on the
ear, it is not so sensitive to other sounds-in the presence of noise
the phonic level must be raised. If one sound is being heard and
another is increased unti l the first can no longer be heard, the
second is said to mash the first. Comprehensive tests rvere carried
out by Bell Telephone l-aboratories many years ago, since the
matter is important in applied acoustics, and it rvas found that,
rvhereas a sound of lolv frequency had to be raised to a high in-
tensity to mask a high-frequency sound, it is easy to mask a sound
by one of slightly higl"rer frequency.

Tqble 2-Absorpl ion propert ies of  rhe more common furn ishing
moleriols within the opproximqte bond of 50O to 1,000 CPS

Open  w indow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  1 .00
Audiences . . . . . . .  0 .96 to 0.44
Felt l- inch thick, ranging from neerlleloom to piano Q.g to 0.5
Cork  l t / r - i nches  th i ck  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 .32
Instrlatine boards, such as t/2-inch sugar-cane fiber .... 0.7 to 0.25
Rugs and carpets of  var ious th icknesses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 .3 to 0.2
Velvet curtains 0.25 to 0.2
Cre tonne  cu r ta ins  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 .15
Linoleum . . . . . . .  0 j12
Pine boards .. 0.06
P las te r -on  l a ths  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . . . . 0 .034
G lass  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 0 .027
Br icks ancl  hardwal l  p laster  . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 .025
Cheesecloth and s imi lar  mater ia ls  . . . . . . . .0 .025 and less
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Fig. 106 gives the masking effects of a 400-cps sound on those
of other frequencies. Keeping the intensity of the masking sound
constant; the threshold shift denotes the amount the masked sound

I .  Acous t i 'Ce lo tex  (cone f ibed  I%"  th ick .

2. "Unitone" Acoustic Tile, 7g" thick.

3. Celotex Absorbex (cement'wood fiber) l" thick.

4 ,  Asbes tos  Acous l i c  T i le  w i th  l "  rockwoo l  bock ing .

Fig. 105. Absorption properties as related to lrequency.

has to be raised above its normal threshold value to be just audi-
ble. For example, a 400-cps sound has to be increased 60 db before
it begins to mask a 4,000-cps one. But, as the frequency of the
Iatter falls to\4/ard that of the masking sound, the masking efiect
increases substantially. The fact that the curves cross one another
shows that, in case of a complex wave, the ear will hear dif-
ferent harmonics as the intensity is increased.

Combinotion or subiective tones
If sounds are loud and sustained, combination or su,biectiae

tones are formed. One, at a frequency equal to the difference be-
tween the component frequencies, is called the difierential tone;
another has a frequency which is the sum of the component fre-
quencies and is called the summation tone. Subjective tones can
arise from only one sound wave. At 1,000 cps the second harmonic
can be heard at a sensation level of about 50 db: the third, fourth
and fifth will be added if the level is raised to 80 db.

If, now, two loud and sustained notes of frequencies f1 and f2

are sounded together, the fundamentals will form subjective tones
with each other and with the harmonics:

f r ,  fz,  i l  I  f r ,  t t  -  f2,2L,2f2, 2i l  I  t r ,  2f t  -  fz,  Zfz *
h, Zfz - \, Zfr * Zfz, 2f, - Zfz, 3tr \fz and so on.

t 9



If the two sounds are complex, the number of subjective tones
will be very great. Some of these sounds rvill be masked by others,
so reducing the total audible number which, in any event, is a
function of the sound level. See Table 3.

Reoction of rhe eqr lo complex sounds
. If a filter is used to remove the fundamental of a complex
sound, the difierential tone that is created by the harmonics
rvill become audible at the fundamental frequency. A commonly
met filter of this type will be encountered in the average loud-
speaker r,vhich cannot reproduce fundamental frequencies at any
significant volume below its bass resonant frequency. This does

Fig. 106. Mashing effect ol a 400-cps sound on those ol other frequencies.

not mean to imply that a loudspeaker without bass resonance
is unnecessary for obtaining the best results. There is an audible
difference between the aurally reconstructed fundamental bass
frequencies and the true bass frequencies that are actually emitted
by a loudspeaker.

Suppose a musical instrument sounds a note having a funda-
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to restrict the overall width of response than to provide opportu-
nity for the speaker to demonstrate its defects. The result wil l not

be fidelity but it rvil l  be more acceptable to a musically-minded
listener.

So far as the third requirement is concerned, tone-compensated
volume controls wil l neutralize, to some extent, the nonlinearity
of the ear at very low and very high phonic levels, but eyen this
is affected by the size and nature of the l istening room,

The listening room

Generally. speaking, nothing very much can be done in the lvay
of altering the shape or size of a room. The room is there and
has to be used, but a great deal can be done to improve its existing
acoustical properties. This has to be considered from tlvo points
of vielv-elimination of external noise lvhich lvould interfere with
enioyment of the music, and modification of the internal reflec-
t ions and reverberat ion.

Reflection has been dealt lvith in Table 2; reverberation should
be mentioned as something l ike an echo which causes the sound
to continue after the sound source has ceased to emit sound.
Reflection in rooms being constant, the larger the room the
longer the reverberation; the more reflective the room the more
intense the reverberation. There was the well kno'wn lecture room
at Harvard University which had a reverberation period of 5.5
seconds for the human voice. Even a slow speaker utters several
syllables in this time and the result rvas an unintell igible jumble
of sounds if the room lvas not full of people. Somewhat primitive
treatment helped considerably-putting cushions on the seats to
help absorption rvhen the audience was small. Today proper
acoustic treatment lvould get over the difficulty. On the other
hand there is a celebrated case in London of a subway tunnel
leading to the Science Museum. The reverberation period in this
glazed-brick-l ined tunnel about 200 yards long is something l ike
l5 to 20 seconds, and has ahvays been a source of amusement for
bellolving schoolboys doing a museum jaunt. Nothing can be
done, for the proportions of the "room" are hopeless. Fortunately
we do not have to l isten to our music in subway tunnels, and the
ordinary domestic living room can be treated 'lr'ith a considerable
measure of success.

Unfortunately, if the music room is the l istening room, the
piano will have to go somewhere else. It is a strongly resonant
device, with tuned resonances over the whole compass. Even



vases and other room ornaments can give rise to resonances. A
completely dead room would be lifeless for high-quality repro-
duction, since "attack" is needed as well as overall frequency
response, but undue reflection causes standing waves and rever-
beration. Unglazed bookcases fairly full of books are good sound
absorbers; if glazed, their absorption becomes that of glass. Un-
upholstered furniture can be assumed to have the same acoustic
absorption as pine boards in Table 2. The thick heavy easy chair
is better acoustically than modern functional designs. A fitted
carpet is more effective than a polished floor rvith rugs. Uncur-
tained picture rvindorvs are very nearly hopeless. Uncased radiators
and heating panels can be very troublesome.

If it is desired to fit acoustic t i les to an otherrvise highly re-
flective rvall, the ti les should not be fastened directly to the wall.
Wood battens an inch thick should first be applied and rhe space
betr,veen the battens fi l led with Fiberglas or rock rvool; then the
ti les are applied to cover the whole area. But rvhether acoustic
ti les are used or not, it wil l pay to give some attention to corners,
especially the angles between walls and ceil ing. It is not unusual
to have the ceil ing join the rvalls rvith a "cove," a concave plaster
surface. This wil l focus sound as a concave reflector in a car head-
Iamp focuses the l ight from the bulb. If treatment of the room
angles is undertaken, the use of convex corner fi l lers rvil l  help
dispersion of the sound to a great extent. In broadcasting studios
movable flat or convex reflectors are used to modify the char-
acteristics to suit the program, but these refinements are not
necessary for home listening. BLlt anpiles should be given a convex
contour for the best results.

Speoker position
The position of the speaker is very important. Unless mounted

in a corner horn, it does not follor,v that a corner is the best posi-
tion. Nor, on the other hand, is it l ikely rhat a speaker mounted
in a closed box forming part of an audio montage across a rvhole
rvall rvil l  be successful. The present rvriter may have earned a
reputation for being different and diff icult, but he feels that an
audio system is something lvhich should be tucked a\{x} out rrf
sight. A record player and a control box must be conveniently at
hand, but they need be no larger than necessary. The speaker
and its enclosure have to be heard and obviously should be placed

I ' ig .  107. ' l 'he speaher is  sontet intes
or is  r r tade to fornt  an integral  ur t i t
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rvhere they sound best, and this does not bear any relationship
to the most convenient place for operating the music source. If
the speaker has a very good bass response, the audio montage
(if part of the speaker cabinet) rvil l  be unusable for no turntable

spring molrnting app€ars able to insulate the record and pickup
from the vibration set up by a speaker in the same housing. A high-
fidelity audio system is something to be heard, not seen, and the
more that can be put away out of sight the better. This then
demands that the speaker should be a separate unit, and being
a separate unit it can be placed rvhere it sounds best.

Figs. 107 and 108 il lustrate a ferv of the many arrangements be-

ing used and not endorsed by the author.

Multichqnnel speoker syslems
In a multichannel speaker systern it is logical to assume that

speaker diaphragms should be of similar material and in any
event not metall ic, rvhich everybody knorvs has a ringing quality;
our diaphragms should be as inert as possible. What is just as im-
portant is the spatial relationship of the t\vo or more diaphragms.
If you set up tn'o identical speakers some distance apart and drive
them l' i th the same signal you rvil l  get quite an impressive imita-
tion of stereophonic reproduction. It is not tnrc stereophony since
only one channel is used, but the effect is noticeable as long as you
are not equidistant from the t\vo speakers. This efiect is most
noticeable l 'hen, if the t 'rvo speakers are in the fivo corners at the
ends of one 'rvall, you sit near an adjacent rvall.

The effect is due to the sound from one speaker being out-of-
phase, to some extent, rvith respect to the other, since the sound
takes a l itt le longer to travel from the more distant speaker. The
t\vo outputs are combined in the human hearing rnechanism to
create an i l lusion of depth; but the effect'w'i l l  only be obtained if
the t\\ 'o speakers reproduce the rvhole frequency range. If one of
the speakers is a fiveeter and the other a loofer, all you hear are
the tr 'rro separate outputs, the treble coming from one corner, the
bass from the other, no matter rvhere you are sitt ing in the room.

It follorr.s, therefore, that a t\\,eeter-\\.oofer combination must be
so disposed that the t 'rvo sound sources are as close together as
possible. Ideally, they should coincide, rvhich accounts for the
development of coaxial speakers.

I believe that the best rvay of laying out a dual range speaker is

Fig.  108.  The i l lustrat ior t  ot t  the lacing paw shou's a nuntber of  possib le zr ta l 's  of  - ; . ,
l tos i t iot t i r tg speahers.  (These arrangei l tents are not  endorsed ln the author. )
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to have each unit horn loaded, so as to avoid interaction between
the two units (horns being much more directional at the sound
source), and if the tweeter horn can be curved into the mouth of
the woofer horn, coaxiality is achieved.
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aud ioalnplif iers:
the output  s tage

designer of a complete audio installation will often have to
^0. acquire as complete entities speakers, pickups, microphones
and tape recorders. These will be housed in various ways, the
methods of doing which are not within the domain of electronics,
and are not critical as to performance, although the housing of a
speaker is a problem in acoustics. But he rvil l  nave to d.esign the
amplif ier and an amplif ier can be designed precisely and abso-
lutely. Its performance can be measured by exact technical pro-
cedure. The design of an amplif ier is, therefore, an engineeiing
problem.

Design considerqtions
Many hundreds of different designs have appeared. over the

years and it is not necessary for the audio hobbyist, technicia'. or
engineer to starr f rom scratch and work t l re whole thing out from
first principles. Nevertheless, unless the general priiciples are
understood and applied, the problem will only be solved, if ever,
by trying out circuit after circuit until the desired performance
has been secured. This process is not engineering, b^ut its popu-
larity_is testified by the constant stream o1 articles on the r"t.1..t
in technical magazines.

The design must be conditioned by the economic factors pre-
ceding the actual technical work. The overriding consideraiion
may be cheapness or it may be the highest possible standard of
excellence. The designer of a line amplifier for telephone service
will be required to provide an exceptional degree of reliability
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Fig. 202. Representdtiue triode output stages: a) single-ended, fixed bias; b) single-

enhed, cathid.e bias; c) push'putl, fixed bias; d) push'pull, cathode bias; e) cath'

ode follower, push-pull; l) push-pull tetrodes, triode connected

tube power supPly is invariably drawn from thermionic rectifiers'

Consideration of the relative desirability of these techniques

is best divided into sections. Accordingly the design of amplifiers

will be treated under various headings: power-outPut stages;

driver stages, including phase inversion: r'oltage amplifiers' in-

cluding solcalled preamPlifiers; tone control circuits; output and

other iudio transfbrmers; rectifiers and Polver suPPly'
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Fig.203. .Representat i te te l rode output  stages:  a)  s ingte_ended; b)  push-pul l ,
cathode bias; c) push-p""' r:::,!:f';,1),!,,,,1x r;,,ll.i7,r;. e)"unitv coupeai 17 pnao-

Power-output stoges
A power-output stage can consist of a single triode, tetrode or

pentode: push-pul l  t r iodes, ' terrodes o. penrol .s:  rv i th or rv i thout
negative feedback. Except in the cheapest equipment, the single
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output tube is rare, push-pull operation being almost invariably
used. Twenty-five years ago it rvas not unusual to see triodes used
in parallel, obviously to secure greater output power, but as the
same two tubes used in push-pull rvill give even greater power and
with less distortion, such applications ' lvi l l  not be discussed. See
Figs. 202 and 203.

Tubes are paralleled in push-pull stages so as to get greater out-
put; this doubles, triples or quadruples the Pol\'er available from
a single pair of tubes and is a justif iable expedient when large
tubes are not available. In this respect Brit ish manufacturers have

ahvays had a rvider range of porver triodes than American. Tet-

rodes can, of course, be used as triodes, but rvhat the American de-

signer lacks is a range of large power triodes. Some data on British
power triodes are included in Table 6 as a matter of interest.Table
4 includes characteristics of tetrodes rvhen used as triodes.

In the absence of negative feedback, a triode gives less distor-
tion than a tetrode or pentode and has a better damping effect on
the reactive load of a speaker. But the distortion from a single
triode is substantial at full output and so the single tube cannot be

used in better-grade equipment. From the point of vielv of effi-

ciency, the tetrode is far better than the triode, so if a l i tt le more

distortion is tolerated in the final design, the single tetrode out-

put stage is almost universal in inexpensive apparatus. Data for

single tetrodes is given in Table 5.

Selecting the tube
Of the large number of amplifiers examined, the great majority

uses two 6V6 tubes (as tetrodes) in class-AB1 push-pull. Less fre-
quently lve find the 6L6 or 5881, also in class ABr; occasionally
the 6B4-G (a 6.3-volt-heater octal-base version of the 2A3). As a
result of the popularity enjoyed for a considerable time by a
certain English circuit the English KT66 is sometimes employed,
connected as a triode. One English amplifier available in the
Llnited States uses the KT6I, connected as a triode' The larger
tubes, such as EL34 and 6550 are appearing in more recent de-
signs. We can no\v examine the behavior of these various outPut
tubes. Data are given in Table 6 for push-pull triodes and in
Table 7 for push-pull tetrodes.

The data is that furnished by tube manufacturers; they are
average values, since, obviously, tubes can vary rvithin certain
limits. The figures given for polver output are alrvays based on the
assumption that the load is purely resistive, but rvhen a speaker
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is used as the load it is both resistive and reactive. This complica-
tion r.vil l  be discussed later.

Tables 4 to 7 are designed to enable the reader to compare per-
formances of various tubes with the minimum of trouble. The
facts given are sufficient for designing purposes-a first selection
can be made without having to hunt through various tube man-
uals.

Triodes vs. tetrodes
Used singly, triodes give less distortion than tetrodes but more

than is acceptable in high-grade equipmenr. Triode distortion is
mainly second l.rarmonic, rvhich .rvil l  be cancelled by push-pull
operation. Tetrode distortion contains second, third and fourth
harmonics. Second and fourth wil l be cancelled by push-pull
rvorking, but not third.

Tube tronsconductqnce

The transconductance of the tube is a measure of its grid-volt-
age-plate-current conversion efficiency but is not of importance
except rvhen the minimum number of amplifying stages is de-
manded on the grounds of cost. In general terms, an output tube
with high transconductance requires less input grid slving or
plate-supply volts to generate a given amount of audio polver
than one with lorver conductance. In a simple receiver empioying
the minimum of tubes, the plate-supply voltage is l imited and it
may be desirable to drive the single output tube direct from the
signal rectif ier. A tube such as the 50L6 lvould. meet rhe need, but
there is no point in using such tubes in push-pull in more elab-
orate equipment where voltage amplif ication can be carried out
quite simply.

Tables 6 and 7 shorv that push-pull tr iodes d.o not necessarily
give less distortion than push-pull tetrodes, and in some cases are
a good deal rvorse than tetrodes, assuming that the load is purely
resistive. For example, push-pull 6L6's rvith cathode bias deliver
13.3 watts with 4.4/o distortion rvith a plate voltage of 400, when
used as triodes. The same tubes as tetrodes in class ,A1 produce
18.5 watts with only 2fo distortion rvith a plate voltage of 270,
or in class ABr 24.5 wats wirh 4lo distortion with a plare voltage
of only 360. Admittedly, the choice is not quite so easy as rhis,
since tetrodes are critical as to the value of load resistance and be-
cause of their high internal resistance do not offer the same damp-
ing to the speaker as triodes. These disabilities can, horvever, be
partially overcome by negative feedback.
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Class-ABg amplification demands fixed bias, but fixed bias gives
Iess distortion, as a rule, than cathode bias. The simplest to Pro-
vide, cathode bias is in some measure self-compensating for vari-
ations in plate supply voltage; but designers of high-grade and
efficient amplifiers should avoid the habit of using cathode bias
without thinking of the other method.

Power supply stqbilizqtion
Class-ABr (and to an even greater extent with class-AB2) ampli-

fication results in rvide changes of plate and screen current rvheth-
er triodes or tetrodes are used. These current changes must not
be accompanied by power-supply voltage changes, otherwise the
performance deteriorates. Accordingly the supply voltage must re-
main constant over wide changes of current, and in the case of
tetrodes it is highly important that the screen voltage be stabilized'
It is easy and customary to connect the screens of the tubes to the
same lines as the plates but this is detrimental to the best results'

The impedance of any speaker varies with frequency and will
generally be several times the nominal impedance at high fre-
quencies. This is the part of the frequency spectrum which repro-
duces the harmonics, so harmonic distortion is basically liable to
be severe. If the distortion is further increased by tubes operating
away ofi their normal conditions because of heavy signal inputs,
the amplifier ceases to be what the designer intended' Many ampli-
fiers, taking the easy way out, could be improved out of all rec-
ognition by having the plate and screen supply voltages stabilized.
Unfortunately, this adds to the cost of the Power supply.

A small point can be brought up in assessing the relative merits
of various tubes. The KT66 is, in some quarters, regarded as a
mysteriously wonderful tube, but this results from a failure to
assess all the circumstances. At least as a tetrode, the 6L6 is not
safe to use at higher plate voltages than about 385, owing to the
design of the glass pinch inside the tube (Table 7 shorvs that at
250 to 270 volts the 6L6 is actually better than the KT66), but the
difficulty can be overcome completely by using the 807, which has
the same characteristics as the 6L6, but which can safely be used
at voltages up to 600.

The KT66 characteristics differ from those of the 6L6, 5881 and
807, but whereas those characteristics may be more suitable in
certain cases, it is neither a better nor worse tube than currently
available American types. Like the 6L6 it is a pre-World War II
design.
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Single-triode output sloges
The data given in Table 4 represent the normal state of the tube

in the absence of signal. Taking the 2A3 as an example, a grid bias
of -45 volts suggests the tube can accept a signal input of 45 volts
peak ac, which means that the control grid will vary in voltage
from 0 to -90. The behavior of the tube under these varying con-
ditions is displayed in a family of plate-current-plate-voltage
curves, illustrated by Fig. 204. These curves are typical of those
appearing in tube manufacturers' manuals.
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Fig. 204. Plate"uoltage-plate-current cuntes
or the 2A3 '^i:;xr"j:i!,"tin.e and oPerat-

Each curve shows the plate current plotted against plate volt
age for grid bias at lO-volt steps between 0 and -90 volts (twice
the recommended bias). A short curve is dralvn representing the
specified normal bias for this tube, -45 tolts. Also shown is the
maximum permissible plate dissipation, 15 watts, a figure which
can be checked by referring to the current and voltage values at
any point on the curve.

Loqd line
No tube can be expected to give good life if operated beyond

its maximum plate dissipation rating. As a datum point, there-
fore, we select that point where the -45-volt curve is intersected
by the power dissipalion curve. Call this point O. The load line is
now drarvn; its gradient is determined by the resistance it repre-
sents. If a line is drawn joining the points at 250 volts on the
voltage axis and 100 ma on the current axis, it would represent
a resistance of 2,500 ohms, since:

250 volts
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0. I amperes
: 2.500 ohms
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Any line drawn parallel to this line would also represent a resis-
tance of 2,500 ohms, so such a parallel line is drar,l'n through the
point O, marked XOY. This is the load line for a 2A3 with a
purely resistive load of 2,500 ohms. This is il lustrated in the draw-
ing of Fig. 204.

A peak signal of 45 volts applied to the grid rvill cause the
operating point to move from O to X, back to O, from O to Y and
back to C), but it will be seen that OX does not equal OY. Be-
cause of this, distortion will occur for an examination of the figure
shows that, whereas a change of voltage on the grid from -45 to
O produces a voltage change of 150 on the plate, a change on the
grid from -45 to -90 volts produces a voltage change on the plate
of only l15. Similarly the current change in the first instance is
60 ma, and in the second 46 ma. In the case of triodes this dis-
tortion is mainly second harmonic and can be calculated from
the formula that is shor,vn belolv. The porver output can also be
calculated.

The point X is the point of minimum voltage and maximum
current; Y is the point of maximum voltage and minimum cur-
rent.

Power outDut -

fo Znd,harmonic distortion - % tly-t i-'U' 
; 100

I."* - I- in

where Io : currerrt at the normal operating point O.
In the case il lustrated:

t l 17 .5  -  12 .51
Pow-er output o

[370 -  105]
: 3.478 watts

8

2nd harmonic distortion - v2ur7 .5  + r2 .51  -  60
X 100  :4 .7670

These figures will be seen to be similar to the data given in Table
4 .

Note also that the load line Passes above the power dissipation
curve in the region between -20 and -40 volts. As this happens
only momentarily with any musical signal it is of no consequence'
but a tube must never be operated in a steady state beyond its
maximum rating.
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As a matter of interest, a load line may be drawn which is
tangential to the dissipation curve; such is shown by X'OY'. The
gradient of the line is changed and in fact represents a load of
just under 4,000 ohms. The porver generated is also changed, as
is the distortion, the difference between X'O and OY' not being
so great as betr,veen XO and OY. For a load of 4,000 ohms the

Power output is 2.9 r,vatts and the distortion L6lo

Fig. 205. Plate-aoltage-current curtes of the 6L6
shouting load, line and operating conditions.

The average plate current changes with application of the sig-
nal. It is important to see that the change of current is not ac-
companied by a change of dc voltage supplied to the plate circuit.
For the comparatively small changes of current occurring in class-A
power stages, a sufficiently large terminating capacitor in the
power supply filter is sufficient to meer the case. In general, any-
thing less than 8 p,f is not recommended for good-quality repro-
duction and can with advantage, be greater.

Slope of the lood line
The slope of the load line represents the effective impedance

reflected across the output transformer primary. This rvinding has
resistance; call i t R'ohms. The slope of the load line is not altered
by this, but the actual working plate voltage is less than the supply
voltage by the amount R'Iu. The transformer primary also has re-
actance, as has the speaker itself. A reactive load converts the load
line into an ellipse. This disadvantage can be overcome to a grear
extent by increasing the transformer primary inductance. Further
information on this point wil l be given in the section dealing with
outPut transformers.

A simple design trick, which the rvriter first met 28 years ago,



is available for drarving a suitable load line to give 5/o distortion.

For this amount of distortion, in Fig. 204 the ratio of XO to OY

is as I I to 9. If norv, a straight piece of cardboard in the form of

a ruler about B inches long is marked with a center zero and is

also marked off in divisions to left and right of this center zero

in the ratio of I I to 9, the rule can be placed so that the center

rests on the point of operating bias (in the case of the 2A3 at -45

volts) and pivoted about this point unti l the curves at minimum

and maximum bias register on equally marked lines on the rule'

A l ine drawn along the edge of the rule wil l then give a load line

representing a value for \fo distortion. For convenience, the di-

viiions to the left of zero can be made I I mm and to the right

9 mm. The divisions should be marked I to l0 to left and right

and should also be subdivided by half-way shorter marks. Visual

interpolation rvil l  take the place of smaller subdivisions.

Single tetrode output slqges
Normal operating data for tetrodes in class Ar are given in

Table 5. Griphical methods are similar to those for triodes but

somervhat more complicated. Fig' 205 gives the plate-current-

plate-voltage curves for the 6L6 tube. The load line is shorvn by

XOY as before but, as the por'ver outPut and distortion vary

rvidely rvith change of load, the tetlode being crit ical as to correct

loading, a dif ierent technique must be used.
The load line in Fig. 205 represents a load of 2,500 ohms, as

quoted in Table 5. The difference between XO and OY is quite

appreciable. This is reflected in the table, which shorvs that the

sicond-harmonic d.istortion is l0lo. For optimum operation of

a tetrode a method of trial and error must be adopted.

Determine the operating point C), whose ordinates are the op-

erating plate voltage and the maximum signal current. From a

point lust above the knee in the zero-bias curve draw a l ine

inro.rgi O and continue so that XO is equal to OY. By the stand-

ard dita provided, O should be on the curve of the specified bias'

If on inspection it is found that the change of bias from X to O is

not the ri-" as that from O to Y, the load line is not suitable and

another attempt must be made. For example, in Fig. 205' OX

and C)Y are not equal. When the best approximation has been

found, the follorving formula can be evaluated. Point X repre-

sents E-i,, and I,,,"*; Y represents E-"' and I-i ' .

Load resistance [R"] - E''"' - E-i'

I . " t  -  I - io
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Power output qnd hormonic distortion

Calculation of the power output and harmonic distortion is a
little more complicated. The simplest technique is that usually
called the "five selected ordinates method." We have already three
ordinates-X. O and Y. the other two are at Xr and Y1. These
points are the intersections of the load line with the bias curves
representing bias of values:

where V is the normal bias at point O. Then:

[ (I-u, - I-,") a /29" - Ir)]rR,
Power output :

32

I - " ' * I - i . - Z I o
L 2nd harmonic distortion :

I-,, - Inrn * v4 u" - I"]

I - . , - I ^ r o - v 4 [ I " - I r ]

m

x 100

fo 3rd harmonic distortion

fo totalZnd and 3rd harmonic distortion : {%-zndft+|%A@

where Io, I, and I" are the plate currents at points O, Xr and Yr in
Fig. 204.

A complete picture of the behavior of the tube can therefore
be plotted by evaluating these equations for different load lines.
Such curves are given in the RCA tube handbook and need not
be repeated here. The third harmonic is liable to be more objec-
tionable than second and low loading of a beam-power tetrode
gives less third harmonic distortion than high loading; it also
gives less power output. Accordingly, a nice balance must be made
between the power output desired and the amount of harmonic
distortion permissible. As these tubes give much less third-har-
monic distortion than second with low loading, it is clearly ad-
visable to use them in push-pull, which cancels even-harmonic
distortion.

.t2v
V - +

2

x 100

4 l



Push-pull lriode output stoges
Fig. 206 shows the plate-current-plate-voltage curves for two

2A3's in push-pull. The upper half of the diagram is identical
with Fig. 204 except that intermediate values of bias have been
omitted for the sake of clarity. The lower half of the diagram is
precisely similar except that it has been turned through 180' and
the plate-voltage axes are made to coincide with the operating
points, in this case 300 volts, superimposed. The grid-voltage
curves are shown in Fig. 206 as dashed lines. From these, de-
rived characteristics (shown as solid lines) are obtained by aver-

PL lt lot-TAcE
100 200 300 /()0 $0 600

";;,. 

*" 

" 
*,)" 0:'::.:::,,,,,, ot,u o 2 a,

tubes in push-pul l .

aging the plate-current-grid-potential curves corresponding to
the same applied signal. The "curves" shown in the figure are
straight lines, and for class-A amplification they will be nearly
straight. As one passes to class ABr, and eventually to AB2, they
will depart more and more from the straight line, but this diver-
gence does not invalidate the basic argument.

For the operating bias, -60 volts, the derived curve represents
no signal on the grids, so the two -60-volt curves are averaged. If
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the signal on the first grid is 30 volts, the net bias is -30 volts;
but the signal on the second grid is -30 volts, so the bias on the
second grid is -90 volts. Accordingly, the curves for -30 and -90
volts are averaged. And so on. The derived characteristics repre-
sent the relationship benveen the plate-to-cathode voltage (half
the plate-to-plate voltage) and the difference between the two
plate currents (twice the alternating current in a plate-to-plate
load resistance). Accordingly, the load line shows output voltages
and currents when the output transformer has a stepdorvn ratio
of2.

Motching tubes
Push-pull tubes, for optimum results, should be matched. Max-

imum porver output is obtained lvhen the plate-to-plate load re-
sistance is four times the plate resistance of the composite tube,
the composite tube being that whose characteristics are the com-
posite ones shown in the figure, or roughly nvice the plate re-
sistance of one of the tubes at the quiescent operating point. Any
load resistance less than this r,vill cause a loss of output power, in-
crease distortion, create high peak currents and excessive plate
dissipation. The actual value of plate-to-plate resistance in ohms
for any load through the point where it intersects the plate-volts
axis at the operating voltage is found by projecting the load line
to intersect the plate-current axis. Call this point of intersection
I amperes and the operating point on the plate-volts axis E volts.
Then the plate-to-plate load resistance is 4E/I.

The poweroutput:  [ I .u*]2 X Rr,/S

where R1 is the plate-to-plate load resistance. I is, of course, the
current at the point where the load line cuts the zero grid-bias
curve. Since a perfectly balanced push-pull output stage has no
even-harmonic distortion, no calculations of these arise; but the
third harmonic can be evaluated by the formula already given,
with the notation that the quantity Io is nor,v zero, and that "mini-
mum" currents are now negative.

Push.pull tetrode output stoges
The same method applies here and composite characteristics

can be drawn in a manner similar to that for triodes. Actually,
for calculation of the power output of tubes of the 6LG type,
where third-harmonic distortion is small, composite characteristics
need not be drawn. In Fie. 204,if the load line is drawn from the
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zero grid-volts curve through the operating voltage at zero cur-
rent, the power output : lr/2 I^,* [E-.* - E-ro].

As rvith single tubes it is essential that the screen voltage be
held constant within narrow limits for maximum power with
minimum distortion; with class ABr, the plate voltage should
also be well regulated. In all cases the correct load resistance is
much more important than with triodes.

Clqss B qnd closs AB, output stoges
These are used for maximum economy of design when large

outputs are required. Obviously the plate dissipation of a tube
(acfdc) cannot be exceeded without shortening its life. If the
quiescent current is reduced (by increasing grid bias) the dc dis-
sipation is reduced and dissipation for ac power increased. In
class-B amplifiers the bias is increased to the cutofi point; one tube
handles one-half cycle of the signal, the other deals with the other
half cycle. A reasonably close approximation for power output and
load resistance can be obtained by assuming that the characteristic
curves are parallel straight lines when:

Load resistance, plate-to-plate - 4 
Ef E-t'

^ I-""

Porver output from two tubes :
I^u* [En - E-ro]

where En is the plate supply voltage; E.i, the minimum plate volt-
age during one cycle, and I-", the peak plate current.

The bias must remain constant over wide variations of plate
current and so must be provided from a battery or separate Power
supply.

Class-ABz amplifiers are intermediate between class B and class
ABr. The plate current variation is less than with class B (about
half as much) and the amplifier is a compromise between the high
plate efficiency of class B and the low distortion of class AB1. Again,
fixed bias is essential.
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TyP.

Fil. or heater volts
Fil. or heater amps
Max. plate volts
Plate dissipation, watts
Plate resistance, ohms
Transconductance, p,mhos
Amplification factor

Operating plate volts
Grid bias volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Plate current, ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Type

Fil. or heater volts
Fil. or heater amps
Max. plate volts
Plate dissipation, watts
Plate resistance, ohms
Transconductance, pmhos
Amplif ication factor

Operating plate volts
Grid bias volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Plate current, ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion %
Power output, watts

Tqble 4-Output triodes in closs A,

5L6,6L6-G
KT6t 5881

6.3 6.3
0.95 0.9
350 275

l0 12.5
2750 1700
9860 4700

8
Cothode Bios

250 250 375
-6 -21 -26
200 490 370
30 43 70

5000 6000 3000
5 6 8

o.7 r .3 6
6t 6, 6t6-c

KT66 5881 6B4-G

2A3

2.5
2.5
300

I 5
800

5250
4.2

Fixed
Bios
250
-45

60
2500

5
3.5

Et34

6.3
1 . 5

800
25

6.3
1 .27
400
25

't450

5500

Cothode Bios
-

6.3 6.3
o.9 1.0
27s 300
12.5 15

t700 800
4700 5250

8 4.2
Fixed Bios

-

250 400 250 250
- f 9 -38 -20 -45
3r5 600
60 63 46 60

2750 4500 5000 2500
6 7 5 5

2.2 5.8 1.4 3.5
The tubes in this table are triodes or triode connected tetrodes.

Where the listed tube is a tetrode the information given is for
maximum, and typical operating conditions lvhen the plate and
screen grid of the tube are tied together.
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Toble S-Output

Type

Heater volts
Heater amperes
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Transconductance, pmhos
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

TyPe

Heater volts
Heater amperes
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Transconductance, pmhos
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion %
Power output, watts

Type

Heater volts
Heater amperes
Piate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma

46

Ar

t2AQ5 6W6-GT

12.6 6.3
0.225 1.2

250 200
250 125

-12.5 -8.5
45 46
47 47

4.5 2.2
7 8.5

4100 8000
5000 4000

8  r 0
4.5 3.8

50c5 6Y6

50 6.3
0 . r5  1 .25
r  r 0  1 3 5
I  l 0  I 3 5

-7.5 -  13.5
49 58
50 60
4 3.5

8 .5  I  1 .5
7500 7000
2500 2000

9 r 0
1.9  3 .6

6V6 ond 7C5

6.3
0.45

1 8 0  3 1 5
r80 225

-8 .5  -13
29 34
30 35
3 2.2

Tetrodes

6AS5

6.3
0.8
150
l l 0

-8.5
35
36
2

6.5
5600
4500

l 0
2.2

35C5

35
0.15
l l 0
l l 0

-7.5
40
4 l
3
7

5800
2500

l 0
1 . 5

50c6

50
0 . r 5
200
135

-14
6 l
66
2.2

in Closs

6AQ5

6.3
0.45
r 8 0
t80

-8.5
29
30
3
4

3700
5500

8
2.O

3516

35
0 . 1 5
200
l l 0
- 8
41
44
2
7

5900
4500

't0

3.3

50t6

50
0 . r 5
200
l l 0
- 8
50
55
2



Tqble 5

TyPe

Max. signal screen ma
Transconductance, pmhos
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Type
Heater volts
Heater amperes
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Transconductance, pmhos
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion %
Power output, watts

Type

Heater volts
Heater amperes
Plate volts
Screen volts
Clontrol grid volts
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Nfax. signal screen ma
Transconductance, pmhos
[,oad resistance, ohms
Distortion %
Power output, watts

50c6
9

7 t00
2600

l 0
6

KT6I
6.3

0.95
250
250

-4.4
40

?
7.5

?
r0500
6000

8
4.3

5016

7
9500
3000

l 0
4.3

KT66
6.3

1 .27
250
250

- 1 5
85
?

6.3
?

6300
2200

9
7.25

EL37 Et34
6.3 6.3
1 . 4  1 . 5

250 250
250 250

- 'r3.5 - '13.5
r00 ]00

? ?
13.5 14.9

? ?
r 1000 r]000
2500 2000
13.5  l0
l l . 5  l l

(continued)

6V6 ond 7C5

4 6
3700 3750
5500 8500

8 1 2
2 5.5

6L6,5L6-G,
5881

6.3
0.9

250 300
250 200

- 1 4  -  l 8
75 5l
78 54
5.4 3
7.2 4.6

6000 5200
2500 4500

r 0 i l
6.5 6.5

6550
6.3
I . 6

250 400
250 225

-14 -  16 .5
140 87
150 105
1 2 4
2 8  1 8

|1000 9000
1500 3000

7 13.5
12.5 20

This table includes tubes commonly used in low-cost low-power
audio amplifiers such as may be found in the output stages of
radio and television receivers and inexpensive phonographs.
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Tqble 6-Output triodes. Push-pull operoting conditions

Type

Working in class
Fil. or heater volts
Fil. or heater amps
Plate volts

Grid bias volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grio
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Porver output, watts

Type

Working in class
Fil. or heater volts
Fil. or heater amps
Plate volts
Grid bias volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

TyPe

Working in class'
Fil. or heater volts
Fil. or heater amps
Plate volts
Grid bias volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma

48

KT66

ABr
6.3

2.54
250 450

ABr
6.3

1 .52

ABr
6.3

3

5L6,6L6-G
588r KT88 KT6l

Cothode Bios
-

2A3

ABr
2.5
5.0
300

Fixed Corh.
Bios Bios
-65

780 180 300
124 156 40 80
80 80 |  l0 r25

147 ]00 ? ?
3000 5000 2500 4000

2.5 5 2 3.5
15 10 4.5 14.5

Er.34 Et84

400 430 250 300
-29 -32
220 250 270 270
62 68 23.1 28.8

r30 128 40 48
142 134 43 52

5000 10000 10000 10000
3 1 2.5 2.5

]6  t4  3 .4  5 .2

I . 8  3 .6 1 . 9

6550
Fixed
Bios
ABr
6.3
3.2
450

_46

92
r50

ABr
6.3

250
90
65

560
99

170

l5;
23
63

A ABT

6.3 6.3

400 485 350



Tetrode tubes in this toble ore tr iode connecled. Volues ore for lwo lubes.
For the KT88 seporote bios resisfors of 560 ohms ore essentiol.

Tqble 6 (continued)

6[6,6[6-G
588t KT88 KT6t 6550TyPe

Max. signal plate ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Toble 7-Output tetrodes.

TyPe

Working in class
Fleater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion %
Power output, watts

Type

Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma

r30
4000

4.4
r 3.3

180 73 220
4000 6000 4000
l-3 2 2.5
2 7 6 2 8

Ar
6.3
1 . 8

250 270 360 360
250 270 270 270

- 16 -17.5 -22.5 -22.5

Push-pull  operqting condit ions

516, 516-G, 5ggl
Fixed Bios

ABr
6.3
1 . 8

; ; ;
r20 134 88
140 r55 132
l 0  l l  5
1 6  t 7  l 5

5000 5000 6600
2 2 4

14.5 18.5 24.5

125
40

134
145

;
88

140
5

I I
3800

2
l 8

250
57
88

r00

49

6[6, 6[6-c, 58gl
Fixed Bios

ABz
6.3
1 . 8

360 360
225 270

- r  8 -22.5

52
78

142

;
88

205

Cothode Bios

AT ABT

6.3 6.3
1 . 8  1 . 8
770 360
270 270



Type

Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

rype
Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Type

Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

50

(continued)
6[6,  6t6-G,  5ggl

Fixed Bios Cothode Bios
' t ]  5
1 7  1 7

5000 9000
2 4

18.5  24

Tqble 7

3.5
' t 1

6000
2

3 l

400
300

-25

78
90

240
2

1 7
3200

2
55

5
l 6

3800
2

47

KT66
ABr
6.3

2.54
500 250
400 250

-45 -17 .5
r00

90 36
80 162

175 165
3 1 2

21 20
6000 4000

5 4
50 17

807
ABz
6.3
1 . 8

500 600
300 300

-29 -30

86 78
72 60

240 200
.9 .7
t 6  1 2

4240 6400
2 2

75 80

390
275

-22.5
250
70

r04
125

5
l 8

8000
6

30

6AQ5
ABr
6.3
.9

250
250

- 1 5
270
30
70
79
5

l 3
r0000

5
l 0

KT6I
ABr
6.3
1 . 9
275
275

-6.7
80
t 6
72
?
1 2
?

r0000
6.5

' t  1.5



Type

Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-gtid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Type

Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid,volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distoi'tion /o
Power output, watts

Tqble 7 (continued)

Fixed
Bios
ABr
6.3
3 '0

425 375
o b

-38 -32

76 63
60 70

240 240
8.8 9.2
50 50

3400 2800
5 5

55 44

E[34
Cothode

Bios
Disiributed Lood

6.3
3.0

430
c

430
c

IZO 
"o.h 

tuU"

Et34
Colhode

Bios
ABr
6.3
3.0
375

b

r30
59
l 5

'r90

23
45

3400
5

35

45
125
r 3 0
l 0

10.2
6600

0.8
20

6550
Fixed
Bios
ABr
6.3
3.2

400 600
275 300

-23 -33

46 66
]80  r00
270 280

9 3
44 33

3500 5000
3 3.5

55 100

73
125
140
't0
' t5

6600
1 . 3
37

Cothode
Bios

ABr
6.3
3.2
400
300

'r40

53
166
190
7.5
39

4500
4

41

q: common screen resistor of 1,0O0 ohms.
br common screen resistor of 470 ohms.
c: individuol series screen resistors of 1,000 ohms from 4i!7o topping of the

oulput tronsformer,

5 t



TyPe
Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate rna
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
Max. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Type

Working in class
Heater volts
Heater amps
Plate volts
Screen volts
Control grid volts
Bias resistor, ohms
Peak volts, grid-to-grid
Zero signal plate ma
Max. signal plate ma
Zero signal screen ma
N'Iax. signal screen ma
Load resistance, ohms
Distortion /o
Power output, watts

Tqble 7 (conrinued)

Et 84
ABr
6.3

| .52
250 300
250 300

r  30  ]30
16 20
62 72
75 92
7 8

15 22
8000 8000

? 4
'n 17

6V5, 7C5
ABr
6.3
0.9

Fixed

Bios

ABr

6.3
3.6

460 625
345 330

-48 -45

98 70
r00 r00
240 250
7.5 6
35 32

4000 5000
5-7 3.6

65 100

250
250

- 1 5
200
30
70
79
5

't3
'r0000

5
1 0

KT88

70
120
'r35

285
285

- 1 9
260
38
70
92
4

r 3.5
8000

3.5
1 4

98
r60
r80

Cothode
Bios
ABr
6.3
3.6

400 475
255 320

440 eoch tube

7.5  12
25 38

6000 6000
3 3

34 48

Distort ion in the KT88 depends on occurocy of motching.
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audioantplif iers:
inver ters  and dr ivers

HE trvo tubes in a push-pull power output stage require input
signal voltages of equal magnitude but of opposite phase.

The signal voltages driving the push-pull stage mnst be symmetri-
cal rvith respect to ground: this operation is carried out by a
phase inverter. Normally the signal output of the last stage of the
voltage arnplif ier (driving the ptrsh-pull tubes) is sufficient to
develop maximum porver in the output stage, in rvhich case the
phase inverter immediately precedes the output stage itself. Where
this is not the case (particularly rvhere the output stage consists ol
nvo triodes in class ABr), th. penultimate stage is itself push-pull
and the phase inverter precedes this stage. Such a penultimate
stage is called a driver.

Inductive phose splitters
The simplest method of phase inversion is to use an inductivc

device, strch as a transformer or center-tapped choke. Fig. 30 I
shows various methods. In Fig. 301-a a transformer rvith center-
tapped secondary is connected in the convenrional manner. This
method is simple and inexpensive if high-quality reproduction is
not essential, but a transformer for high-grade results is rather
diff icult to design and expensive to make since a rvide frequency
response rv i th  l inear i ty  is  necessary.

For good bass reproduction the primary inductance must be
adequate and since it r:arries dc the clesign mtrst be generous. For
good treble response the self-capacitance of the rvindings must be



low and with the g€nerous design postulated for good bass the
requirements are in conflict.

These difficulties can be avoided by using a transformer with a
high-permeability core, when the windings can be small and a
good frequency response secured. Such a transformer must be par-
allel-fed, as shown in Fig. 301-b. The secondary winding need nor
be center tapped, for tlvo equal resistors can be connected across

F ig .  301 -a .  ! nduc t i ue  phase  i n -
u e r t e r u s in 9rr 

Jr"i,ii.' 
- 
" 

P P' o

the winding to give the center tap. Suitable values would be be-
tween 100,000 and 250,000 ohms. A resistive center tap could be
applied to the transformer in Fig. 301-a.

Finally, a center-tapped choke can be used as shown in Fig.
301-c. This method is not very satisfactory owing to the loss of
gain as compared with a transformer and the difficulty of getting
perfect balance between the upper grid which is coupled directly
(through the capacitor) and the lower one, which is coupled

through the choke.

Stoge goin

The stage gain of Fig. 301-a is the same as though phase inver-
sion were not used and a usual ratio for the transformer would
be a stepup of I to 2. In Fig. 301-b, rvhere T is the transformation
ratio and R the sum of the two resistors across the secondary wind-
ing, the load reflected into the previous tube is R/T'z. As the opti-
mum load on the preceding tube is the determining factor for
output and distortion, the resistors must be selected to achieve the
desired load. In all three methods the output tubes can have com-
mon bias or separate bias, as shown in Figs. 301-b and 301-c. A
common-bias resistor bypass capacitor is not normally required
or desirable. With separate bias, adequate capacitive bypass is
necessary to avoid loss of bass.
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Vqcuum-tube phose splitters
Inductive phase splitters can be avoided by using a vacuum tube

for the purpose. In Fig. 302-a the signal is applied to the grid of
Vl, amplif ied in the normal manner and passed on to output tube
V3. A tap on the grid resistor of \r3 is selected so that the signal

b

Fig. 301-b. Ind.uctiue phase inuerter
using a resistiue center-tapped trans-

IOrmer.

voltage fed to the phase-inverter tube V2 is identical rvith that

fed to Vl. If Vl and V2 are matched tubes and their associated

R-C networks are identical, V3 and V4 rvil l  receive signals equal

'' * ;:,0,';';' :li : :':: pf ! :' ", o:;""." "

in magnitude but opposite in phase. It might be said that V2
takes the place of the transformer of Fig. 301-a. Tubes Vl and V2
can, of course, be fivin triodes in one envelope, as can similar
pairs in other circui ts given.

The phase inverter tube V2 can be eliminated by using the ar-
rangement of Fig. 302-b rvhere the upper output tube is also used



as a phase inverter; its half of the output transformer is shunted
by a tapped resistor from the tap of lvhich out-of-phase voltages
are fed to the grid of the other output tube. This circuit has the

F' ig.  302-a.  Vacuunr- tube phase i t t -
uerter uith excitation lrorn the grid

of  the output  tube.

merit of cl 'reapness but it is not recommended rvhen negative feed-
back is used as complexities of phase shift can occur to cause
instabil ity.

l,',r,,,1"'3:,o,;';:';,:i,'.Yi::'';;:,"":i
the output  tube.

These two circuits are not self-balancing and require adjust-
ment for balance rvhen first set up rvith every tube replacement.
Also, because the circuits associated lvith V2 have two coupling
capacitors as compared with one in the plate circuit of Vl, they
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wi l l  be out  of  balance tv i th  the c i rcu i t  o f  Vl .  They are unsui table

for class-AB2 outPut stages as the grid-cathode resistance pre-

s€nted to the push-pull tubes is too high.

A driver stige may be needed for these types and the intertube

coupling should be a transformer lvith center-tapped primary and

secondary rvindings or a direct-coupled pair of cathode follorvers'

Self-boloncing inverter
A self-balancing phase invettet is shorvn in Fig. 303. Resistors

Rl  and R2 are the ac load on tube Vl ;  Rl  and R3 the load on

Fig.  303.  Sel l -balanci t tg phase inuer let '  ( f loat ing parapl tase).

V2. Rl is obviously common to both. Unbalance in the plate cur-
rents of the two tubes generates a voltage across Rl rvhich is ap-
plied to the control grid of V2 through capacitor C. The po-
tential of point O is f loating, changing as the plate currents of
the nvo tubes vary r,vith respect to each other; this gives the cir-
cuit its name of "f loating paraphase."

Schmirt inverler
Fig.304 shorvs a dif ierent type of self-balancing phase inverter

(credited to Schmitt). It is cathode-coupled and exact balance

can be obtained by suitable adjustment of the nvo load resistors.

The component values given in the figure have been found to be

most suitable and it should be noted that the coupling capacitors in

the two grid circuits should have very good insulation resistance.
Tube type 6CB-G sltould be used.



Split-lood phose inverter
One of the simplest and most widely used phase splitrers ap-

pears in Fig. 305. Usually the load on a rube is in the plate cir-
cuit; with a cathode follower the load is in the cathode circuit.
The circuit of Fig. 305 shows the load divided berween plate and
cathode circuits, but also included is an unbypassed cathode-bias
resistor R2. Now, degeneration (negative feedback) is set up if the
bypass capacitor across the bias resistor is omitted, but this only

Fig. 304. Seff-balancing phase inuerter (Schmitt).

operates at low frequencies when the electrode-ground capaci-
tances are small in terms of the signal frequencies. At high fre-
quencieathese capacitances act as partial bypasses so degeneration
is not constant throughout the range of frequencies, with the re-
sul t  that  the stage gain is  not  constant .

Phase splitt ing occurs when the output from the plate circuit
equals that from the cathode circuit: Rl must equal R2 + R3.
This does not mean that the resistors must be of very close tol-
erance for what is required is not accuracy of individual resistors
but equality of plate and cathode loads. Similar care in balancing
the circuit constants must also be exercised in the case of cou-
pling capacitors Cl and C2 and rhe grid-circuit resistors R4 and
R5 of the following stage. This precaution is necessary not only
to secure perfect phase splitt ing; unbalance can cause instabil ity
of the type known as motorboating.

Normally the cathode output is taken directly from the cathode
as indicated in Fig. 305 but, particularly rvith tubes of low ampli-
fication factor, it may be better to take the output from the junc-
tion of R2 and R3 as shown by the broken line. Exact mathemati-
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cal analysis of the alternative connections could be given and

prove nothing for in practice the choice can be made only by ob-

serving the output of the amplif ier on an oscil loscope for a given

I' ig. 30.5. Split-load phase inuerter'

signal input. Changing the connection to C2 from the cathode of
the phase splitter to the junction of R2 and R3 wil l then show,
for maximum undistorted output, which is better. The writer has

Fig. 306. Split-load phase interter uith preceding
direct-coupled antplifier to give full stage gain.

found that for tubes such as the 6J5 the best results are obtained
when the output is taken from the junction. In either case the
stage gain of the phase inverter is somewhat less than l, usually
about 0.8 to 0.9.

Split lood inverter with direcl-coupled omplifier
This disadvantage of less than unity stage gain can be overcome

by a trick which if i t involves the use of another tube does not

at least involve fitt ing an extra tube holder in the amplif ier
cl 'rassis. Consider the circuit of Fig. 306 with respect to that of
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Fig. 305. Tubes Vl and \/2 are the tr,vo sections of a double
triode, the section V2 representing the inverter tube of Fig. 305.
Section \/ l is a straight voltage amplif ier rvith a cathode-bias
resistor equal to that of R3 in Fig. 305 and a load resistor correcr
for the tube as an amplif ier. This tube is direct-coupled to V2,
the phase-inverter tube, and the load of V2 is, as before, made
up of  Rl  and R2.

This. device improves the performance of the inverter quite
appreciably for the advantages of direct coupling are secured in
a greater gain without the use of extra grid-plate coupling capa_
citors, a matter of importance in reducing phase shifi in a feed-
back amplifier; capacitors Cl and C2 can also be increased ro
as much as 0.5 pf, a somervhat dangerouslj' high value for the
circirit of Fig. 305. It ivi l l  be appreciated. that the rrigh value of
cathode resisror makes the split- load inverter particularly suit-
able for direct coupling. The voltage drop across the cathode
resistor is substantial compared rvith an ordinary amplif ier and
the cathode is at a comparatively high potential with respect to
ground. Tube V2 is therefore in a "natural" condition for having
its grid directly coupled to the plate of the preceding tube.

A rvord of rvarning is, however, necessary. The correct opera-
tion of inverter V2 is dependent on the correct dc potential on
its grid. This can only be controlled by the potential on the plate
of Vl, and in practice it wil l be found that plate-load and cat6ode-
bias resistors should be somer,vhat larger than r,vould normally
be used for that tube. As with all phase-inverter circuits it is
almost essential that symmetrical lvorking be checked by oscil lo-
scope tests.

Cothode-coupled phose inverter
In the paraphase circuit of Fig. 303 resistor Rl is comnlon

to both tubes of the inverter. Unbalance in the trvo plate circuit
currents generates a voltage across it rvhich is used to balance
the rvhole circuit. This common load can be used in the cathode
circuits of the tubes, creating u'hat is knotvn as the cathode-
coupled or long-tail inverter. This is i l lustrared in Fie. 302. It
wil l be clear that there is a similarity to the split- load inverter
because the potential of the cathodes is high with respect to
ground. At the same time differences in the plate currents of
V2 and V3 set up a voltage across R4, which is applied ro the
grid of V2 through capacitor Cl. A suitable grid voltage for
V2 is of the order of 85 volts, bearing in mind the comparatively
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lrigh positive potential of the cathodes, and thus suggests that,

as*in it-te .ut. bf the direct-coupled split-load inverter, the input

is direct-coupled to the preceding srage vl, and is so shorvn in Fig.

307. This inverter has good frequency characteristics but only
half the gain of the circuit of Fig. 306. It is a popular circuit
in Europe-the rvell-knorvn Mullard 20-watt amplifier using it
-and mbre recently has come into favor in the United States,

Fig.  307.  Cathode-coupled or  " long' ta i led" phase tnuerter  shout '
" irg direc't roupling to preceding stage.

l ,here examples are to be found in the Eico 50- and 60-rvatt am-

plifiers, among others.

There is some difterence of opinion as to the optimum values

of associated components, which in any event dePend on the

type of double triode used for V2-V3. The following data com-

pares Mullard rvith Eico practice.

Tube R] R2 R3 R4 Cl C2 C3

Mullard: ECC83 I Meg l80K 180K 82K O.25 0.5 0.5

Eico: 6SN7-GTB I Meg 28,750 33K I8K 0.25 O.25 0'25

Drivers

The stage before the output stage is generally called the drivcr,
although the term is more often restricted to the rather special

driving conditions in class-AB:r and class-B amplifiers. In these, a

considerably greater signal voltage is required than with class-A

or ABr output stages. As the tubes of a class-ABz outPut stage are

driven into grid current, a low resistance for the grid circuits is

essential and an interstage transformer is generally used'
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Trqnsformer coupling

In transformer-coupled amplif iers it is customary to use general-
purpose triodes having a plate resistance of about 7,500 ohms,
such as the familiar 6J5. The output voltage of such a tube can
be obta-ined from its characteristic curves in a manner similar to
that for output tubes. The higher the plate voltage the higher the
output ac voltage before distortion commences. If one tube
is insufficient to drive the output stage to full output, then nvo
should be used in push-pull (the use of a large single porver tube
tvould call for a costly design of the interstage_ rransformer). The
transformer rvould then have both primary and secondary rvind-
ings center tapped. This is actually an advantage since the oppos-
ing plate currents in the trvo halves of the primary rvinding call
for a smaller core than rvith one tube, and in terms of frequency
response, a better performance is obtained from the transformer.

Overol l  go in

The overall gain from a transformer-coupled triode is about
equal to the product of the amplif ication facror of the ttrbe and
the stepup ratio of the transformer. The 6J5 has an amplif ication
factor of 20, and rvith a plate voltage of 250 and a grid voltage of
-8, the plate current is 9 ma. One rube n'ould be quite unable to
drive trvo triodes in class AB2 and even 9 ma plate currenr is
rather high polarizing for an interstage transformer. In class AB:,
moreover, the driver has to supply porver and transformer losses
can be appreciable. Trvo tubes are necessary and, being in push-
pull, they make the task of the transformer a simpler one to ful-
f i l l .  Detailed design of class-R amplif iers is rather complicated and
space here does not permit full treatment. The interested reader-
is referred to the standard textbooks on rhe subject. In brief:

Class-AB2 amplif iers operate similarly ro class AB1 and the drir '-
ing voltage required is less than u'ith class B.

If a transformerless phase splitter is used, remember that in-
adequate care in design may introduce distortion and instabil ity,
mainly through out-of-balance components.

Parasitic oscil lation can occur in the grid circuits of the outpur
tubes lvhich can largely be ar.oided by using a driver rransformer
having lorv leakage inductance.

Resistance-coupled driver srages are fairly l idely trsed, par-
ticularly rvhe n the outpur staee is rrvo push-pull tr iodes, or
tetrodes or pentodes connected as triodes. This is necessary since
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the grid-to-grid swing required for maximum output from two

triodes is considerably greater than that for tetrodes or pentodes'

Push-pul l  dr ivers

Sometimes a push-pull driver stage is used to swing a pair of
tetrodes, apparently on the supposition that there will be less
distortion than when using a single tube. This notion is carried
to its logical conclusion in designs which show an amplifier en-

DESIRED OUTPUT POWE

2-SELECT TUBE CAPABLE OF DELIVERING REQUIREO POWER

3-DETERMINE REQUIRED GRID

4-SELECT DRIVER ( INVERTER
TUEE THAT CAN PROVIDE

O DRIVE VOLTAGE

Fig. 308. Steps in the d.esign of an
audio pouer ampl i f ier .

tirely push-pull. In theory, perhaps, it could be shown that a
rvholly push-pull amplifier has less overall distortion than one
in which the voltage amplifier is not push-pull, but in practice,
if the voltage-amplifying stages are properly designed, the elab-
oration is unnecessary. It is also undeniable that the simpler an
amplifier the less the possibility of distortion creeping in through
tube or component deterioration.

Design sequence
Yet the penultimate or driver stage must have sufficient output

ac voltage to swing the push-pull output stage and, if the phase
inverter is unable to deliver that voltage without distortion, then
the driver stage must be push-pull. A particular type of tube can
deliver only so many output volts without distortion, whether
it is used as a voltage amplifier or phase inverter. This fact is some-
times not appreciated, since technical writers are often asked
for an opinion as to the best type of inverter without any mention
being made of the output stage of the proposed amplifier. Hence
the sequential treatment in this book. The output stage must
first be selected. Given this, the required input grid volts are

POWER OUTPUT STAGE

DRIVER ( INVERTER}  STAGE
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known. A tube is then selected r.vhich will give that voltage our-
put. If, choosing from among the tubes that are normally used
as phase inverters, it is found that the desired voltage cannot
be obtained, the driver stage must be push-pull. Then, and only
rhen, can the type of phase inverter be selected. (See Fig. 30g.)

This is a problem in r.'oltage-amplifier design, r.vhich will be
discussed in the next chapter. The matter is mentioned at this
stage simply because the driver is a voltage amplifier and properly
belongs to the next chapter, but may come under the icope of
the present chapter because it may be simply a phase inverter
if the output stage does not require a large input grid voltage.
Suitable tubes for use as phase inverters are listed in Table l0
at the end of Chapter 4.
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audio
voltage

antplif iers.
amplif ication

DOWER is required to drive a speaker or a recording head' The

t- po\ver is obtained from the Power-output stage, and to get

this power, a voltage of the correct magnitude has to be impressed

on the grid circuit of the output stage. As the actuating signal de-
vice (phono pickup, signal voltage across the detector diode load,
etc.) has a voltage output considerably less than required, ampli-
fication of the signal voltage is necessary. The voltage amplifier
performs this task. It cannot be a pure voltage amplif ier since the
load into which it works does not have infinite impedance, so
there wil l be some power in the output. The output load may be
as high as I megohm, but is frequently less, and in the case of
transformer coupling may be unknorvn. The number of stages
required in a voltage amplif ier depends on the degree of amplif i-
cation required, postulated by the input and desired output volt-
ages and the type of tubes selected. The fewer the tubes, the less
likelihood of instabil ity through a common plate supply imped-
ance, but a selection of tubes giving a high stage gain may result
in undesirable performance. The design of the amplif ier is wholly
dependent on the degree of absence of distortion required.

Transformer-coupled stages have already been mentioned. Al-
rnost invariably resistance-capacitance-coupled tubes are used in
voltage amplifiers, so further discussion on transformer-coupled
stages rvil l  not be given. Either triodes or pentodes may be used
and an examination of their characteristics can be carried out in
a manner similar to those of output tubes.
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Resistqnce-copocitonce-coupled triodes

It is customary to use either general-purpose (rnedium-mu with
an amplification factor under 50) or high-mu triodes (amplifica-
tion factor 50 to 100). The tube manufacturers publish resistance-
capacitance design charts for all types of tubes, but a word of
warning is needed in connection rvith tltese. The figures givcn
seem to indicate that a lorv source impedance is used u'hereas in
practice the source impedance and grid-cathode impedance are
usually fairly high (Fig. a0l); therefore, the values of associated

2? ; "1r2', ; i f !rli,i,,i*, r [Jl ; i i,
ly high.

components are not necessarily correct. These charts also refer to
average tubes and so can be taken only as a rather rough guide in

specific cases.
The figures given also assume a harmonic distortion content of

\fo and for high-grade equipment this figure is excessive. In vierv

of the fact that distortion occurs when the tube is called uPon to

deliver its peak voltage, the obvious way to avoid it is to work the

tubes well within their l imits. Accordingly, for high-grade ampli-

fiers the designer should not expect to get the voltage outPut from

any particular tube that the chart would indicate as being possible.

This does not mean that the overall gain of the amplif ier must

be determined so that no tube has to produce more than about

three-quarters of the possible outPut voltage. As this l imitation

usually arises only in the last stage of the voltage amplif ier, earlier

stages, including so-called preamplif ier stages, may be selected on

the basis of the charts. If the last tube is unable to deliver the

necessary voltage to drive the output stage or driver stage, then

the last stage of the voltage amplif ier would have to be a push-pull

stage and the phase-splitter rvould be a part of the voltage ampli-

fier.

Design doto
For convenience in design the mass of data presented by the

tube makers has been edited and put together in different form.
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After eliminating some unnecessary information, what is left pro-
duces a recognizable pattern. Table i l, giving the correct values
for average triodes of the types l isted, is subject to the l imitations
mentioned. As most designers are interested in equipment deriv-
ing power from a l ine-operated supply, battery operating types of
tubes have not been included but the relevant information can be
extracted from tube-makers' manuals.

The input resistance should not exceed I megohm and subse-
quent grid resistors should be not more than four times the pre-

Fig. 402. Relatiue 
rualues rof 

plate and grid

ceding plate resistor (Fig. 402). With high-mu triodes the grid re-
sistor should be less than this. High values of grid resisror tend to
produce hum. It should be remembered that output tubes require
a lower grid resistor than an ordinary voltage amplif ier (the rec-
ommended values being given in the tube handbooks) but a sim-
ple rule is to keep this as lorv as 250,000 ohms for high-erade
equipment. Wit.h this in mind an examination of Table i l sl-rotvs
that quite a number of alternative usages are ruled out on the
grounds that the valuc of R3 r.vil l  be too high. If R3 is 0.5 megohm,
several opportunities occur of getting a higher outpur voltage from
the preceding tube, but it should be remembered that the 0.22-
megohm value is recommended to reduce the effects of reverse grid
current in the output stage.

Coupling cqpocitors

The value of the coupling capaciror C2 is importanr. If too
small, there will be a loss of amplification at lorv frequencies. The
values shown allow for the amplification at 50 cps to be re-
duced to 0.8 times the amplification at higher frequencies-a loss
of 2 db. If this capacitor is reduced by one-half, the 2 db loss rvill
be at 100 cps; if doubled, the 2 db figure is reached at 25 cps, and
so on.





For a rather low plate load the
greater than that obtainable from a

stage gain is not appreciably
high-mu triode and the ques-

tion rnay be
sideration of

Fig. 403. Atnplilication of bass is
affected by the size ol the coupling,
cathod,e and, screen bypass capacitors.

asked, rvhy use pentodes at all? This involves con-
the dynamic characteristics of both types and, con-

Fig. 404-a. Usual method
of applying screen voltage.

trary to generally held opinion, a pentode as a voltage amplif ier
can give a good deal less distortion than a triode.

Examination of a tube such as the 6Sf 7 used as a triode or as a

Fig. 404-b. Voltage diuider
lor the screen is a better

technique.
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pentode wil l shorv that, for outputs up to about l0 volts rms, the
intermodulation distortion of the pentode is about one-eighth
that of the triode, assuming that the operating conditions of
both are optimum. At 30-volts outpur the distortion is about the
same; at 60 volts output the pentode has more distortion than the
triode. So a pentode is most useful in the earlier stages of an ampli-
f ier rvhere the signal voltage to be handled is low. In these posi-
tions the pentode has a higher amplif ication factor and less dis-
tortion than the triode and is strongly recommended for high-fidel-
ity amplif iers.

',',Y;"!l:#';::i;:""::",X'",!",iIf ,','[f,
s t a se s are ̂ ' o 

u!l? f J, i!,p 
p tv d'e co i ptin g

Bass attenuation is affected by the screen bypass as rvell as the
cathode bypass and coupling capacitors. If, instead of a series
screen resistance as shorvn in Fig. 404-a (the usual method of
feeding the screen) a potential divider is used as in Fig. 404-b, the
Ioss of bass through inadequate bypassing is very much less. This
has the further advantage of stabil izing the screen potential to
some extent, a desirable aim rvith all pentodes.

The cathode bypass rvill be seen to be greater than that re-
quired for triodes, and it is most convenient to use an electrolytic
capacitor of 50 pf with a working voltage of 12, or over.
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Resistonce-copocilonce-coupled phose inverlers
Table l0 summarizes in convenient form the conditions that

have to be met when using twin triodes as amplifying phase in-

verters. No-gain splitters have already been dealt with in Chapter
3, but the table gives the values required for a circuit of the type
shown in Fig. 302-a. For the twin triodes included in Tablel0,the
values shown in that table should be used for Rl, R2, R3 and C
but as the output from the 6vo triode sections of the double triode
must be equal, the tap on R3. and R36 must be adjusted to suit.

The twin triode is ari amplifier hence the tap on the grid re-

sistor of one output tube must be selected so that the voltage ap-

plied to the second triode of the phase inverter is such that the

voltage across the grid resistor of the second outPut tube is iden-
tical. If the voltage gain of the stage is, say 20, then the input sig-

"* n*''f'lo'i:!'";-f';: " o'

nal voltage Ei would be one-nventieth of the output voltage, so
the voltage tapped off R3 would be one-nventieth of the total
voltage across the two.

Decoupling
In the discussion on triodes it was stated thae the supply volt-

age should be as high as possible, with a maximum of 300, but
this assumes that the supply voltage is applied directly to the load
resistor. If an amplifier has only two stages, decoupling is prob-
ably unnecessary; but more than two stages are needed in all but
the cheapest equipment. Decoupling then becomes essential to
overcome common rmpedance coupling in the porver supply. See
Fig. 405.

Decoupling involves the use of a series plate resistance Rl rvith
a low impedance bypass to ground, Cl, between the supply source
and the load resistance R2 of the tube as shown in Fig. 406. As the
tube takes plate current, a very appreciable voltage drop takes
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place across the decoupling resistance. The higher the value of

ihe decoupling resistance, the better the decoupling (assuming
an adequate bypass to ground). For a supply voltage of 300 ap-

plied to the plate resistors, it can be taken as a safe working rule

that the actual supply voltage should be 400, or a l itt le more, and

the bypass capacitor has a capacitance of 8 pf with a dc working
voltage of 500.

Tqble 8-Resistonce-copocitonce-coupled triodes

Cl ond C2 gdiusfed to give 0.8 E,,
ot 50 cps.

Do to  f o r  doub le  t r i odes  ( tYPes
6SN7-GTB, I2SN7.GT, 6517, ONd
l2AX7) opply to eoch triode sec-
tion.

Rl ond R3 in megohms; R2 in ohms.

V.G. (voltoge goin) : E,,/E;.

Type Rl
6BF6
6SR7 .047
65T7
I2SR7
26C6 . l

.22

6C4
l2AU7 .O47

6 J 5  9 . 0 4 7  8  . 1 5
6SN7 .047 < .1 6 .07

G T B  \ . 2 2  5  . 0 3
t 2 J b  1 . 1  5  . 0 8
l 2 s N 7 -  . l  < . 2 2  4  . 0 3

c T  l . s  3  . 0 2
( .22 3 .03

. 2 2  1 . 4 7  2  . 0 2
\1.0 ' t  .01

72

B * :
cr c2 R2
6 .r5 2000
5 .07 2500
4 .O4 3000
4 .07 3800
3 .03 5'100
2 .O2 6200
2 .03 8000
1 .02  r r000
r .01 13000

8 .r5 920
6 . t  1200
5 .03 1400
4 .07 2000
3 .03 2800
2 .015 3600
2 .03 5300
I .015 8300
1 .007 r 0000

180 volts B* : 30O volts
Eu V.G. R2 E. V.G.
32 l0 1800 58 l0
42 r0 2400 74 ll
47 l r  2900 85 l l
36 t ' t  3600 65 12
47 r r 5000 85 12
55 12 6200 96 12
41 12 2800 74 12
54 12 I  1000 95 12
69 12 13000 106 12

20 l1  870 38  12
26 12 1200 52 t2
29 t2 1500 68 12
24 12 1900 44 12
33 t2 3000 68 12
40 12 4000 80 12
31 12 5300 57 t2
44 12 8800 82 12
54 12 r ]000 92 t2

R3

ti: '
0"1
1,:1?
t\: '
\ i^t
\,i?

. l

.22

l l 9 0  2 4  1 3
|490 30  13
1740 36 13
2330 26 14
2830 34 14
3230 38 14
5560 28 14
7000 36 14
8 l  r 0  4 0  1 1

1020 41  13
1270 5r 14
1500 60 14
1900 43 14
2440 56 t4
2700 61 t4
4590 46 11
5770 57 14
6950 64 14



TyPc

6sQ7-
GT

r2sQ7-
GT

6A'I'6
6SL7 -

GT
63Z7
6T8
I2AT6
l2sL7-

GT

6AV6
I2AV6
I2AX7

ct c2

8 .06
7 .03
6 .02
6 .03
5 .02
I .0r
I .02
3 .01
3 .005

9 .06
7 .03
6 .O2
5 .03
4 .02
4 .01
3 .02
2 .01
2 .005

R3R I

Tqble 8 (conrinued)

B* : 180 volrs B* : 300 volts
R2 E. V.G. R2 E,, V.G.

2600 16 29 1900 31 3l
2900 22 36 2200 41 39
3000 23 37 2300 45 42
4300 21 13 3300 42 48
4800 28 50 3900 51 53
5300 33 53 1200 60 56
7000 25 52 5300 17 58
8000 33 57 6100 62 60
8800 38 58 7000 67 63

1900 19 30 1500 10 34
2200 25 35 1800 51 38
2500 32 37 2100 63 11
3400 24 38 2600 51 12
4100 31 42 3200 65 16
4600 38 44 3700 77 18
6600 29 11 5200 61 48
8100 38 46 6300 74 50
9100 43 47 7200 85 5l

1800 18 40 1300 13 15
2000 25 17 1500 57 52
2200 32 52 1700 66 57
3000 21 53 2200 51 59
3500 31 59 2800 69 65
3900 39 63 3100 79 68
5800 30 62 4300 62 69
6700 39 66 5200 77 73
7100 15 68 5900 92 75

,rl .):
, I;,?l?
- {l;i'
,  l i t

(  .22.r, \r.t,
- ll;i'

r  .1  l0  .06
. r  l . z z  e . o 3

l . s  s . o 2
r .22 6 .03

. z z l . t z  5  . 0 2
(  r .o  4 .o l
( .17 1 .O2

.47 1t.O 3 .0r
\2.2 2 .005

Tqble 9-Resislqnce-copocitonce-coupled pentodes

Cl , C2, C3 odiusted lo give 0.7 E,,
ot 50 cps.
Upper limits of level frequency re-
sponse for vqlues of Rl:

Rl : 0.1 megohm-25,000 cps.
Rl - 0.25 megohm-I0,000 cps.
Rl : .5 megohm- 5,000 cps.

Rl, R2, R4 in megohms. R3 in ohms.
V.G. (voltoge or sloge goin) :
E"/Ei-
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Type Rl

64U6
6SH7 . l
I2AU6
I2SH7

.22

.47

65F7
I 25F7

( .12 .r 36 .3 .05 800 57 71 500 76 109

1 .15 .22 33 .25 .03 900 72 il6 600 103 115
' .t9 .17 30 .25 .O2 1000 8l l4l 700 r29 168
, .38 .22 25 .2 .O2 1500 59 r30 1000 92 161
I

1 .13 .17 24 .2 .02 1700 67 r7r 1000 r08 230
' .6 t.0 22 .2 .01 1900 7l 200 1100 122 262
, .9 .47 16 .15 .01 3100 54 172 1800 94 218
I

Jl .0 1.0 16 .r5 .0r 3100 65 232 1900 105 318
\l.l 2.2 15 .15 .005 3600 74 272 2100 122 371

, .33 . l  t6 .1 .05
I

.r 1 .5 .22 t6 .4 .03
'  .6 .47 16 .4 .02
, .76 .22 12 .3 .O2
I

.221 .e .17 12 .25 .0r5
' 1 . 0  1 . 0  1 0 . 2 5 . 0 1 5
,  1.8 .47 7 .2 .01
I

. 4 7 1 2 . 0  r . 0  7 . 2 . 0 r
\2.2 2.2 7 .2 .005

Tqble 9 (continued)

Bf : lS0volrs B+:300volts
R2 R4 Ct C2 C3 R3 E, V.c. R3 E,, V.G.

1000 32 33 750 62 39
1200 37 15 850 80 16
1300 43 52 900 93 57
1700 37 47 il50 63 62
1700 44 68 1300 78 88
1800 47 82 t500 99 97
3300 38 70 2300 71 82
3800 50 85 2500 85 109
4000 57 98 2800 105 125

6SJ7 ( .29 .r 24 .2 .04 760 49 55 500 72 67
r2s.J7 .r { .3r .22 22 .2 .p4 800 60 82 530 96 98

\ .37 .47 20 .2 .o2 860 62 91 590 lol lo4
, . 8 3  . 2 2  1 7  . 1 5 . O 2  1 0 5 0  3 8  1 0 9  8 5 0  7 9  1 3 9

. z z l  . g t  . 4 7  1 5 . l 5 . o l  1 0 6 0  4 7  l 3 l  8 6 0  8 8  1 6 7
(  .p l  t .o  t5  .15  .o l  I  loo  54  161 9 lo  98  185
,1.85 .47 12 .15 .01 2000 37 l5l  1300 61 200

.tzlz.z l .0 12 . l  .oo5 2180 44 1g2 l4lo 79 238
lz.t 2.2 12 .r .oo5 24to s1 2og l53o gg 263

The 6SH7 ond l2SH7 ore porticulorly susceptible lo hum when used os high-
goin oudio omplifiers. When the lubes ore used os low level drivers this un-
Jesiroble chorocleristic need not be considered. However the tubes should be
isolofed from externol hum sources whenever possible. Two seporote cothode
connecl ions permit the inpul ond ouipul circuits lo be isoloted from eoch

ofher.
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Tqble | O-Resistqnce-cqpocitonce-coupled phose inverters

This roble includes double tr iodes
normolly used os voltoge ompli f iers.
Other tubes con olso be used; e.g.
the double tr iodes l isted in Toble 8,
w h e r e  l h e  o p e r o t i n g  c o n d i t i o n s
l isled in thot toble should be used.

C is selected fo give 0.9 E,, ot 50 cps.

R3,,*R3pR3. R35 is selected so thot
the voltoge output of eoch tr iode of
the double tr iode is equol; e.g. i f
V.G. - 20 then R3b/R3 - 1 /2O.

Rl ,  R3 in  megohms.  R2 in  ohms.
V.G. (voltoge or stoge goin) 9,,76..

Type Rl R3

(;sN7 ,  .o47
(;TB .047 |  . l

,  .22

, { ) ,
| .tz
'  '22'" \ i.t,

ECC82 f
t21-u7 .047 

{

' {

B f  :  lS0vo l ts
R2 E,, V.G.

2000 32 l0
2500 42 r0
3000 47 r0
3800 36 r r
2830 34 14
3230 38 14
5560 28 t4
7000 36 t4
8 l  r 0  4 0  1 4

920 20
1200 26
]400 29
2000 24
2800 33
3600 40
5300 3r
8300 44

10000 54

B+ : 3O0 volts
R2 E., V.G.

1800 58  l0
2400 74 rr
2900 85 n
3600 65 12
2440 56 14
2700 64 14
4590 46 14
5770 57 14
6950 64 14

870 38 t2
1200 52  12
1500 68  12
1900 44 12
3000 68 t2
4000 80 t2
5300 57 t2
8800 82 12

I 1000 92 t2
2 2 {

.o47

. l

.22

. I

.22

.47

.22

.47
t . 0

c

. 1 5

.o7

.04

.07

.03

.02

.03

.o2

.01

. t 5

. l

.03

.o7

.03

.015

.03

. 0 1 5

.407

l l

1 2
1 2
1 2
t 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
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Tqble lO (continued)

B-]'- : 180 volts B* :300 volts
Rt R3 C R2 E,, V.G. R2 E,, V.G.

, . 'r .06 r 800 18 40 r 300 43 45
.r I .22 .03 2ooo 25 47 l5oo s7 s2

| .tt .o2 22oo 32 52 rToo 66 s7
, .22 .03 3000 24 53 2200 54 59

.22 | .47 .02 35oo 34 ss 28oo 6s 65
( t.o .or 39oo 39 63 3loo 79 68

, .47 .02 5800 30 62 43oo 62 69
.47 I r.o .ol 6700 39 66 52oo 77 79

I z.z .oo5 74oo 4s 68 59oo 92 7s

750 35 29
930 50 31

1040 54 36

1400 45 39
1680 55 12
1840 61 45

2330 50 45
2980 62 18
3280 72 19

Type

ECC83
l2AX7

lifl, , \ ,^? 960 17 25
t070 24 29
1220 27 33

1850 2t 35
2150 28 39
2100 32 41

3050 24 40
3120 32 13
3890 36 15

.07

.03

.o2

.03

.o2

.01

.02

.01

.005

.22 \,,t?
, .17

'47 
{ ; : ;
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alnplifier

II TITH the aid of Tables 4 to l0 it is now possible ro rvork out
VV the approximate design of a whole amplifier. As a working

example, let it be supposed that a circuit is required for an ampli-
fier to give 20 watts of audio power for a signal input of I volt,
using a minimum number of tubes, yet avoiding excessive dis-
tortion. An examination of Table 6 shows that most triodes will
not meet the power-output requirement, but Table 7 shorvs that
two 6L6's as tetrodes in class-AB1will.

From Table 7 it is seen rhat a peak grid-to-grid input of 57 volts
is required to give a power of 24 watts. A phase splitter is required,
and if the cathode resistor type of Fig. 304 is used, with a gain of
less than unity, the input voltage to the phase splitter must be
about 70 volts. Now examineTables 8 and 9. The grid circuit re-
sistance for 6L6's should be less than 0.5 megohm, so any line of
data showing a higher resisrance than this for R3 in Table 8 or
R4 in Table 9 musr be rejected.

Selecting o phose inverter
For 5/o distortion in the intermediate amplifying stage the

figures for Eo can be accepted, but this distortion is necessarily
added to that of the output stage, so it is desirable to assume that
Eo can be only 75lo of the figures shown. The condition would
seem to be met by a type 6BFO operating at a plate supply voltage
of 300 with a load resistor of 0.22 megohm. But the voltage
gain is only 12 so a further amplifying srage .would be required
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to meet the specification for input voltage. A high-mu triode
could not be used here, because inspection wil l show that the re-
quired grid impedance for 6L6's cannot be met.

In Table 9 the ansrver r.vould appear to be found in using a pen-
tode, say a 6SF7, which, with a plate load of 0.22 megohm and a
following grid resistor of 0.47 megohm will deliver 7l volts with
a stage gain of 82. It would be a mistake to use a 6SJ7 which, with
0.I-megohm plate resistance rvil l  give an Eo of 96 volts with a
stage gain of 98 because it is thought that the 7l volts from the
6SF7 should really be only 54 volts on the score of freedom from
distortion. It has already been pointed out that a tube such as the
6SJ7 (or the 6SF7 for that matter) will give more distortion than
a triode for 60 volts output. Moreover the stage gain of 98 is too
high, for if an input of I volt is applied to the tube the output wil l
be 98 volts, which is too high for the output stage. It might.be ar-
gued that the solution is to us.e a volume control in the grid circuit
of the 6SJ7, but the amplif ier should be designed to give maximum
power with the volume control at maximum, otherrvise part of the
control is unusable. And a last point is that using a first stage rvith
a no-gain phase splitter involves the use of two tube sockets and
two separate tubes. Can this be reduced?

Examination of Table l0 shows that it can. The grid-to-grid
input of the output stage is 57 volts; that is, the input for each
tube with respect to ground is 28.5 volts. Table l0 shorvs that the
twin triode 6SC7 with a plate resistance of 0.1 megohm will give
an Eo of 50 per triode with a stage gain of 34, the following grid
resistance being 0.22 megohm. Since 75f. of 50 is 37 volts, each
triode is rvell able to deliver 28 volts to each output tube. As the
stage gain is 34 and the required output voltage is 28.5, the input
required for maximum power is thus 0.8 volt, a figure sufficiently
close to the specification to be acceptable. Referring to the circuit
diagram at the head of l-able 10, the tap on R3 should be at
220,000/34 (: 6,470) ohms from ground.

Table 7 shorvs that the output stage needs a plate voltage of 360
for the required performance. But the cathode bias resistor applies
a bias voltage to the grids of -22.5, so the total supply voltage
required is 382.5. Allowing a margin for the potential drop in the
output transformer primary rvinding the smoothed supply voltage
should be 400. This is 100 volts greater than the voltage required
for the twin triode and the excess voltage can be profitably disposed
of by using decoupling resistors. These should be of a value to
create a potential drop of 100 volts rvith the measured plate cur-
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rents of the two triodes. The complete circuit diagram can norv be
drawn, and is shown in Fig. 501.

While this design is an approximation it is still a necessary first

Fig. 501. Approxinnte amplilter desigrt.

attempt at determining the correct tube sequence. Many other
factors have to'be taken into consideration: no individual tube
will perform exactly as stated in the handbooks nor will the values
of resistors and capacitors be rvhat they are stated to be unless
close-tolerance components are selected. This does not mean that
tube and component manufacturers are in any way dishonest.
Close-tolerance tubes are not a "commercial proposition" but
close-tolerance resistors and capacitors are selected from bulk
manufacture by the method of preferred values; as they are the
outcome of several selective processes they are necessarily expen-
sive. This introduces a new aspect of the design problem-cost of
production for a given set of. requirements. Furthermore, the
design may lead to unusual values for the resistors and capacitors.
For commercial production, a compromise may be made with
the use of stock components as near in value to the design as
possible.

Checking performonce
The approximate design technique just described is based on

the assumption that the tubes and components are what they are
said to be. The data in Tables 8 and l0 has been derived matl 're-
matically, based on the use of preferred values of components of
close tolerance, and "average" tubes, that is, tubes built to a pre-
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determined specification. When the circuit has been built up
into a prototype amplifier the most satisfactory way of proving it
is to measure its perfonnance. First check the applied dc voltages
with a very high resistance meter. The Bf voltage is to be checked

Fig.  502.  Method lor  d.eternt in-
ing the aalue of resistance re-

n " " " o, Ji, i 
urli 

i",,1,! f r! " "' " 
o

for 400 r'olts approximately, but the actual voltage on the outPut

plates with respect to ground should be 360.
Table 7 shorvs that the screen voltage should be only 270. A

series-feed resistance could be used or a potentiometer connected

between B{ and ground, the tapping being taken to the screens

of the tubes. Knowing the screen current, the tapping point can

be calculated but the exact point can more easily be determined

by connecting the voltmeter to the screens and altering the Poten-
tiometer until the desired voltage is obtained. If a fairly large

bleed current is allowed to pass through the potentiometer (by

making the total resistance not too high) better regulation of the

screen voltage will be obtained, since the screen current variations

will be a rather small fraction of the total current passing through
the potentiometer. See Fig. 502. This screen feed is not shotvn in

Fig. 501, but is easily urrderstood.
Next, the voltage on the supply end of the plate resistors of the

double triode should be set to 300 by selection of suitable de-

coupling resistors. Using a vacuum-tube voltmeter adjusted to

read ac volts, check that rvith the input of the first tube short-

circuited there is no signal voltage reading at the plate of the first

tube, at the grids of the outPut tubes, or at the plates of the

output tubes. If the meter shorvs a reading, then hum or some
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Component tolerqnce

It is at this point, too, that another factor must be reckoned
with. It was stipulated that the components should be close
tolerance, otherwise the predicted results cannot be expected. But
close-tolerance components are expensive. It is useless to pick
components at random out of a wide-tolerance stock for the sum
total of errors may be so great as to make the circuit unworkable.

Fig. 504. A ntethod. lor deterrnining the
polner output ol the preliminary design.

Accordingly, by the degree of tolerance permitted in component
selection, a margin of performance must be permitted in the
circuit design.

The figures given for voltage output, power output and stage
gain depend on the values of components being correct. If they
are not, the performance of the amplifier will sufier at maximum
but probably not at small outputs. In other words, maximum
efficiency can be secured only by insistence on exact-value com-
ponents and, as this is uneconomical, the design must be changed
for one of lower overall efficiency. Tubes must be given less rvork
to do so more tubes may be required.

Use of odditionql sloges
There is certainly nothing deplorable in the use of an extra

tube-it just happens that it is cheaper ro use an extra tube than
close-tolerance components. The designer, therefore, uses his dis-
cretion to produce the desired results at the lowest lolal cost. This
being so, the tests already described should be repeated with com-
ponents at the limit of the tolerances selected. If the factory is
going to use 20lo resistors and capacitors, then the circuit must
be tested with components plus or minus this percentage, some
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being plus and some minus. It may then be found that for tubes
selected at random the specified performance cannot be met rvith-
out adding a stage. If so the extra stage must be added. It may be
that the desired output power cannot be obtained from the two
output tubes under any circumstances, in rvhich case it might be
as well to'refrain from calling the amplifier a "25-watt high-
fidelity" job and say what it is-possibly a very good amplifier rvith
an "undistorted" output of l5 watts.

Having redesigned the basic circuit on these lines so that an
honest performance is obtained with a sine-wave input of 1,000
cps, some other information can now be obtained. The original
test was conducted at 1,000 cycles rvith a resistive output load
because that is a set of conditions frequently used. to make claims
in advertisements of amplifiers. It may produce a good-looking set
of figures but it is not the rvhole story. A high-grade amplifier has
to reproduce all frequencies between about 20 and 20,000 cycles
rvith constant output and constant small distortion. So the meas-
urements must be repeated (with components on their outside
limits) at spot frequencies of, say, 20,50, 100, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000
and 20,000 cycles. If the amplifier is not intended to have a rvider
range than 100 to 10,000 cycles, then measurements outside these
limits are unnecessary, but the designer should know what the
amplifier is doing outside the specified limits to have some idea of
what margin of safety his design possesses.

A circuit such as the cathode-resistance phase splitter of Fig.
305 cannot possibly work with Zofo-tolerance components, al-
though such components can easily be used in production. The
success of the circuit depends on Rl being equal to R2 + R3 and
Cl being equal to C2. Their exact values do not matter in the
least-it is necessary only that the plate load be equally divided.
Accordingly, in production all that is needed is to select these com-
ponents in matched pairs.

Using negolive feedbqck

Finally, there is the question of negative feedback, rvhich cuts
right across all matters so far considered. Again, for a very good
reason, this does not render the work done so far fruitless. Too
frequently negative feedback is used as a cure for trouble rather
than a technique for improving something. \Vhile negative feed-
back will sometimes counteract many bad features in an amplifier,
in cases even a great deal of feedback rvill produce little improve-
ment, or may even make nratters worse. An equivalent amplifier
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can be made rvhich will have a better performance rvithout feed.
back than the defective amplifier with feedback. A competent and
conscientious designer should be able to make a very good ampli-
fier without availing himself of the benefits of negative feedback
but, when it is applied to an amplifier that is already good, the
final results are far in advance of the best designs rvithout feed-
back. But the design must be right before feedback is applied.

Full development of the design for o high-grode 2O-wqtt
omplifier

A ferv pages back it rvas said that the work so far done rvas
not of much practical value and that the amplifier so designed
l'ould not be of very much use. The reasons for doing rvhat lvas
described lay in stressing the importance of getting back to furi-
damentals before embarkihg on a complex circuit. The complete
design of a rvorking high-fidelity amplifier may norv be under-
taken, although the reader is advised to become acquainted rvith
Chapters 6 to 9 before proceeding. Perhaps this section might
have been postponed until after Chapter 9 but as the discussion
is centered on amplifier design and, as amplifier design is virtually
adopting the correct sequence of tubes and the optimum merhod
of coupling them, it is natural to follorv on from the considera-
tion of porver and voltage-amplifying tubes.

Choosing the output stoge
First, then, is the question-rvhat is the best ourput stage for

a high-fidelity amplifier for home use? There is no categorical
ansrver to that question since personal tastes differ and rooms
range from the small to the very large. Moreover some speakers
are rather insensitive and others produce far more output for
less input. But a general idea can be formed from much ex-
perience in audio rvork. It rvill probably be agreed that among
discriminating listeners rvho aren't deaf and don't rvant to be
deafened and rvho don't rvant to interfere rvith their neighbors'
comfort, 20 lvatts provides a reserve of porver for entirely satis-
fying results rvith a rvell-designed speaker in a fairly large living
room. This postulates that the peah undistorted porver is 20 rvatts;
the mean output rvill probably be no more than I rvatt. And
it is this very great difference betrveen mean and peak powers
in musical reproduction that causes so much heartache rvhen the
genuine music lover hears sounds from his equipment that he
knorvs quite lvell are not music but distortion. But rvhere does
tlre trouble lie?



Tube chqroclerislics
When dealing tvith tube characteristics, it \vas pointed out

that the data is average data, typical only of the particular tube
being considered. Nforeover, these tube characteristics are taken
with a sine-rvave input; necessarily so, since a static state must
be established for the measurements to be recorded. The figures
quoted by the tube makers are quite accurate for an avera€ie
tube and if the ttrbes are checked by the designer, rvith sinusoidal
input, no discrepancy rvil l  be discovered. But l 'hereas the output
power is gir.en for a resistive load, and speakers are resistive, in-
ductive and capacitive, so also the olltput po\ver is given for a
sinusoidal input of constant peak value, and in speech and in
musical reprodtrction the peak valtre is continually changing.

Push-pull output stages can be operated rvith fixed or cathode
bias. Fixed bias is almost alrvays essential l ' i th class ABz and
class B since the tubes are drir.en into erid currenr condition.
For the more ordinary class-AB amplif iers for domestic use cath-
ode bias is customary since it is considered (quite correctly as
it happens) that cathode bias is self-regulating. As the plate cur-
rent increases the voltage drop across tlte cathode-bias resistor
increases, rvhich results in increased bias I 'oltase and reduction
of plate clrrrent. See Figs. 505-a,-b,-c.

But things are not aln'ays tvhat they seem. If the input is
sinusoidal and then slorvly increased from a lorv Iigure, it rvil l
be found that the self-balancing action does take place. If the
same series of measurements is taken rvith fixed bias, it rvil l  be
found that lvhat rvas rigl-rt for srnall inptrts is not right for large
inputs and distortion occurs. A class-B amplif ier is usually in-
tended for economical production of high audio porvers, such
as are needed for public-address l\rork, rvhere the highest possible
quality is not essential, reasonable intell igibil i ty ar the lorvest
cost being rvhat is required. High-fidelity reproducrion at more
normal output po\vers is associated l ' i th cathode-biased output
stages.

If each output tube is biased separately, the bias resistor must
be shunted by a suitable capacitance to avoid loss of bass. If the
two tubes have a common bias resistor this is not necessary;
indeed it is esscrrl ial to omit the capacitor. The resistor and
capacitor form a netrvork 'rvhich has a time constant; for good
bass reproduction the irnpedance at lorv frequencies must be lorv
to avoid attenuation (at high frequencies the impedance is neg-
ligible) and this implies a long time consrant. \Vhen the chapter
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on negative feedback is studied, it will be found that a long time
constant is needed in the interstage couplings to reduce phase
change at low frequencies. This helps to create instability in
the form of motorboating. Since the large capacitors have a low
impedance for low frequencies, the long time constant of the
bias network has an equally serious drawback when the input to

Fig. 505. SeIf regulating action produced by cathode bias: a) uith constant
sinusoid,al input, bias uoltage and plate current remain at a relatiaely steaaty
level; b) as amplitude of input signal rises, plate current increases and the
bias becomes more negative; c) the change in bias tends to reduce the ptate

current and the tube tries to return to its original operating point.

the output stage is far from constant and also includes transient
peaks of maximum amplitude. Music is neither loud nor soft
all the time; generally it varies very considerably from something
just above audibility to deafening crashes, with a mean ourpur
from a 20-watt amplifier of something of the order of I watr or
a little less. So long as the mean input is such as to produce
l-watt output, the output will be undistorted and it will be ob-
vious that the plate (and screen) current will be constant and
the bias constant, too-in fact, fixed bias. But if the output
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tubes are used in class AB then an increase of input will produce
an increase in plate and screen currents. This lvill be compensated
by the increase of bias resulting from the increase of current
through the bias resistor so long as the change is gradual. lf
a sudden increase of input is applied, shorter than the time con-
stant of the bias network, there lvill not be time for the bias to
change and the condition of fixed bias rvill continue in the peak,
with consequent distortion. Hence the desirability of using a
common bias resistor and no bypass capacitor because the time
constant will be much shorter than when separate bias resistors_
are used, for these must be bypassed to avoid bass attenuation-
See Figs. 506-a,-b.

Triode vs. tetrode output

A realization of this quite serious snag led to purists insisting
that triodes in class A lvere the only tubes to use for the best
possible results. In class A the plate current does not change with
variation in input so the problem does not arise. Yet the poor
efficiency of triodes and the limited power available from class-
A amplifiers are'drawbacks just as serious. Hence the wide use
of tetrodes in class AB, but a keen pair of ears can always hear
the cleanness in the peaks of a triode class-A amplifier and the
distortion in those from a tetrode class-AB amplifier-unless cer-
tain remedial measures are taken.

The first has alreadly been given-a common bias resistor with-
out bypass. But it must be pointed out that a smoothing capa-
citor is shunted across the power supply and is consequently
shunted across the bias resistor too. It is literally true that a
substantial reduction in the capacitance of the power supply filter
will help by reducing the time constant of the bias network, but
such a reduction rvill impair the voltage-regulating properties
when a large capacitor is used and make matters rvorse at all
levels. Tetrodes and pentodes with constantly changing plate
and screen currents demand good voltage regulation from the
polver pack. It will be found in practice that distortion will be
reduced on peaks if the power supply filter capacitor is increased
to something of the order of 50 pf. But the best rvay of all is to
regulate the voltage by ancillary means such as the method given
in Fig. 908 in Chapter 9. This permits a smaller value of capacitor
in the power supply.

Next comes the use of negative feedback and, as Chapter 7
makes clear, this must be used with discretion. Negative feedback
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can be used to such an extent that the distortion rvill be reduced
to nothing; unfortunarely the gain of the amplifier will also be
reduced to nothing. Striking a happy mean berween aderluare
gain and adequate absence of distortion, a point is reachecl at
'rvhich, to avoid excessive phase change-rvhich would change nega-

F i g . 5 0 6 .  B r * p a s s i n g  a n d  c a t h o d e
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an aduantage; b) uhen a commonu " : ";:::i'"i" ;: "i ;" l,' !i,,? I !."'
tive into positive feedback at- low frequencies-the number of am-
plifying stages must be reduced to the minimum possible number.
Or, if several stages are desired, the feedback must not be raken
over them all. A lengthy practical experience in amplifier design
will convince the technical worker who has tro pt..or.eived b&s
in his bonner that certain simple rules should bi observed;

l. To secure the advantages of negative feedback, the minimurl
nu-mbg of amplifying srages should be used. This posrulates-

2. The output stage should be tetrodes or pentodes for the sake
of their greater efficiency (resulting in a srnaller required input
voltage), provided steps are taken to reduce their effective piate
resistance to give a good damping factor to ttre speaker.

3. The use of pentode voltage amplifiers both for their greater
freedom from distortion and their greater voltage amplification
per stage.



4. That high values of negative feedback should not be used
to counteract amplifier shortcomings since this rvould reduce the
overall gain too much and perhaps reqtrire an extra stage rvith
the inevitable complications and instabil ity.

Ultrq-Lineor operolion

For something l ike l5 years the writer marketed a 20-rvatt am-
plifier consisting of a pentode voltage amplifier, a no-gain phase
inverter and d pair of push-pull tetrodes. It gave this output porver
rvith only 0.7-volt input (an easy ourput for any tone control am-
plifier) and is still considered to have a very clean sound on the
transient peaks. This is primarily due to a stabilized porver supply
and careful design. But it could be improved sti l l  more by com-
paratively recent developments variously called Ultra-Linear or
distributed-load operation. With proper design, trvo tetrode-pen-
tode tubes of 25-watt plate dissipation under Ultra-Linear opera-
tion rvill give 20 rvatts output power rvith appreciably less than
lfo total distortion under actual working conditions, and 30 .rvatts

with only lfo total distortion. This quality standard is good
enough to satisfy the most critical listener and will be adopted
for the present discussion. It has been found that the Mullard
EL34/6C1^7 tube is particularly suitable for the type of operation
now suggested, but other nerv tube types are becoming available
rvhich, no doubt, rvill give equally good results.

Positioning the trqnsformer screen-grid tops
The most noticeable departure from standard circuitry rvhen

using Ultra-Linear operation is that the screen grids of the out-
put tubes are taken to taps on the output transformer primary-
the load is "distributed." The reason for this must be understood
so that the design of the circuit can be made rvith intelligence.
There is nothing mysterious in the operation if i t is realized that
an Ultra-Linear amplifier is a special type of feedback amplifier.
Negative feedback is used to reduce distortion and plate resis-
tance, making the pentodes behave like triodes. But the power
efficiency of the multi-electrode tube is retained, particularly from
the point of vierv of required input grid volts. It is generally rec-
ognized by expert designers that greater stability and overall free
dom from distortion are more readily obtained if the negative
feedback is not just slung back in one large chunk from the output
transformer secondary to amplifier input. It is usually best to
counteract output stage distortion by a separate feedback loop.
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This can be done by the simple circuit of Fig. 704-b in Chapter
7 , and this was the usual method of applying feedback when the
idea first broke into then-current circuitry thinking. Feedback
over several stages rvas a much later development.

Ultra-Linear operation involves the application of nonlinear
negative feedback to the ourpur srage through the medium of
the screen grids. This results in a tube condition somewhere be-
tween that of a pentode and a triode, and is controlled by the
position of the taps on the output transformer primary. In Fig.

I
vp+ v Rc
,t30 v

',-l I32vtRrs 
T-

vP +vR.
430 v

I

Fig. 507. Ultra-Linear connection of output tubes.

507 it will be seen that, if the screens are connecred to rhe ourer
ends of the winding, they are virtually strapped to the plates and
the tubes behave as triodes. If they are connected to the center
tap, the tubes behave as pentodes. An intermediate position in-
dicates distributed-load operation.

If the common winding, that is the portion between the center
and screen taps, is about 207oot the whole, the distortion is about
the same as the triode condition (although the plate impedance
is not that of a triode). A definite improvemeni is achieved by
increasing the common winding to some figure between 40 and
45fo. Experiment shows that the oprimum figure is 43lo. Since
this type of output stage is basically of the negative feedback
type, it can be considered that the position of the tap controls
the amount of feedback. The 431, tap being determined and the
operating conditions laid down, a series of curves can be drawn
to show the performance of the pair of tubes (Figs. 508 and 509).
The recommended plate voltage is 400 and, making allowance

-I
ll- +'

I

EL34./CCA7
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for the voltage drop across the output transformer primary and

bias resistor, i f-ptr.t supply of 440 volts is suggested' The func-

tion of the resisiors Rl in Fig. 507 is simply to provide the

correct screen voltage of 395. Fig. 508 shows the power output

available with various plate-to-plate loads and, as the top curve

indicates, the optimum load is 6,600 ohms' The bottom curve

shows that at this load resistance the distortion is also least.

Driving voltoge required

Fig. 509 shor,vs what input grid-to-grid voltage is required for

various output powers, and as the originally desired output was

20 warts th; input volts will be 32 rms. Horvever all alternating

current has a peak as well as a mean value and the peak value

is /2 times thi rms value. The peak input voltage rvill therefore

be 32Xf7-45.25. From Fig. 509 it is seen that an input voltage

of 45 gives a power output of 32.5 watts, but the curves showing

harmJnic distortion giv-e a warning that cannot be ignored. Ear-

lier in this discussion it was stated that the distortion at 20 rvatts

output would be only 0.8% and the total distortion curve of Fig.

508 confirms this. If this were the only distortion curve shorvn,

the designer might reasonably say that he rvould be willing to

increaset-the distortion a little for the sake of having an amplifier

with 30 watts output. (The extra l0 watts makes it just that much

more attractive ai a selling proposition, and it doesn't cost any-

thing to get that e*tta poi".t.) But the aim is to produce a real

nigfrlfidefity amplifier, ind rvhat happens if those extra l0 watts

are taken?
Assume that it is decided to have a total distortion content of

only l%, which on the face of it seems a pretty good specification'

This corresponds rvith an output power of 31.5 watts, so there

appears to be t.5 rvatts in hand. This lines 
"p Yi!l] an input vol-

t"g" or 43.5 rms, and that has a peak value of 61.5 volts. Norv

lo6k at the harmonic analysis of the total distortion. It is a very

great help to designers that tube manufacturers have got into the

iiabit of 
'providing 

harmonic-distortion curves of output tubes

since hi-fi became a force in the land. They don't print these data

sheets just to make the tube handbooks bulkier; the curves are

put there to be used, and used they must be if an amplifier is

going to be good to listen to at high levels'
With the nominal output of ib rvatts, the peak input of 45

volts develops 0.6/n fifth-harmonic distortion at 32.5 watts output

and the p"ul .r.,tp.tt for a nominal 30-rvatt amplifier rvill be right

off the diugru-. i ' ifth-hur-onic clistortion is the very devil' The
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ear is fairly accommodating to second and third, but even 0.5/o

fifth harmonic is intolerable to a musical ear. An input of 54 volts,

gives nearly 1.3% fifth-harmonic distortion and a peak input of

6l volts would result in unbearable reproduction from a natural-
sounding point of hearing. The curves of Fig. 509 have been ex-

tended to the right only sufficiently to show that at powers in
excess of about 30 watts the distortion gets out of hand.

This being so, it may be asked rvhy even 0.61' fifth harmonic
is considered acceptable for the present design. The answer is,

of course, that further feedback will be applied to the amplifier

to reduce this. The fifth-harmonic distortion, as the principle

component of the total distortion at high outputs, wil l be reduced

most but, if the amplif ier is supposed to have a 3O-watt (or even

greater) output, a considerable amount of feedback will have to

be used. \Ve are back to what has been pointed out several t imes-

that the function of feedback is to improve an existing good am-

plif ier, not to convert a bad one into something that can be l is-

tened to. Designs, therefore, rvhich claim high output Powers
"rvith less than lfo total distortion" must be considered on their

innate merits. And if the total distortion is mostly f ifth harmonic,

it lvi l l  sound pretty bad to a keen pair of ears, even rvith consid-

erable feedback. The present design contains 0.6% fifth (peak)

and feedback wil l reduce it to about 02%, a just acceptable figure.

If the distortion rvithout feedback is something l ike 2/o, feedback

cannot reduce it to an acceptable figure unless most of the am-

plif ier gain is reduced to an absurdly small amount. \Vith rvhich

ihought the discussion of the amplif ier design can be resumed.

As overall negative feedback 'ivill be ttsed, it is necessary to

provide more gain in the voltage amplif ier than rvould be re-

(uired 'rvithout feedback, if the input to tl"re rvhole amplif ier is

to be kept reasonably small. The aim is to keep the number of

stages at a minimum and the amplif ication per stage at a mini-

mum. A no-gain phase inverter, therefore, seems undesirable, and

so the cathode-coupled phase inverter is adopted. In constructing

the prototype amplif ier to prove the design under discussion, the

lvriter happened to have on hand the N{ullard high-mu double

triode ECC83 and this lvas fotrnd to be eminently satisfactory'

The Amer ican equivalent  ( l2AX7) rvould be equal ly  su i table.

The first stage should be a pentode both on the score of high

gain and freedom from distortion. Unfortunately, quite a num-

ber of pentodes are noisy and liable to introduce hum. Within

the rvriter's experience the lorvest-noise pentode he has met is the
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Mullard EF86, r,vhich was developed several years ago for critical

amplif ier positions. The amplif ier has a high gain and any noise

or hum generated in the first-stage grid circuit wil l become un-

bearable in the output. Just any old pentode rvil l  not do; it must

be genuinely designed for low noise.
As lvil l  be seen when the chapter on feedback is read, the basic

cause of instabil ity is due to phase change in the amplif ier trans-
forming negative into positive feedback. This is best avoided by
reducing the number of stages to the minimum and reducing the

R-C netrvorks, too ( in number but not in time constant). An ex-

cellent rvay of doing this is to use direct coupling between tubes

and, as the cathode-coupled phase inverter conveniently lends it-

self to this, the first amplifying stage is direct-coupled to the phase

inverter.
The output transformer must have been designed for Ultra-

Linear operation and the taps for the screens must be at 43fo of

each half of the primary rvinding. Suitable components are avail-

able from Acro, Dyna Co., Partridge and others. The power pack

is not shown in the circuit diagram (Fig. 507) but any good design

rvill prove satisfactory, particularly if voltage stabilization has been

included. The smoothed voltage output must be 440, rvith a cur-

rent of rather more than 140 ma, to rvhich, of course, must be

added the current required for operation of the tone control pre-

amplif ier, recording amplif ier, radio unit, etc. For the usual 500-

voli 250-ma rectif ier tube, capacitor-loaded, a power transformer

secondary of 410-0-410 volts with a capacitor of 8 pf rvil l  prove

just right. This allows for a 25-volt drop across,the-smoothing

It ot", *ni.h should have a maximum resistance of 200 ohms and

an inductance of at least l0 henries at 180 ma.

Fig.5 l0 may now be considered in some deta i l .  Star t ing at  the

input, capacitor C;1 is not required if the preamplif ier inc.ludes

a ioupling capacitor after the last tube's plate. If the amplif ier

rvere fid rvith a transducer having continuity to dc, the grid circuit

of the first tube rvould be short-circuited if Cx were not there.

Resistor R1 serves to reduce the input to the amplif ier. The trvo

resistors R1 and Rl form a potentiometer and could be replaced

by a l-megohm volume control. The amplif ier has a sensitivity

such that un inp.,t of 220 mv gives an output of 20 lvatts, and 300

mv-input just produces overload (in terms of the distortion dis-

..,rr.d eariier). If the normal output of the preamplif ier, including

its tone control circuits, is greater than 220 mv, then Rx should be

of such value as just to fully load the amplif ier. It is assumed that

the volume control rvil l  be located in the preamplif ier'
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As the first tube (EF86) has been chosen for lorv noise, it is
clearly absurd to introduce noise from other comPonents. All
resistors associated lvith the first stage should be deposited-carbon
high-stability type, as also should the feedback resistor of 8,200
ohrns. The noise level in the amplifier is 90 db bdlorv 20 rvatts, and
the use of ordinary carbon resistors in the first stage could reduce
this figure appreciably. It seems a pity to "spoil the ship for a
ha'p'orth of tar."

The 4,700-ohm 47-ppf nenvork shunting the plate load resistor
of the first tube requires some explanation. In Chapter 7 it is
pointed out that an amplifier to 'rvhich adequate feedback is to
be applied must have a very much rvider frequency response than
rvould seem to be necessary. Specially designed bass and treble
cutoff circuits are required beyond the postulated range. In the
bass this is required to prevent the passage of positive feedback
caused by phase change of negative, but the present design has
very little bass phase change because it has direct coupling and
ferv stages. In the extreme top, holvever, a clrt is needed since there
ie a tendency for the amplifier to be too good for the applicaton
of feedback. Accordingly the supersonic treble is cut by the treble-
cut network sholvn. In the performance curves of Fig.5l l ,  i t  lv i l l
be seen there is an uprvard trend in the phase change betrveen 10,-
000 and 100,000 cycles although far belorv instability even at
100,000. Without the treble-cut netrvork this rvould be greater,
but it rvill be seen that the frequency response of the amplifier
is not impaired, for it is virtually up to the 100,000-cycle value.

The phase-inverter plate-load resistors, the coupling capacitors
and the grid resistors of the output stage should be closely
matched. Their exact value is not critical but they should be
matched. In the event of resistors not being dead-matched, the
slightly higher values should be included in the circuits associated
rvith that half of the phase inverter rvhich is direct-coupled to
the plate of the first stage.

The bypass capacitors of the output stage bias resistors are nec-
essary because a common bias resistor is not practicable r.vith the
inherent feedback characteristics of distributed-load rvorking. It
is inevitable, therefore, that in this design there rvill have to be
a time constant in the cathode circuits of the output tubes.
\Vhether this matters or not can be disposed of by examining the
output trace on an oscilloscope lvith square-wave input. In the

Present design it does not matter.
The 33-ohm resistors shorvn connected to the plates and screens
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of the output tubes are a foible of the present writer. Acting as
high-frequency oscillation stoppers, they should be as small as
possible and soldered directly to the appropriate pins of the tube
sockets. They may not be necessary, but high-efficiency output
tubes are prone to oscillate at supersonic frequencies and the stop-
pers can do a useful job without impairing the performance of
the amplifier.
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audiotransf orlners

f RON-CORED transformers are used between stages and almost

f invariably as a means of coupling the output stage to the
speaker or other power-actuated device. A good transformer is a

somewhat expensive component and because it costs more to

design and make, the low-cost ones are generally poor. Because of
this, the interstage transformer has gradually dropped out of use
in these days of better amplifiers, although it is desirable with
class-AB2 amplifiers, and essential for class-B amplifiers.

In the early days of the development of better reproduction,
dynamic speakers were sometimes wound with high-impedance
voice coils, a difficult and troublesome business. Before that, of
course, electromagnetic speakers had high-impedance windings.
These high impedance types did not require an output trans-
former between them and the output stage but their technical
limitations drove them out of use. Thus the output transformer
has become an essential component in most audio installations.

The design of a suitable audio transformer is not at all a difficult
matter, but the actual manufacture of a high-grade component at
a reasonable price calls for a somewhat specialized production
technique and it is rare for a general electronics manufacturer to
"roll his own." The specialist transformer manufacturer is, there-
fore, the usual source of supply. He rvill provide exactly what

the designer wants if the designer knows rvhat he wants.

Tronsformer chorocteristics
Transformers for audio frequencies are far from being ideal,

simply because it is impossible to make a perfect transformer. The
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ideal transformer would have infinite reactance at all frequencies
but zero winding resistance. The windings would have no self-
capacitance; there would be no leakage inductance (another way
of saying that the coupling between the windings would be per-
fect) and there would be absolutely no losses in the core. In audio

#, ,,, i':r?::.n::;":i;I:l;':r";#,':;::I
J g116---1.- er: a) stepup transformer; b) stepd.oun
'l gllp l" transformer.
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engineering the widest frequency band usually required is between
20 and 20,000 cycles, so a less-than-perfect transformer can be
'used quite successfully. The designer must know just what imper-
fections can be allowed. This involves some consideration of what
the transformer has to do and how it does it.

A transformer usually has two windings, primary and secondary,
but these are not alu'ays separate. A single-winding transformer
rvith a tap in the winding is called an autotransformer. An ac
voltage applied to the primary winding will be stepped up or
down according to the ratio between the turns in the primary and
secondary rvindings. If the primary winding has 1,000 turns and
the secondary 2,000, then a voltage x applied to the primary will
be stepped up to a voltage 2x across the secondary. If an auto-
transformer bas a winding of 1,000 turns with a tap at 500, and
if the primary voltage x is applied across the 500-turn section, the
voltage across the whole winding will be 2x. Bur only exactly if it
is an ideal transformer. See Fig. 601.

Trqnsformer efficiency
The imperfections in a practical transformer may be lumped

together and expressed as a percentage efficiency. The ideal trans-
former would be l00fo efficient and the ratio of secondary volts to
primary volts will be equal to the ratio of secondary turns to
primary turns. But if the efficiency is less than l00lo (and in small
power transformers it may be as low as Bbf), it is obvious that
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extra turns have to be added to the secondary winding to get the
desired outPut voltage. How many extra turns are needed depends
on the size of the core, that is, on the cross-section of that part of
the core which is surrounded by the windings.

Design considerqlions
To make the matter simple, the case of power transformers for

the 50- or 60-cycle power line, such as are used in amplifier power
supplies, can be considered first. There is no basic difference be-
tween these and transformers for a rvide range of audio frequencies
but, since they have to cater only to a single low frequency, they
are easier to consider and design. Current passing through the pri-
mary. winding sets up a rnagnetic field which results in magnetic
flux in the core. If too much flux is created in the core. the core
will become saturated and cease- to perform efficiently; iron losses
will be set up. The core musr therefore be adequate to carry the
total power transformed without saturation of the iron; the core
size determines the number of turns per volt required for the
prirnary winding.

A useful empirical formula, applicable to mosr normal core
shapes, gives the area of cross-section of the core (in square inches)
and reads:

/VA
558

where VA is the outpur in volt-amperes (assuming a rv<_rrking
frequency of 60 cps). The number of primary turns required is ob-
tained from the fundamental transformer equation:

N_ 
l08E

4.44 fBA
r'vhere N equals primary turns; f equals frequency in cycles; B
equals maximum flux density and A is the area of the core cross-
section in square inches. E, of course, is the applied ac voltage.

From this equation it is evident that the smaller the core, tl.re
more turns are required; that is, the turns per volt rise as the core
size decreases. Now there is an optimum shape of core lamination
and a small core results in a small lamination with a small rvindorv
to accommodate the winding. But as more turns have to be placed
into the small rvindow, the gauge of the wire for the r,vinding must
be smaller and the dc resistance will rise. So power is rvasted by
heating the winding and the efficiency goes down. This loss of
efficiency is due to copper loss (so called to distinguish it from
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losses due to the iron core) and must be compensated for by in-

creasing the number of turns on the secondary winding beyond
the number that would be required by a perfect transformer.

Summarized, the considerations for a suitable design of trans-
former for a 50- or 60-cycle line are: the core should be of adequate
size for the power transformed with due regard to the permeability
and B-H of the core material; the primary turns must be properly
selected for the core size required; and the secondary turns must
be increased, beyond the theoretical number of turns required, to
compensate for losses in the transformer.

It will be obvious that the larger the core the greater the rvind-
ing space available, the heavier the gauge of wire that can be used
and the smaller the copper losses. Accordingly, the larger the trans-
former the greater is its efficiency. Large industrial transformers
are produced rvith an efficiency above 99fo; very small ones may
have an efficiency as low as 801o.

As another consideration a transformer for a Zl-cycle power
line must have a larger core than one for 50, because more turns
per volt are required to avoid saturation, and one for 100 cycles
can have a smaller core. We can now consider transformers for the
rvhole audio-frequency range.

Audio transformers are used for power transference either as
interstage or output couplings. There is also the special case, at
the input of an amplif ier,. of small transformers for impedance
matching between a microphone, pickup or recording head and
the first tube, but such are called upon to handle very l itt le power.
However they introduce another problem: being used at a point
which is followed by the whole gain of the amplif ier, they must

clearly avoid injecting any signal except that rvhich originates in

the voltage-creating device connected to them. They are susceptible
to any stray interference in their field. A common type of interfer-
ence is hum set up by the fields of other inductive devices such as

power transformers and smoothing chokes. Th-e input transformer
must, therefore, have as small an external f ield as possible and
must be completely shielded. A material of high permeabil ity, such
as Mumetal, is used for the core laminations as well as the screen-
ing box into rvhich the transformer must be fitted.

The great advantage of high-permeabil ity core materials is that

a much smaller winding is needed to secure a given inductance.

If the rvinding is smaller, its self-capacitance is appreciably less.
What does this mean in actual practic€? An audio transformer is
an impedance-matching device, its stepup and stepdown character-
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istics enabling difierent impedances to be accurately matched. In
a power transformer the concern is impedance matching at one
frequency and this can be translated simply into voltage alteration
to suit the circuit requirements.

The audio transformer must match specified impedances at all
frequencies if distortion is to be avoided. At low frequencies an
insufficient primary inductance rvill cause a loss of voltage devel-
oped across the windings; at high frequencies the self-capacitance
of the winding itself will shunt dorvn the voltage while leakage
inductance will prevent voltage being transferred from one circuit
to the other. High-permeabil ity cores wil l help at both ends of the
frequency scale but, as high permeability cores are easily saturated,
they can be used only for transformers handling small power.

If used for interstage coupling, the plate current of the pre-
ceding tube must be kept out of the primary rvinding by parallel
fed connections.

lnterstoge lrqnsformers

Interstage transformers are also, generally, lolv-level trans-
formers. It is obviously desirable that the transformation ratio
should be constant over the whole frequency range of the ampli-
f ier; without particular care being taken in the design of the
transformer this will nor occur.

The stepup ratio at lolv frequencies can be expressed by tlre
follorving equation:

Stepup ratio at lorv frequencies :
Stepup ratio at mid-frequency

where R is the plate resistance of the previous tube, plus the pri-
mary resistance; L is the effective primary .inductance and o is
equal to 2of. When .L - 2R, rhe artenuation r,vil l  be I db; when
oL : ft, the attenuation wil l be 3 db.

At high frequencies, the reactance of the leakage inducrance,
the self-capacitance of the r,vindings, and the value of R will form
a low-Q resonant circuit so that the response of the transformer
will peak at a frequency determined by the values of the com-
ponenb; beyond this resonant frequency the response rvil l  fall
rapidly. The frequency of the peak can be raised by lowering the
self-capacitance and leakage inductance of the windings, rvhich

lllBl'  
l . L J
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Fig.  602.  Internal  u iew of  a h igh-qual i ty  audio output  t ranslorm-

er: a) single-core lamination and' uind'ings; b) assembly ol com'

plete core and uindings. (Photos courtesy Dyna Co')
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can be achieved by winding in sections rvith primary and secondary
sections interposed to give very good coupling.

As the leakage inductance is proportional to the square of the
turns, the response can be extended by decreasing turns but, as
the primary inductance musr be maintained for good bass re-
sPonse, the solution is to use high-permeabil ity core material. As
compared with sil icon-steel stampings, Mumetal rvil l  increase the
primary inductance of the same rvindings over twenty times. To
remove the peak from the response of the transformer, this can be
done by rvinding rvith resistance wire, rvhich lorvers the Q; but if
this is overdone, the response rvil l  fall off too severely.

Output trqnsformers

These general considerations also apply to output transformers
but, as these are called upon to handle quite appreciable audio
power plus the steady dc of an output tube or the out-of-balance
dc of push-pull tubes, easily saturated high-permeabil ity cores
are unsuitable and recourse has to be made to sil icon steel (or one
of the new types of core recently introduced). As the leakage
inductance and self-capacitance of the windings normally will be
considerable-added to which is the difficulty that the secondary
rvinding has comparatively few turns-attention must be paid to
the method of winding and excellence of coupling between the
windings. If, moreover, the output transformer is of the multi-
ratio type, the coupling may not be constant over the range of
tappings and the leakage inductance will therefore vary according
to the tapping used for any particular secondary load. (The inter-
nal construction of a high-quality output transformer is sholvn in
Figs. 602-a,-b.)

Given a single ratio output
gauge rvire for the secondary

Iig. 603. Metltod ol alternating primary
and secondary uindings to reduce leak-

age inductance.

transformer and choice of a heavy-
rvinding, it is usual and convenient
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to split the primary into three sections with a two-section secondary
sandwiched between the primary sections. This will give reason-
ably low leakage inductance but the self-capacitance of the primary
may be fairly high, and with considerable potential difference
between adjacent turns. See Fig. 603.

The most perfect method that has been evolved is to wind the
primary in one-turn-thick discs, which are then assembled with
one-turn-thick secondary discs alternately along the core, but this
is a very special method of construction. In general the primary
should be wound into thin "pies", and assembled on the core,
interleaved by insulating discs and secondary pies. This is a very
good construction but the cost of manufacture often puts it out of
consideration. The average output transformer is layer wound
in sections with convenient interleaving of the secondary rvinding.
See Fie. 604.

-  INSULATORS

PRIMARY

CONDARY

Fig.  604.  Special  method ol  con-
structing a translormer in which the
primary and secondary windings are

interleated.

The preceding paragraphs outl ine the things to look for in

transformer construction and, as these components are generally
bought from outside soruces, rvhat must be done is to check their

performance on receipt. This does not imply that the transformer
manufacturers supply unreliable data as to the performance of

their products, but too frequently the conditions of test and

measurement are not specified in the technical data accompanying

the component, or the conditions are not what the designer has in

mind. It should be standard practice, therefore, to measure the

performance of every transformer acquired for use.

Test ing qnd messur ing oudio t rqnsformers

The first test is for ratio, and the nominal ratio is that at mid-

frequency. This, for high accuracy, should be done on a special

type of ac bridge but a simple test is quite sufficient for all ordinary
purposes. Referring to Fig. 605-a, a 1,000-cps voltage is applied
to the transformer primary through an input potentiometer. If
the voltage source is controllable, the potentiometer is not re-
quired. A vtvm is norv connected across the primary winding and
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the voltage read; the meter is transferred to the secondary winding
and the voltage read again. The transformation ratio is therefore
the secondary reading divided by the primary reading; it is as
simple as that. Remember, howeve,r, that this ratio represents
aoltage stepup or stepdown. Impedances vary as the squ(rre of the
turns ratio, resistance and inductance being stepped up if it is a
stepuP transformer, capacitance being stepped down; and the
reverse with a stepdown transformer:.

Testing lronsformer frequency response

The frequency response of an output transformer can be checked
by the method of Fig. 605-b. Rl represents the internal resistance
of the output tube or tubes (not the plate-to-plate load rvhich is
the load reflected on to the tubes by the secondary load multiplied
by the square of the transformation ratio). R2 is the equivalent
resistance of the speaker, cutter, or recording head. The input
voltase is held constant in magnitude but varied from the lowest

Fig.  60ir .  Test i r tg at td nteasur ing audio t rar ts lonners:  a)  for  tunts rat io;  b)  for
f requenc\-  response; c)  u, i th uacuutn-tube load;  d)  f  or  d istor t ion.

to the highest frequencies to be handled by the transformer. For
each frequency the secondary voltage is read and the ratio of
secondary to primary volts plotted on logarithmic paper against
frequency. In this way the frequency response is determined under
the working conditions that would exist rvere the secondary load
purely resistive. If the output transformer has a multitapped
se.condary, the frequency response should be taken on each tap-
prng.
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Checking inlerstoge tronsformers
An interstage transformer should be checked with the tube that

wil l follow it, as shorvn in Fig. 605-c. Here Rl represents the plate

resistance of the preceding tube and R2 is the grid load resistor,
if used. If not used, R2 is to be omitted. Readings are taken as

outlined earlier and the frequency response plotted. Naturally, in

the case of both output and interstage transformers, the applied

voltage should be equivalent to the peak voltage that would be

applied to the transformer when actually working in the complete

amplif ier. As the two tests just described do not reveal distortion,

if present, the next test must be for distortion under maximum

working conditions.
The simple test for this is to use an oscil loscope. If a sine-wave

voltage is applied to the primary, the secondary should show a sine

wave on the oscil loscope. Experienced oPerators wil l detect any

distortion in the trace but it is not always easy to determine
whether a given trace is a sine rvave. If the circuit of Fig. 605-d is

used, observation of the trace is much simpler. Instead of using

the internal t ime base of the scope, the input voltage is applied to

the horizontal plates of the c-r tube, the width of trace being

adjusted by the high-resistance potentiometer across the input. As

before, Rl is the equivalent resistance of the preceding stage and

R2 is the load resistance. If an interstage transformer is being

tested and no secondary load is intended, R2 wil l be omitted. The

secondary rvinding voltage is applied to the vertical plates of the

c-r tube.
The trace wil l be a straight l ine at 45" if no rvaveform distortion

is present. A good transformer rvill not cause distortion at high

frequencies apart from treble attenuation due to leakage induct-

anci and self-capacitance of the windings but waveform distortion

can occur at low frequencies. When the core approaches saturation,

the magnetizing current waveform will be far removed from a

sine rvave and, although the input voltage wil l be sinusoidal' the

voltage across the primary lvi l l  not. As a consequence the voltage

across the secondary wil l have the same type of distortion but

magnified by the transformation ratio. This rvil l  shorv up on the

ttuC. ar a spiitt ing of the center part of the straight l ine ,into 
a

bump on either side and displaced with respect to each,other' If

the primary inductance is too lorv, the straight l ine rvil l  be con-

verted into a closed loop.

Pqrqsitic oscil lotion
Transformers can be a contributing factor to parasitic oscilla-
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t ion. Interelectrode capacitance in tubes setting up Miller efiect
can cause feedback at supersonic frequencies. A transformer in
the grid circuit of an output tube has inductance and capacitance,
constituting a dynamic impedance. The plate circuit also includes
an inductive reactance in the shape of the output transformer and
feedback will occur depending on the gain of the tube and the

=ll
o*rr^rrrn* 
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Fig. 606. The use ol interstage translortne,s can cau,se parasitic oscillation.
Note the similarity between the tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator (a) and the

push-pull output stage using an input trdnsformer (b).

values in the grid and plate circuits. This can occur even when
the interstage coupling is R-C, but it is more likely to happen with
transformer coupling and stil l more likely with circuits designed
for class-B amplification (Fig. 606). Presence of oscillation can be

Fig' 607' t%fJf?r,fi,,llf,sine uaue nr

detected by a spread ol the sinusoidal trace seen when the ampli-
fier output is examined rvith an oscilloscope, using its internal
time base in the normal manner (Fig. 607).

Because Miller efiect is unavoidable, class-B interstage trans-
formers must be very carefully designed for the precise tube and

TUNED PL.{T[ TUNTO 6RIO OSC
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circuit conditions under which they wil l operate and such trans-
formers must be tested under their normal operating conditions.
This tendency to oscil late does not imply that there is a defect in

the transformer; it is merely a l iabil i ty incurred by the use of
transformers and resulting from tube properties. Ho'rvever, inter-
stage transformers have to be used behveen tubes, so the final test
is that which displays the presence of supersonic oscil lation. This
is naturally dependent on the inductive and capacitive character-
istics of the transformer.

Specification of a transformer in terms of a porver-frequency
response is sometimes given by the manufacturer. This is a more

useful indication than a plain statement of freqttency response at

some predetermined small input voltage.
Detection of shorted turns, determination of leakage inductance

and self-capacitance of rvindings, core losses and other relevant
data can be determined by the regular methods described in any
standard textbook on electronic procedure. It seems hardly neces-
sary to expand this chapter by detail ing these methods. The tests
given are the most important ones from the arnplif ier designer's

point of vierv and it can be assumed that responsible manrrfat:-

turers avoid sending out transformers with shorted turns. Again it

is not of great importance to have precise valttes of leakage induct-

ance or self-capacitance; what the designer lvants to knorv is the

frequency response of the transformer under rvorking conditions
and the tests siven here wil l tell him that.
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negative feedhack

Et EEDBACK can occur inadvertently or be applied delib-
f' erately; it can be positive or negative, voltage or current
feedback. A typical case of positive feedback is the ordinary
electron-tube oscillator, where the plate circuit is tightly coupled
to the grid circuit so that the gain of the circuit is infinitely in-
creased.

Feedback through the tube capacitances can be such as to set
up self-oscillation; this, again, is positive feedback. Positive feed-
back is associated with increased gain, negative feedback with

Fi g' 70 I' o' "' 2/'Jili # : i",:;; :, ;:' 
a p p I i c a t i o'l'l

decreased gain. Yet the application of excessive negative feedback
can cause an amplifier to oscillate at a lorv frequency (motor-
boating) or at a high frequency, but it is not the negative feed-
back itself that has caused the instability but the phase change
in the amplifier resulting in the feedback becoming positive at
Iow or high frequencies.

Fig. 701 shows any amplifier with a gain of A. In the absence of
feedback E,r : Erz and A X Et - Eo. Now feed back a portion
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B of the output voltage Eo. Obviously B cannot be greater than
unity and if the whole of Eo were fed back the input to the amplifier
would be so great that overloading would be inevitable. B is there-
fore a fraction of E". The gain of the amplifier with F E" feedback is

Eo

Ett

expressing this

where A is the gain of
Similarly:

A
'  +BA

the amplifier without feedback.

distortion without feedback
distortion with feedback : I  + p A

so there is the basic principle: negative feedback decreases the
gain of an amplifier and decreases the distortion in the same
proportion. In case the sign preceding the factor BA or FE" is
tno"gnt to be wrong when compared with formulas given in
standard textbooks, remember that for negative feedback B is
negative. The amplification formula is frequently given as:

A

Eo

Another way of
after feedback is:

Et,  * ,8E"

is to say that the amPlification

I _ B A

but, if B itself carries a negative sign, the factor must become

+BA.
Negative feedback stabilizes the gain of an amplifier and conse-

quently improves the frequency resPonse' Without feedback the

giin will viry with frequency due to the presence of capacitive
ind inductive reactances and so will the phase shift. It is easy
to design an amplifier with a flat response from, say, 100 to 10,000
cycles without feedback. Below and above this range the gain

will fall and the phase shift will increase. If the phase shift

becomes greater, negative feedback, when applied to the ampli-
fier, tendJ toward positive feedback, so the gain lost by negative
feedback is reduced and the rvidth of response rvithout loss of

gain is greater. Considered this way it will be obvious that to

depend entirely on phase-changed feedback to give a wide resPonse
is not sound practi;e, for so much feedback may have to be used

that negative is changed to positive feedback at lorv and high
fre quencies, causing oscillation and instability. Feedback carz
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make a poor amplifier somewhat berter but the true purpose of
negative feedback is to make a good amplifier very much better.

This is possible because of other attributes. Negative voltage
feedback decreases the effective plate resistance of the output
tube or tubes in the same ratio as it reduces gain.

Provided the feedback voltage is in series r,vith the input
voltage (as shown in Fig. 701) the input resistance of the amplifier
will be multiplied by the same factor, (l + pA).

Srqbiliry
Phase shift in the amplif ier r,vil l  resulr in instabil ity if the

amount of feedback or the phase change is too great. A single
stage of resistance-capacitance coupling, with adequate screen
and bias bypassing, rvill have a phase change of not more rhan
-+90" at the highest and lowest frequencies. If the bypassing is not
adequate, the phase change can increase up to a maximum that is
always a l itt le less than -F180". If there is more than one stage,
then the total phase change will be the sum of the phase changes
of each stage. An output stage with transformer has a phase
change that reaches a maximum of 90o at low frequencies and
180' at high frequencies.

A tube without associated reactances changes the phase exactly
180' for all frequencies and a direct-coupled amplif ier can have
not only a very wide frequency response, but no phase change at
the low frequency end except the reversals effected by the tubes
themselves. If, therefore, feedback is used, all that is necessary
is to make sure that the feedback has the correct phase to provide
negative feedback and low frequency instabil ity or motorboating
cannot arise.

Phqse shifr ond time constqnts

With an R-C amplifier involving phase change in each stage it
is necessary to keep the phase change as small as possible, otherrvise
instabil ity wil l occur with quite small amounts of feedback. To
avoid this calls for much longer time constants than those given
in Tables 8 to 10. Attenuation of the response at each end in-
creases phase shift; longer' t ime constants contribute to rvide fre-
quency response. If, in the interests of economy, the time constants
are kept short and it is hoped to widen the response by applying
negative feedback, it lvi l l  be found that the desired amounr of
feedback may not be attainable owing to instabil ity resulting from
the large phase change introduced by the interstage coupling. In
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other words, the great advantages of negative feedback are only

achieved if the amplif ier to rvhich the feedback is to be applied lras

been properly and generously designed in the first place.

Since the design of an amplif ier can be calculated, the condi-

tions for stabil ity can also be calculated. These can be displayed

in a Nyquist diagram. The method is fully described in standard

textbooki and technical journals; a useful summary wil l be found

in Langford Smith's Radiotron Designer's Handbook, Fourth

Edition, pp. 356 et seq. This book also gives references to the

best articles on the subject. As it is the aim of the Present work

to avoid mathematical computation, some notes on practical steps

to avoid or overcome instabil ity are given in the next section.

Applicotion of negotive feedbqck

The simplest application of feedback to a single stage is found

in the cathode-loaded or "cathode follorver" tube, shorvn in Fig.

702-a. This is simply a case where an ordinary triode plate-

cathode circuit has had the plate load transferred from the plate

to the cathode end of the circuit. The basic circuit, as shorvn'

postulates a conductive grid circuit, and lvhen the tube is used

is an amplif ier, suitable negative bias must be applied, say by a

bias battery.
To call the tube an amplif ier is, horvever, hardly correct, for

tl-re gain of the stage is less than unity since there is inherent 100/o

negitive voltage feedback. The output source impedance is very

low, the input impedance high and distortion is practically

nonexistent, io the value of the cathode follorver l ies in its action

as an impedance transformer. The output terminal impedance

is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the mutual conductance

of ihe tube, in parallel rvith the cathode load. If this is used to

feed a lolv value load impedance also, the pou,er rvill be severely

limited, and the distortion wil l r ise too.

The cathode follor,ver can be R-C coupled to the next stage by

inserting a coupling capacitor and shunt resistance. It rvil l  be

appreciated that t l 're 'rvhole of the dc losses and the po\vef outpllt

must be dissipated by the cathode resistor.

One rvay of solving both the bias and output coupling problems

is to replace the cathode coupling resistor with the primary of an

output transformer, as shorvn in Fig. 702-b, the secondary being

connected to the load, rvhich rvould normally be a speaker' This

usage, because of the lorv output impedance characteristics of the

cathode follor,ver, gives extremely good speaker damping but as
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there is no gain in such an outpur stage it follorvs that the
necessary amplification mllst be made up by an additional stage
of voltage amplification at qtrire a high level. The porver ourpur
of the tube rvill be the same as that u,hen used normally but, arlhe
gain is less than unity, the input r,oltage required for normal
operation must be multiplied by the amplificition facror of the
tube. The dc resistance of the transformer primary u,ill con-

=-€-"
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Figs.  702-a,  -b.  Sintp le current  leedbach: (a)  cathode fo l louer;
(b)  cathode fo l lou 'er  arrangenlent  in which the pr imary ol  the

output translortrter replaces tlte cathode resistor.

tr ibute tolvard the bias resisrance required, but an additional bias
resistor, rvith appropriate bypass capacitance may need to be
inserted betlveen the cathode and the transformer primary. See
Fig.  702-c.

Simple current feedbock
A simple rvay of applying feedback (in this case, current feed-

back) to any R-C stage is to omit the cathode bias resistor bypass
capacitor. In Fig. 702-a, if the grid circuit is returned to ground,

t ' igs.  702-c,  -d, .  Cathode c i rcui t  arransements:  (c)  b ias resistor
in ser ies ui th pr imart  o l  uu, l ; , :n, . ror i1or, , ,er :  (dt  spt i t  cathor{c

the cathode resistor lvi l l  be the bias resistor, but this rvil l  generally
produce far too much bias on the tube causing it to operate at
a very lorv plate current. To overcome this, the cathode load
can be divided, as in Fig. 702-d, lhere Rl and R2 form the
cathode load (replacing the plate load) and R2 is the bias resisror
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proper. C2 may or may not be needed as a bypass. The grid
return rvould then be taken to the junction of Rl and R2. The
blocking capacitor, Cl, may be the plate coupling capacitor from
the pn'evious stage. If the load resistor is divided equally between
plate and cathode circuits, the phase inverter circuit of Fig. 305

Fig. 703. Method. of con-
n e ctin g 

f,,,ifJ,l."' 
| " " o

is formed. lhe split- load phase inverter is therefore partly a
cathode-follorver stage.

Triode-connected telrodes ond pentodes
The foregoing points refer to triodes. \Vith tetrodes or pentodes,

if the plate and screen grids are connected to the same B-plus

I ig .  70{.  AppLyingleedback actoss u
single tube output  stdge.

supply directly, they will behave like triodes because the cathode
toia is common to both plate and screen circuits. For pentode
operation .the screen must be given an independent potential,
most easily done by a series-feed resistance, suitably bypassed t<r

cathode as shorvn in Fig. 703.

Single-stoge feedbqck

Negative feedback over the outPut stage only is easy to arrange
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and cannot introduce instabil ity. It may include the output trans-
former or not, as desired. Fig. 704 shorvs feedback from the
plate of the output tube to the interstage transformer. The rati<r

"*' 
0 
i,,!l|tl,'," 

r",!ili,o iil r"acr 
o s s n

of Rl to R2 determines the amount of voltage fed back and block-
ing capacitor C should be chosen to give the minimum possible
reactance phase shift for those frequencies normally on the flat
part of the response curve lvithout feedback.

The arrangement is simply duplicated in mirror image for a
push-pul l  output  s tage,  as s l rorvn in  F ig.  705,  but  note thar  t l re

Fig.  706.  Appl f ing feedback
ac toss  t he  ou lpu l  s t ag?  an ( l

output  t ransformer.

input transformer must have separate secondaries as the two
feedback resistors Rl cannot be merged. Bias resistor R3 is, of
course, common to both tubes and does not normally require
bypassing. Precisely similar circuits can be used for tetrodes or
pentodes. If i t is desired to include the output transformer in the
feedback circuit, the feedback potential divider is hardly neces-
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sary since there is appreciable stepdown in the output transformer.
The ground terminal of the input transformer can be taken
directly to one terminal of the output transformer secondary, as
shown in Fig. 706. In this case a push-pull output stage does not
require a nvo-rvinding input secondary, the center tap of the
secondary rvinding being taken to the output secondary. The phase
of feedback must be rvatched, for connection of the output trans-
former secondary the rvrong rvay l ' i l l  result in positive feedback.

Two-rtogc feedbqck
Examples of feedback over t\vo stages are sho\vn in Figs. 707

and 708.  Feedback can be taken f rom the output  p late to the

Fig.  707.  Appbing leedback across t r t 'o  stages.

prelious stage cathode (Fig. 707), or frorn the output transformcr
secondary to the previous stage cathode (last part of Fig. 708 and
f i rs t  par t  of  F ig.  707)  or  gr id  (F ig.  70.8) .  I t  is  desi rable to be able

Fig.  708.  T he second.ary ot '  the output  t rans-

lornter  is  part  of  the leedback loop.

to adjust the feedback voltage, as in the arrangement of Fig. 704,
so a potential divider is connected across the secondary rvinding,
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represented by Rl and R2 in
perimental amplifier this can

Fig. 708. In a developmental or ex-
conveniently be a potentiometer or

I)",Iii ; :,!, :,' | :::,' : :' TJo!,|,tl
in feedback amplifiers.

one of the resistors can be variable, which u,i l l  allorv a preset of
either minimum or maximurh feedback.

All these arrangements are equally suitable for push-pull rvork-
ing and, provided the reactances (and phase shift) of the first
stage are suitably arranged, instabil ity wil l not occur lvith reason-
able amounts of feedback.

By methods similar to those of Figs. 704, 705, etc., feedback can
be applied over three stages, or more, but instabil ity rvil l  become

Fig. 710. A capacitiue shuttt is
sometimes placed across the pri-
mary of the output transformer.

troublesome unless certain precautions are taken. As has been
explained, this is because of cumulative phase shifts due [o bass
and treble cutoff in the successive stages of the amplif ier. Super-
sonic oscil lation may not be heard in the speaker yet it may rise
to such a value as to burn out the speaker voice coil. The first
step in designing any multistage amplif ier is to make sure that
the output stage has no tendency rvhatever to oscil late at high
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frequencies in the absence of feedback. The oscilloscope is the
best indicator of parasitic oscillations. Similarly there must be
absolutely no tendency r,vhatever to motorboating through com-
mon impedance coupling in the plate supply. The amplifier must
be rock-steady rvithout feedback under all possible working condi-

Fig.  7 l l .  The d, iagram shows a capaci-
tiae shuttt across the feedbach resistor.

t ions so that, if instabil ity appears rvhen feedback is applied, it
is knorvn for certain that it is feedback that has caused the oscil la-
tions; otherrvise the cause and cure can never be found.

Amounl of feedbqck

The desired amount of feedback may not be possible if the

design of the amplif ier is inadequate. Instabil ity can certainly be

cured by reducing the amount of feedback and the easiest way

Fig.7l2.  Bass cut  f i l ter  lor  feedbach ampl i fers.

out may be to make sure that the performance of the amplifier

rvith reduced feedback is adequate. Othenvise, simple corrective

devices include connectjng a very small capacitor befiveen the

plate of an early stage and ground (Fig. 709) shunting the primary
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of the output transfortner by a suitable capacitor (value to be
found by experiment) (Fig. 710) or shunting the feedback resistor
by a capacitor (Fig. 7l l ) ,

Stoggered response
A more satisfactory method is to stagger the response of the

several stages. In a three-stage amplifier, for example, by giving

Fig. 713. Treble cutoff filter is placecl be-
tu,een plate and, ground.

the intermediate stage a narrorver response than the other fivo, the
phase shifts of the various stages.rvil l  occur at different frequencies.
Although the final response may not be as rvide as one rvould have
hoped for, the somervhat narrower response may permit a degree

F ig .714 .  T reb le  s t ep  f i l t e r  i s  shun ted
across the plate load.

of feedback not other\vise obtainable, thus securing important
feedback advantages lvith but slight loss of transmission charac-
teristics (a convenient term for the frequency-amplitude charac-
teristic of the amplif ier).1

Modification of the normal amplif ier response involves shift ing

'H. W. Bode has evolved a method of some precision (see: Bell Sgstem Tech-
nical Journal, JuIy, 1940, p. 421: "Relations Between Attenuation and Phase
in Feedback Amplifier Design" and "Network Analysis and Feedback Ampli-
fier Design"; D. Van Nostrand Co.) whereby the appropriate response
characteristics are determined in a mathematical device called the complex
frequency plane, which can be applied to provide an amplifier with good
feedback and good stability. A simplified treatment assuming that the attenua-
tion characteristics are straight lines is described by V. Learned (Proceedings
of the IRE, July, 1944, p. 403: "Corrective Networks for Feedback Circuits"),
but this needs some skill in application.
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the frequency at rvhich either bass or treble cutoff operates. Simple

bass cuioff can be achieved by suitable choice of the cathode and

screen bypass capacitors (Cl and C2 in Fig. 712), treble cutofi by

the net \v ; rk  betr ,een p late and ground in F ig.713.  But  for  the

best results it is necessary to pror.ide a "step" in the bass and treble

attenuation. A bass step can be introduced by a net\vork of the

type shorvn in Fig. 712, a treble step by an R-C nenvork shtrnted

across the p late load as in  F ig.  714.
It may 6e thought that the information just given is not vely

practical because ipecific values are not given. This is true but

an empirical statement that such and such values of cornponents

are reqnired is also of l i tt le practical yalue. It must be realized

at all t irnes that feedback is not just something that provides au

easy \\ray out for the shortcornings of careless design. It has been

made clear that the response of the amplif ier has a direct bearing

on the behavior of the feedback loop. The amplif ier is part of the

feedback loop for the signal enters the amplif ier' passes through

it and is fecl back to the input; the loop contains the rvhole circuit

frorn original input to fed-back input. So, then, every reactance

in the amplif ier has to be considered in relation to tl-re design

of the complete feedback loop and the only \vay to do that is t<r

calculate the complete circuit. This inl 'olves mathematical

processes.

Stqbil ized feedbock omplif ier
It is obvious that the response of the arnplif ier tnust be knotvn

both as t<t voltage and phase change. Treble and bass l)oost or

@
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Fig.  715.  Ideal  response ol  a stable feedbach ampl i f ier .

attenuation are also involved. The circuits l 'hich achieve this

are fi l ters, and fi l ters are associated rvith rt 'hat are usually called

tone controls. These matters are dealt rvith in the next chapter.
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The ideal response for a stable feedback amplif ier is shorvn tn
Fig. 7111. The dotted response curve represents the response ex-
pected from a rvell-designed three-stage resistance-coupled ampli-
f ier. At 6 db per octave attenuation of each stage, the attenuation
over the three stages is l8 db per octave. The example given shorvs
a flat response from 50 to 20,000 cps, rvith appreciable response at
20 and 40,000 cps. If substantial feedback, say, of the order of 30
db is applied to such an amplif ier, phase shift of the attenuated
response outside the desired l imits of 50 to 20,000 cps rvil l  cause
instabil ity. To overcome this, the attenuation immediately out-
side the designed limits must be sudden and severe, as shorvn by
tl ie solid l ine, follorved by a step, as indicated by the level parts of
the solid response ctuve. Strch attenuation characteristics are usu-
ally only obtainable by using L-C or L-C-R fi l ters. In most cases
these refinements are not necessary, as the degree of feedback is
rrsually less; but rvhere a three or more stage amplif ier is to be im-
proved by substantial feedback (in the present i l lustration there
is also a nearly l0 db margin of safety, to guard against conditional
instabi l i ty)  severe at tenuat ion rv i th  a step f i l ter  is  essent ia l .  I t ' lv i l l
be noticed that for a flat response from 50 to 20,000 cps the de-
signer of a successful feedback amplif ier is concerned rvith the re-
sponse over a range as rvide as 3 to 300,000 cps. The danger of in-
stabil ity is lessened by strict attention to the phase shift of eaclr
stage over the rvhole frequency response. Reference can be made
to the phase shift nomosram shcxvn on page 125.
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filtersand

A NETWORK is a circuit made up of two or more componenrs
.1(]|. -resistors, capacitors, inductors or the mutual inductance
between two inductors. These component parts of the network
are called elements or parameters.

When the parameters are constant and independent of the cur-
rent through them, the network is said to be linear. If any of the
parameters are nonlinear, (such as amplifying tubes, iron-cored
inductors, electrolytic capacitors, barretters, glow lamps, ther-
mistors) the network is nonlinear.

If there is no source of energy rvithin the netrvork, it is said to
be passive; if the netrvork contains any sort of generator, it is
called an active network.

If the network has only two points at r,vhich power can be
appl ied, such as the three diagrams in Fig.80l,  i t  is cal led a
two-terminal network; if it has four, i.e- has an input and an
output, as in the examples of Fig. 802, it is- referred to as a four-
terminal network.

Even a simple potentiometer or volume control is a four
terminal network, for the circuit of Fig. 802-b can have the
upper right-hand resistor omitted and the junction of the other'
trvo is clearly the tapping point of the potentiometer. Circuits
a and b of Fig. B0l rvill be recognized as, for example, the cathode
resistor and bypass capacitor in an audio amplifier and a variable
treble cut, connected between plate and ground of an amplifying
tube. The circuit of Fig. 802-a is typically an intermediate-
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frequency transformer in a superheterodyne receiver, and the
mutual inductance between the two inductors is one Parameter
of the network.

Trqnsducers

A four-terminal network is equivaler,t to a transmission system
and has an optimum input and output load. Such a system is
sometimes called a transducer, for example, when the term is ap-

l J <i i  +  t  1
, T . l r

Figs. 801-a,-b,-r. vortiu, arrangetnents Il, ,ro-
terminal netuorks.

plied to a phonograph pickup or a loudspeaker. Although these
devices have only two aPParent terminals their equivalent ciicuits
can be drar.vn in the form of a four-terminal transmission system.

If the network is purely resistive-that is, made up of non-
inductive noncapacitive linear resistors-its behavior is constant

-\-r <nArr^frnr+ <-\ A/-{tUlt\->

t g E f l , . t ,
6 c

Figs.  802-a,-b,-c.  Four- terminal  netuorhs.

for dc or ac of any frequency and the impedance of the network

is the same as its resistance. With the introduction of capacitance

or inductance, the reactance of the Parameters, whose value is a

function of the frequency of the applied voltage or current,

means that the impedance of the netrvork must be evaluated by

Ohm's law for ac. All reactive netrvorks are filters in a sense

because a fi l ter is a circuit which discriminates between different

frequencies. Filters are designed to do certain types of discrimina-

tion and are conveniently divided into four groups.

Filters
A low-pass filter is one which transmits all low frequencies up

to u ,p".ified limit and then attenuates frequencies_ higher than

that. A high-pass filter is one which attenuates all frequencies

below a splcffied limit rvhile passing on without change those

above it. A bandpass filter passes a specified band of frequencies
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rvithout change rvhile attenuating all frequencies below and above
the specified band. A trap filrer attenuates a specified band of
frequencies while passing on those above and below the specified
band. By these definitions, a treble-cutting devici: is a lorv-pass
filter; a bass-cutting control is a high-pass filter; the device which

-t--T- -r--'_1F-T-

I  t l

Figs' 803'a,' b' t' " r"' :;' f::i.; "i! i, l,-,i.- 
",,,. n h i gh' p as s

rvould produce a response of the curve of Fig. Zl5 is a bandpass
filter and a scratch or heterodyne whistle filter is a trap fiiter.

since a purely resistive network does not discrimi'at. b"trr,...t
frequencies, it is obvious that modification of the response of

Fie' 804' 
"::::,,1.""" 

con'trot

an amplifier with respect to frequency cannot be done by purely
resistive methods; these are reitricted to control of input or
output regardless of frequtncy. Modification of the ,"rporrr.
with respect to frequency involves the use of capacitanie or
inductance or both, usually rvith resistance, to modifv the effect
of the impedances of -th9 reactive parameters. For most purposes
of tone control it is thdoretically immaterial rvhether ."o"iito^
or inductors are use{. The practical choice is usually capacitors
because they are cheaper anh much less liable to pict< ,rp hr,-;
they are also more compact. But phase change o...i, lvhen either

-+*-l-*

. 1 .
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capacitors or inductors are used, the phase change rvith an inductor
being the reverse of that rvith a caPacitor'

Attenuqtion qnd boosting

Confusion is sometimes caused by incorrect use of the term
"boosting". One hears frequently of treble or bass boost but on
examination it is found that that rvhich is called boosting is
nothing of the sort. To boost infers that something has been

given J push, as it rvere. A high-pass filter is not a treble booster

since it bp.tut"t by cutting the bass. If, for some specified pur-

6

Figs.  805-a,-b.  Tone contro l  c i rcui ts:  a)  bass cut ;  b)  t reble cut '

pose, the treble must be emphasized, then it can be done only by

employing an additional stige of amplification and \vasting the

basi that-could be amplified by that stage-but no frequencies

have been boosted. Genuine boosting can be achieved, of course,

in some such way as replacing the resistive load of an amplifying

tube by a load consisting of an inductor tuned by a capacitor.

According to the values selected, the circuit rvill have a maximum

impedance at its resonant frequency; this impedance may have a

valle rvhich gives the maximum amplification from the tube

but it .nuy noi be the value rvhich gives the minimum distortion.

The actual value of impedance and the sharpness of resonance

naturally depend on the Q of the circuit, and in a radio-

frequency amplifier it is often desirable that the Q should

be is great aJ possible. On the other hand a sharp resonance

in an iudio amplifier is usually very objectionable; the Q can

be lowered by shunting the tuned circuit ' lvith a resistor'

It is generally the aim of an audio designer to -construct 
an

amplifie"r rvith as flat a response as possible so tuned L-c circuits

are'not used except in suih specialized applications as neutraliz-

ing a dip in the t"ipottt. of a speaker or providing 
".t1"p 

filter for

n"idl. icratch, caused by some resonance in the pickup system,

(alrvays excepting, of course, L and C components in filters and

attenuators). 
^ 
Acc-ordingly, the tone control in an amplifier is
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nearly always of the unruned type and so is not boosting in the
literal sense. There is, however, i loor. convention that an ampri-

Fig. 806. Id.eal and practical attenuation curves:
AA) ideal characteristic; BB) actuat characteristic
of an R-C fher. The sloFe. of AA is 6 db per

fying tube in association with a high or low-pass filter is called a
booster since the tube is a generator.

The rate of attenuation in a simple high-pass or low-pass filter
is 6 db per octave, two frequencies an ociaui apart having a fre_
quency ratio of 2:1. If a steeper cut than this is iequired, tf,en the
filter must have tr,vo or more sections; each section lvill cut at the
rate of 6 db per octave, and for a perpendicular cut in the response

Fig. 807. Actiue low-pass f lter
prouided by tuo tubes and as.

sociated netuorhs.

an infinite number of sections would be required. Fig. g0B shows
simple and two-section high-pass and rowpass filteis. The first
circuit of Fig. 803-a can be undersrood to represenr rhe coupling
capacitor and following grid resisror of an R-c coupled amplifier.
Any alteration in value of the coupling capacitor can have^no ef-
fect on the actual slope of attenuation;-it cin merely move the at-
tenuation higher up or lower down the frequency scale of the
amplifier. An amplifying tube can separate the two iections of the
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filter in the second circuit. Similar considerations apply to the cir-

cui ts in Fig. 803.
The basic circuit for all tone-control circuits employing resrst-

ance and capacitance is given in Fig. 804' The values of the com-

ponents -"y u"ty between zero and infinity, these limits being the

iquivalent of short- or open-circuiting any of the components'

Applying this to the elimination of certain comPonents produces

2

=
3

Fi g 808 *' 
I"#::, ",i\:: ri! ":: 

:,0 ::;;;,Io 
w n 

oi 
n F i s s 0 T t o r

the circuits of Fig. 805 which show bass- and treble-cut circuits. A

simple rule to deiermine the purpose of any netr,vork is to-Iemem-

ber that a series capacitor lviil not pass low frequencie-s if it. is of

small capacitance, nor .rvill a smali shunt capacitor short-circuit

Fig. 809. Actiae high-Pass filter
broaided bt tuo tubes and, as'' 

sociated netutorhs.

lorv frequencies. The capacitor of
input and output of the filter; in

Fig. 805-a
Fig. 805-b

is in series benveen
it is shunted across

input and outPut.
ln vierv of rvhat has already been stated as to the 6 db slope pro-

duced by a capacitor it might be thought that the circuits of Fig'

805 rvill giv. ih"t degree of attenuation; in Pfa-ctl9e they do not'

In Fig. 8d6, the ,"rpo"tr. AA, having a slope of 6 db Per octave' is

rvhat rvould be obtained ideally by the iircuit of Fig' 805-a' In
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pra_clic: what one gets is a response shown by BB, at no point of
which is the gradienr as sreep as 6 db per ocrave. The ciicuits of
Fig. 805 are of no value without associated amplifying tubes and
these provide the terminal impedances of the networks. obviously

22N 47K

Fig. 810. Tone-control amplifier giaing smooth control ol bass and treble.

the terminal impedances, being part of the filter, have a bearing on
its behavior, and as the terminal impedances will necessarily vary
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Fig.  8 l l .  Simple tone-contro l  antpl i fer .

with frequency as with the types of tubes used and their para-
meters, the design of the filter must take into account the types of
tubes used and the conditions under which they are operated.

Fig.'807 shows two tubes and associated networks to provide an
active low-pass filter. This, as has already been explained, is us-
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ually called bass boosting, but as the boost is obtained by non-am-
plification of higher frequencies, it is desirable to call the circuit
what it is. Rl is the plate load of the first tube and is in parallel
with the internal plate impedance of the tube, with the series net-
work R2-R3-C2, and the second tube's grid resistor R4. The value

500
FREQ

Fig. 812. Response curues of the.,r1i: ' ' "" ' - '  ampli l ier sl tou'rt  i rr

of Rl is determined by the tube selected for the first amplifying

stage; rhat of R4 must not exceed the grid-cathode resistance spe-

cified for the second tube'
The impedance o[ C2 decreases as frequency rises, so acting as

a parrial ihort circuit to ground. R1 should be many times the

vaiue of R3 (at least 20 times) otherrvise it will act as a short across

the circuit R3-C2. cl is selected to give adequate bass response, as

detailed in earlier chapters, but may be chosen to give bass at-

tenuation below those frequencies it is desired to pass through the

filter. The reactance of Cl is assumed to be very small as compared

with R4. It may happen, however, that the combined impedances

of Cl, R3 and C2 iri so low that, being shunted across the plate

load Rl, they cause distortion through inadequate load on the

tube; this is counteracted by inserting R2. If the first stage is re-

quired to deliver only a small output it may be omitted, but the

value of R4 must not be less than irvice the plate resistance of the

first tube; for higher outputs and rvhen R4 is not high enough R2

musr be included. This pbint is mentioned because it is frequently

omitted in published tone-control circuits when its presence is

essential, which results in a tedious hunt for distortion that ought
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not to be there. R2 has the further advantage of improving the
ratio benveen bass and treble.

The amount of boost is a direct function of the equivalent
values in the circuits of Fig. 80b. It r,vill be noticed that ihe slope
of the curves in db per octave is a function of the total boost. ln
Fig. 806 the point rvhere curves AA and BB intersect is mid-
frequency, and this is rvhere the slope is defined. Curve AA is
shorvn rvith a slope of 6 db per ocfat'e benveen the limit fre-
quencies, but the practical curve BB only reaches its maximum

Fig, 8I3. Construction details of the center section ol
the tone-contro l  anpl i f ier  shoun in Fis.  gt1.

slope at the mid-frequency. In Fig. g0B
the follorving maximum slopes:

Total bass lift (db): 3
Slope at mid-frequency

( d b / o c t a v e ) : l Z g 4 S

The horizontal axis of Fig. g0g is described as the frequency
ratio; the curves can be movid to the left or right by alteriirg the
value of c2' The amounr of bass compensatioi can'be varie"d by
shunt ing C2 with a var iable resisror.

The- companion circuir. to Fig. g07, this time for an acrive high_
pass filter, is shorvn in Fig. BOb, and, by suitable choice of com-
ponents a set of curves can be drarvn rvhich are a reversal of those
shorvn in Fig. 808. As before, altering rhe value of c2 moves rhe
curves to the left or right; the a-o,-rni of treble gain can be varied
either by changing R2 or inserting a variable ."rirto, in series rvith
C2 and the junction of R2 and R4.

scattered through technical handbooks and. magazines are a

the family of curves has

6 l 5l 0
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host of circuits giving continuously or stepped variable-combined

bass and treble iontt|tr. These differ in complexity and behavior,

although the final resuk is a-lmost ahvays satisfactory. Nothing

wouldie gained by reproducing these various tone-control ampli-

fiers, whict is what they really aie, but the rvriter submits Fig. Bl0

as a design which he has used rvith gleat satisfaction for a number

of years."This gives a very smooth control of bass and treble and

is puttic.,turly 
"suitable 

for the proper compensation of .various
phfnograph recording characteristiis as rvell as improving the
'r"rponi" 

of broadcast transmissions' f he incorPoration of a

cathode-follower output enables the amplifier to be constructed as

a separate unit and used fairly remotely- from the main amplifier'

Another circuit, originally described by P' J' Raxendall (Wire-

Iess World,,October, t65Z; ana further dealt with by B' T' Barber

(Aud,io Engineering, Sepiember, 1953) is shorvn in Fig' 8ll ' It

has the merit of greater simplicity and a somewhat greater amount

of available coritrol. This can be assembled into a very small

,rtrii tnto.,gh the introduction of a combined component embrac-

ing tt e wfrole center network (Centralab's Junior -Compentrol
C5-eoO). The writer has found the circuit of Fig' 8ll very con-

venieni indeed both as to capabilities and compactness-

The response curves of nig.8l2 il lustrate the lvide range of

control which the circuit makis available. Fig. 813 shorvs the con-

struction detail of the center section of the control amplifier

when the Compentrol is not used.
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antplifier potver

ff 
nCflfIED ac for the plate supply of amplif ier rubes can be

I\ obtained from high-vacuum rectifier tubes, from gas tubes

^(mercury vapor), from meral (selenium or copper oxide) recti-
fiers or from vibrators (for operation from lolv-voltage tto.ug.
batteries such as for car radiosf. In all cases the rectif ied ac musr
be fi l tered and smoothed so that it is steady dc, otherrvise hum,
ust'ally the second harmonic of the supply frequency, rvil l  be
injected intg the amplif ier. Almost invariibly higi-r-vacirum recti-
f iers are used for domestic equipment, presumably.on the score of
cheapness, but metal rectif iers have much to commend them.

- 
Tl.. operating conditions for rectif ier rubes are given in some

detail in tube manufacturers' handbooks and. there"is no point in
repeating such information here. This chapter *' i l l  be cclncerned
rvith .*oluining the various types of rectif ie. circuits and con-
siderations of f i l tering and smoothing. It rvas made clear *,hen
discussing ourput rerrodes in high-fidil i ty amplif iers that a stabi-
l ized plate and/or screen supply rvas essential ior the best results,
so methods of obtaining this are described.

Holf-wqve rcctificr
The simplest circuit is the half-wave rectifier, shown in Fig. 901;

circuit a sholvs a thermionic rectifier, c a metal rectifier, both with
a capacitive load. The waveform of the output of the rectifier tube
is shor'n atb; that of the metal rectif ier rvith capacitive load at d.

s1|pplies
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With a resistive or inductive load
that of the tube rectifier.

Since half the sine rvave inPut of
there is necessarily an interruption

the waveform is the same as

tl're power line is suppressed,
of the supply which must be

Fig.  901-a.  Hal f -waae thermt-
onic rectifier.

srnoothed out in the fi l tering system. Imperfect

sult in a hum at the l ine frequencY.

The rectif ied outPut can be made continuous

betrveen peak and mean voltage) by using nvo

smoothing rvil l  re-

(although varying
rectif iers in oppo-

ou tpu t

in one envelope to form
Fig.  902.  rvhere,  again,

,,,\. ^
/  \  / \
- t...-.,,/ t'..--.,r'

D

l ' ig. 901-b' Hall'uave rectifier
wauelornt.

site phase. These are ordinarily combined

the usual full-tvave rectif ier, as shown in

''* n"il;'* #il', ?::;r,i:uo''

circuits for thermionic and metal rectif iels are i l lustrated, together

with the rvaveforms of the lesPective lectif iers. Imperfect smooth-

ing, as mentioned earlier, wil l obviously result in hum at double
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the supply frequency. The higher the frequency of the ripple t<r
be smoothed, the easier it is to smooth it, so full-rva'e rectihiation
is preferred to half-rvave in audio design.
Bridge rectifier

- All types of rectifiers have a stated maximum po\ver output. If
the current taken is reduced, the voltage output can be increased

d

Fig.  901-d.  Output  u,auefotn of  metal
rectifier uith capacitiue load.

and aice uersa. lf the required por,ver is bey<lnd the
a given rectif ier, then it musr be duplicated or a
chosen. Connection can be made in parallel (as in
case of paralleled output tubes) or in bridge fashion.

resclurces of
larger type
the simi lar

d

Fig. 902. FulI uaue rectifiers (a and. c) and, theil output uauelornts (h artd d).

Bridge connections are shown in Fie. 903 for both thermionic
and metal rectifiers. From an examin--ation of Fie. 908 observe
that four half-wave rectifier rubes must be usedi the required
connections being impossible with two full-rvave units. Further

lnore, three separate filament or heater windings must be provided
in the porver transformer. As this increases the cost of the trans-
former considerably, it is customary to use two full-rvave rectifiers
in parallel when one filament winding is all that is needed. with
metal rectifiers bridge connection is widely used and very con_
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venient, for the circuit arrangements of Fig. 904 can be arranged

in a single stack of elements' The waveforms of the output of a

bridge rectif ier are identical with those of Fig. 902.

Voltoge doubler
The voltage-doubling arrangement is very convenient for high

values of reCtified volts because the transformer secondary need

have only half the turns required for a half-rvave, full-wave or

bridge rectif ier; but since the input volt-amperes to the rectif ier

Fig.  903.

must be the same, the
-quadrupling circuits are

'f her ntionic bridge rectrlrer.

current is double. Voltage-tripling. or
also available. Voltage-doubling circuits

rig' et)4' y::1'":if:1." "'or"

are shown in Fig. 905' Since the reservoir capacitors are in series

their rvorkirrg 
""oltug. 

need be no greater than that required for

ordinary rectifiers.

Filters
Rectifiers rvork into a filter whose function is t<'r smooth out

the ripple on the rectified output voltage' The part of the filter
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directly connected to the rectifier can be either a capacitor or an
inductor, these alternative methods being termed capacitor input
or choke input respectively. The circuits of Figs.g0lto 905 show
capacitor input arrangements with no further filtering. The choke
input equivalent of Fig. 902 is given in Figs. 906-a, -b, where the
choke can be connected in either the positive or negative leg.

Copocitor input filtcr
For capacitor input, the output voltage of the rectifier is a func-
tion of the capacitance of the input or "reservoir" capacitor. The
actual voltage will, of course, also be governed by the current
taken from the rectifier but, for a given cunent and power
transformer secondary volts, the rectified volts will increase as
the capacitance of the reservoir capacitor is increased. If this
is increased too much the rectifier will be seriously overloaded
during parts of the supply cycle.

F i*s' e05 - a'' b' 

" :,i!i2f;'9" :::: r'::i:," ;, :l r,:: :.n 
g t h e r m i o n i c

With capacitor input, the ac volts applied to the rectifier,
thermionic or metal, need never be greater and are usually slightly
less than the dc volts required. With a full-wave recrifier oi the
type shown in Fig. 902 the required voltage musr be applied to
each plate so the voltage across the center-tapped traniformer
secondary will be double that required for a half-rvave or bridge
rectifier and four times that needed in voltage doubler. But as
the total volt-amperes is the same in all cases, the current rvill be
proportionately reduced. The design of the transformer cannor,
however, be undertaken without a knorvledge of the value of the
reservoir capacitor. The necessary information can be obtained
from the data books of tube manufacturers, and, if data for metal
rectifiers is not obtainable, it can be taken as similar to that for
thermionic rectifiers.
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Choke input filter
With choke input, the ac voltage to be applied to the rectifier is

appreciably higher than the dc voltage required. This seeming
dlsadvantage iJ outweighed by the good voltage regulation of the
choke-input system. This inductor has a minimum critical value
according to the current demand (usually given for maximum
rating in the tube manufacturers' data books) but beyond this,
increise of the choke inductance produces less ripple in the recti-
fied current; a choke of infinitb inductance would produce ripple-
free current. The inductance of the choke is dependent on the
amount of direct current passing through it and variation of in-
ductance through fluctuations of current is restricted by using-a
choke having a gap in the core. So-called "constant-inductance"
chokes must necessarily have appreciable gaps, but a smaller gap

rigr. soo-u,-u.tc hoke-input Orrur'r?r:!r:!",trn, positiue teg; b) chohe in the

than rvould normally be necessary can also be used. The critical
value of inductance required decreases as the load current rises,
so the characteristics of a choke using a smaller-than-normal gap
(one having an appreciable change of inductance with change of

current) can be utilized. Such a comPonent is usually called a
swinging choke. It can be used only immediately after the rectifier;
further chokes in the filtering and smoothing system should have
nearer to "contant-inductance" characteristics to insure adequate
smoothing for the varying currents resulting from the behavior of
the output stage of the amPlifier.

In c[ss-AB2 and class-B amplifiers the conditions of minimum

current are such that an unduly high value of inductance would be

required, in which case it is customary to add a bleeder resistance

to ih" load to keep the current at a figure large enough to enable

a reasonable sized inductor to be used. Even with class-ABr am-
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plifiers using tetrodes, a bleeder potenriometer may be desirable
for the screen supply, not only to permit a lighter rating of swing-
ing choke inductance to be used, but to insure reasonable stability
of the screen voltage, the variations in screen current then being
negligible as compared with the steady current drawn by the
bleeder.

Two-stoge filter
The ripple-removing filter is generally of the inductance-cap-

acitance type since heavy current through a resistor would cause
a serious voltage drop. Except for the cheapest equipment, this

Fig. 907. Two-stage capacitor-input flter.

would be two-stage (see Fig. 907). The first capaciror Cl must be
rated to withstand the peak voltage of the rectifier and to avoid
possible breakdown should be generous, rvith a test voltage three
times the dc rvorking volts. C2 has only small ripple on ir and so

Fig. e08. Decoupting netuork"T;;f:,:;: tube in ptace of capaci_

the test voltage need be only double rhe dc working volts (i.e.
smoothed plate-supply voltage). If only for economy's sake, ro

<( l icouPLlNc t 'ttttt 

-.)*
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avoid having two chokes of generous design to carry the rvhole

plate curreni of tl-re amplifier, the output stage could be fed- from

ih. firrt srage of the filtir. It may even be desirable that it should

be done this rvay, for it will be obvious that the impedance of the

circuit Cl-Ll-Cz is common to all plate circuits; if all plate sup-

plies are drawn from the second stage the impedance of the section

LZ-C3 is added ro the common impedance. This may give rise to

lorv-frequency instability in the amplifier, usually prevented by

decoupiing circuits, so it is desirable to reduce the common im-

pedance ai much as possible. As *vo filter stages are essential for

itigtt-gain amplifiers, the best rvay out is to take the output plate

r"ipf"y from t^he first section of the filter. Yet hum must be avoided

and adequate inductance and capacitance are necessary' Note that

there ari tlvo resonant circuits in Fig. 907, Cl-Ll-C2 and C2-

L2-C3. These must resonate at a frequency lvell below the supply

frequency to avoid any undesirable resonance efiects. Minimum

values of inductance are:

For f requency (cps)  25 50 60 100 120 Cl  + C2
L l o r L 2 -  5 6  1 4  7  3 . 5  1 . 8  X  . '  

"  

O  
o r

c 2 + c 3
c 2 x c 3

where C is in pf and L is in henries'

These figures should be exceeded as far as the economics of the

design rvill allorv. The inductance obviously is taken -at the full

.rrrr""nt passing througl'r the chokes. As the current through L2

is generilly qulte lorv, it is quite feasible to have the inductance

hi[h, even'ai much as 100 henries. It is rarely desirable to have

thi inductance of Ll less than l5 to 20 henries if the equipment

is capable of reproducing very lorv fr-equencies' With a single

,-ooihi.tg rtug" ior the output tubes, C2 can very rvell be as great

as 24 or 32 pt. CZ need rarely be more than 8 ptf'

Horvever, the audio designer must also consider various other

factors such as physical size, price, availability, etc. In preampli-

fier stages taking lorv plate current, a third filter stage of the re-

sistance*-capacitance type can very rvell be added as additional

smoothing for a sensitive part of the amplifier.

Decoupling filtcrs

From rvhat has already been said, this R-C filter may introduce

instability through common impedance in the plate-supply circuit'

Also, if tire rvhole amplifier hal considerable gain, there may still

be insufficienr smoot'hing to eliminate all hum. The amplifier
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circuits so far shown have not included decoupling filters, simply
on the score of simplicity of il lustration. Fig. 908 shows the first
two stages of a multistage amplifier rvith the decoupling filters
included in the plates of the tubes. Resistor R in the plate-supply
line can be considered as the filter resistor for the third filter
section. Normally the tube end of this resistor l 'ould have a
capacitor connected to ground as the low-impedance ac shunt. If
instead of the capacitor a gas tube, such as the 0D3 or 0C3 is used,
considerable benefits are secured. The tube acts as a voltage regu-

Fig. 909. Simple form ol stabilized supply using a triode'

lator since gas tubes have the property of maintaining a constant
output voltage by varying their internal resistance as the input
volts vary; it is therefore an almost perfect shunt to ground for

ac, rvhich in itself is a varying voltage. So although the gas tube
is primarily a voltage regulator, it has the further merit of acting
as a complete hum eliminator and a contributor to stabil ity be-
cause of its very low impedance.

As mentioned in the chapter dealing with tetrode output stages,
distortion is avoided if the plate and screen voltages can be stabi-
l ized. Actually the screen voltage is much more crit ical than the
plate voltage, and a stabil ized voltage supply can be obtained by
using one (or two in series for voltages beyond the control capa-

bil it ies of one) gas tube shunted across the supply l ines. More

refined control can be obtained by using triodes or pentodes in

conjunction rvith gas tubes. It must be said, however, that the

rvriter considers many of the stabil izing circuits somervhat com-

plicated and puts fonvard a very simple circuit rvhich he has used
rvith great success for many years (see Fig. 909). This involves only
a 6J5 tube and a ferv small comPonents as extras but works ex-



tremely rvell. And if even this simple arrangement appears too
much trouble, it can be taken as axiomatic that no high-fidelity
amplifier can give its best unless at least part of the supply from
the power unit is properly stabilized. Tubes must tvork under their
optimum conditions, and, if voltages are all over the place as a
result of the applied signal causing changes in current through
the smoothing filters, precise performance is impossible.

lron-cored inductor chqrqcteristics

There is no technical difficulty in designing a choke, outPut
transformer or power transformer to any given performance, but
since the manuiacture of these calls for skill and experience it is
customary for the audio designer to acquire these components
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from specialist manufacturers. The designer should, however,

have some knowledge of the ProPerties and characteristics of these

components to ensure a sound choice being made'

T-he inductance L of an iron-cored coil is given by the formula

3.2 h\2ua
L -  " '  h e n r i e s

l08 t
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where n is the number of turns; p is the permeability of the core
toac; a is the effective cross-section of the coil in square inches and
/ is the length of the magnetic circuit in inches (shown as a dashed
t ine in f ig.  910).

The permeability depends on the core material used, rvhich,
except for specially prepared molded cores, consists of a stack
of iron alloy laminations, insulated on one side to reduce losses.
Laminations come in pairs, either as E's and I's or T's and U's.
The center section of the core should be twice the width of the

Fig' er r' t**"'"!i:';.1:::'::::: ^'" 
" 
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two side limbs, a seemingly obvious requirement. Some lamina-
tions are produced which are badly designed in this respect.

If the choke (or af transformer, which is simply a choke with
a secondary winding) carries no dc the laminations are inter-
leaved, making for easier handling, and a push-pull output trans-
former can have the same arrangement and work satisfactorily if
the output tubes are balanced for plate current.

It will be obvious that the size of the core has a bearing on the
value of inductance produced by a given number of turns but an
even greater efiect on the size of wire required to get the same
turns into the winding window available. A small core postulates
a finer gauge of wire with a substantial increase in dc resistance.
When a choke has to carry dc, the voltage drop due to a high
resistance winding may not be.acceptable. For ac considerations,
the core must not be too small if substantial porver is handled.
This is similar to the case of an output transformer which, apart
from any dc present, has to transform the ac power generated by
the output stage. See Fig. 9ll.

For output as well as power transformers, the optimum core
cross-section area in square inches A is given by

A :
5.6
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When dc passes through a choke, or af transformer, the ac per-
meability falls. This could be overcome by increasing the size
of the core, but the simplest way of increasing the inductance
is to provide a gap in the core. This is achieved by placing a layer
of insulating material between the two bunched pairs of the mag-
netic circuit. The determination of the optimum gap dimensions
depends on the amount of dc passing through the windingi for
currents up to about 2.5 ma in windings of about 1,000 turns
little is gained by having a gapped core, but heavier".currents
demand it. Typical usage of gapped chokes is in the smoothing
chokes of power supply units.
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en cf osuress pea kersand

THE audio engineer is not usually concerned rvith the design
I of speakers; this is a specialist's job and the designer of sound
equipment generally makes his choice from the numerous types
and models available. Although it would, therefore, be outside
the scope of this book to deal with speaker design, the audio tech-
nician requires some guidance in making the best choice.

Published data on speakers are generally entirely misleading,
not through any inherent dishonesty on the part of the sponsors
of such information, but simply because there is no agreed basis
on which measurements should be made. The curves and other
information published in advertisements and catalogs is probably
quite accurate but can stil l be meaningless under actual-working
conditions. For example, it is quite customary to show the re-
sponse curve of the acoustic output of a speaker with a steady
input of I watt of audio porver. Such a c.,tve is about as useful as
the response curve of an amplifier with a resistive load; neither
condition is met in actuality-it is a laboratory statement only.
Even then, such a curve is of little use unless it can be compared
with the curves of other speakers taken under identical conditions
of input, loading and acousric surroundings. Still the comparative
curves rvould have no practical value if nothing is said about the
position of the measuring microphone. If it is stated that the
microphone is on the axis, then the static response of the speaker
can be assumed only for axial reception. The performance of a
speaker under static conditions should be shown in a set of polar
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radiation curves and these curves can only be compared with an-
other set of polar curves, provided the measurements were all
taken in the same measuring room on speakers identically
mounted and given precisely the same input.

Limitqtions of frequency response curves
The accompanying figures illustrate the performance of the

author's 215 speaker. They are used, not because of any desire
to publicize this particular speaker, but because the data is avail-
able and known to be accurate. It is presented as an example of
the information required before a speaker's performance can be
assessed in the static state, and the engineer or music lover who
wishes to assess the performance of other speakers is quite reason-
ably entitled to ask for the same type of data from their manufac-
turers. Such curves begin to tell the story of what the speaker will
do, but it is only the beginning of the story.

Fig. l00l shows the frequency response of the Hartley 215
speaker on the axis with I or 4 volts input. The lower curve shows
that the sound output of the speaker is within -+5 db from 40 to
20,000 cps with a sinusoidal ac input of I volt rms. This seems
to be a pretty good performance. And it is a fact that this particu-
lar speaker, in spite of being a simple straightforward single-unit
system, has an unusually wide frequency response, and the curve
shorvn compares very favorably rvith curves of other speaker
systems, even when multi-channel and expensive. But that is not
the whole story. Fig. l00l (upper curve) also shows the axial re-
sponse with 4 volts input and now it is found that the resPonse
between 40 and 20,000 cps is within the limits of -t12.5 db. The
inference is that this particular speaker introduces distortion as
the input is increased, and if other speakers did not do so the
designer lvould have something to worry about. Now the pos-
sibility of other speakers distorting under these conditions can
be demonstrated only by a similar pair of curves, and it is only
commercial common sense to emphasize the good features of a
product and not say very much about weak points. What is much
more difficult to combat is the lack of understanding of nontech-
nical buyers examining a highly technical proposition, and a
speaker is a highly technical proposition.

The curves of Fig. l00l were compiled from measurements
made in a properly designed anechoic chamber. The speaker was
mounted in the author's nonresonant box baffie, and do therefore
truly represent the speaker's performance. Other manufacturers
also presdnt frequency response curves of their speakers hnd, if
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they are also taken in anechoic chambers, they can be fairly com-
pared with the curves of Fig. 1001, provided the mounting or
enclosure of the speaker has not been designed to remedy short-
comings in the speaker unit itself. It would, of course, be quite
fair to have the speaker unit so mounted, but it should be clearly
understood that the unit must also be mounted in an exactly
similar enclosure in the final listening room if the results pre-
dicted by the response curve are to be obtained. Any other form
of mounting or enclosure will render the data useless.

Fig. 1001. Frequency response cures ol a speaher with 4
uolts input (upper curve)rJ#r.rrrO 1 volt input (lower

These complications, if they may be called such, although they
are obviously just applied common sense, are not generally ap-
preciated by a nontechnical user. It is because of this that manu-
facturers of high-grade speakers are hesitant about publishing
response curves of any sort. They can be so easily misunderstood.
The writer publishes the lower curve and does not hesitate to
do so because it looks good. If he didn't publish any other he
would not have oftended against a code of business ethics, because
the curve is a true statement of fact-so far as it goes. It is the
truth, but no; the whole truth; yet it is nothing but the truth.
But Fig. l00l is actually a reprint of a figure that has gone into
his actual sales literature, and the 4-volt curve was shown, too,
in an attempt to tell the whole truth about what his speaker does
with varying inputs. Some know-alls at once said that obviously
the speaker can't stand high inputs, but what really matters is the
question whether it is any worse on high inputs than other
speakers. Research and develoPment work over the past year or
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so have proved that it is not, but the reason for the disparity has
been discovered and proves to be very interesting.

Before dealing with this, however, the matter of polar curves
can be disposed of. Fig. 1002 shorvs polar curves for the 215
speaker, derived from measurements taken in the same anechoic
chamber and rvith the speaker mounted in the same nonresonant
box baffie, They depict a plane section of the front hemisphere
of projected sound output. But since the curves have been stag-
gered to avoid a continual criss-cross, which would only add con-
fusion to the picture, they should not be taken as absolute with
respect to each other. The 8,000-cycle curve is true to scale and
conforms to the axial frequency resPonse of Fig' 1001. The cir-
cular co-ordinates read from 0o to l80o clockwise, so the 90o
ordinate is the horizontal axis of Fig. 1001. Reference to that
figure shows where the 90o points of 2,000, 4,000, 13,000 and
20,000 cycles should cut the axial ordinate.

Fig. 1002. Polar response cuntes. The normally ouerlapping curues haue been

seiaratetl. From the outer curve touard the center, the curaes represent the re'

tponse ot  2,1,  8,  lJ  and 20 hc.  Radial  ordinates at  10" intervals;  c i rcular  ordi '

iates at 5 db interuals. The 8 hc curue is in its proper position and the relatiue

displacements ol the other curues can be obtained from the louer curte ol
F i g . 1 0 0 1 .

The useful information given by Fig. 1002 is that at 2,000 cycles

the speaker propagates sound almost equally in all directions.
Although the diagram is only a section of the hemisphere, because

the speiker is circular, any section on the axis would give the

same results. (In practice, room reflections lvould cause variations,
but these curves were taken in an anechoic chamber to give a
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picture of rvhat the speaker does under ideal conditions.) At 2'000

iycles the variation in output at any point in front of the speaker
ii within -+5 db. At 4,000 cycles the variation is within +-12 db

and at 8,000 it is within +16 db. At 13,000 cycles it is within
-+17 db and at 20,000 within -+13 db. As might be expected, the
response at the highest frequencies falls off rapidly at 90o off the
axii. Many speakers are far more directional, which means, in
polar-diagram terms, that the curves will have a pear-shaped
bunching centered on the axis and with a spread of about 20'

on either side. As a matter of simple personal convenience one

does not expect to have to locate a group of music listeners in

a narrow funnel in the listening room, so it seems essential, for

more spatial listening, to demand polar curves and see that they

do spread out in some \vay suggestive of Fig' 1002'

Distortion orising from cone deformqtion

Figs. l00l and 1002 give the actual sound output of the speaker
as detected by the microphone and measured by the gear attached
to the microphone. The microphone detects the sound-the total
sound-whether it is distorted or not. Consequently the curves
just discussed do not reveal the presence of distortion. It is clear
from Fig. l00l that the speaker il lustrated does something when
the input is increased which results in a rvider variation of re-
sponse at 4 watts compared rvith that at I lvatt. Why? The Hartley
215 speaker, whatever its faults, does have an extremely free sus-
pension and can reproduce very low bass without bass resonances
cropping up to cause that not unusual one-note thump (and to
overcome rvhich the bass-reflex cabinet has become so widely
used). Moreover, special steps have been taken to insure that other
forms of distortion, such as treble-modulated bass, do not creep
in. It can be assumed that the distortion suggested by Fig. l00l
does not arise through faults in the suspension system (and this
is proved by the smoothness of both curves belorv 100 cycles).
Therefore, it must come from the cone-coil assembly. Again, in
this speaker very great care has been taken to avoid distortion
arising through a weak coil assembly or a weak joint between
the coil and the cone, as has been done by the designers of all
high-grade speakers. A rveak coil-cone joint usually gives a well-
marked peak between 2,000 and 4,000 cycles (usually at 3,000).
This rvell-knorvn fact is turned to good use in producing cheap
speakers for cheap radios tvhich have no real top; the peak at
3,000 gives a synthetic brightness to the reproduction. The sole
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remaining component that can introduce distortion is the cone
itself.

Fig. 1003 shows three ways in which rhe cone can be deformed
to give distortion and generate spurious sounds. Assume the cone
has a free suspension, which means that the periphery of the cone
is not restricted by the conventional molded corrugated paper
surround. Make up a simple straight-sided cone out of drawing
paper. If the mouth of the cone is laid on a flat table and pres-
sure applied to the apex, the cone will be found to be very strong.
Squeeze the cone across a diameter of the front opening and it
will be very weak. Bend the outer edge between the fingers of
two hands and it will again be found to have no strength. Holding
the apex in one hand, bend the edge of the cone toward the apex
rvith the other hand, and once more it will be found that the cone
is weak. In fact the only condition in which the cone has strength
is when the outer edge is resting on the table; that is the con-
dition of perfect loading, when the cone is resisted, as it were,
by the counter pressure of the table.

When a speaker is working, the only loading on the cone is
that afforded by the air, but as air is an elastic substance the
loading is not perfect. The loading, or damping as it is usually
called, should be as great as possible (hence a good speaker has a
good damping factor) not only to reduce deformation as much
as possible but also to return to normalcy as quickly as possible
any deformation that may occur. Since the damping is not per-
fect, deformation will occur, and it can occur in three different
ways (Fig. 1003). A straight-sided cone wil l take up shapes as
indicated in Figs. 1003-a and b, where the rounded points inside
and outside the normal circle are called nodes and those points
on the circle antinodes. The number of nodes varies as the fre-
quency of the applied signal.

If the speaker under examination, is driven by an audio os-
cil lator driving an amplif ier and viewed by fluorescent l ighting,
the nodes can be seen very easily. With fluorescent tubes a static
picture of the cone can be seen at line frequency and at the sec-
ond, third, fourth and so on harmonics of the l ine frequency. With
ordinary tungsten lamps the nodes are seen as blur images, and
no movement appears at the antinodes other than the back-and-
forward movement of the cone itself. The blur images of the
nodes are superimposed in the blur image of the whole cone.
The stroboscopic efiect of the fluorescent tube will be effective
only at l ine frequencies or their harmonics; at other frequencies
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the blur image will appear. An exponential cone has a much

flatter mouth than a straight-sided cone, and therefore is more

rigid across a diameter. But it is weaker axially just because it is

fla1ter. Nodes lt'ill therefore appear in an axial direction, as shorvn
in Figs. 1003-c and -d. Finally, wave motion will travel along the
cone from apex to mouth as shown in 1003-e.

loose vs. tight suspension
If the cone as finally located in the complete speaker is not

free-edge, then there will be an unavoidable bass resonance, due

1 4
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Fig. 1003. TYPes ol cone d'eforma-
tion causing distortion: a' 'b) typi-
cal nodes lormed in a straight-sided
conical diaPhragm; c, -d) exPonen',:::, 
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surlace ol the cone.

to the l imited movement possible. But the restraining of the

back-and-forward motion is also accompanied by restraint of the

noding found with a free-edge cone. It would seem, therefore,

that tight suspension may be undesirable from the bass point of

view but very desirable from the noding angle. Unfortunately

things are not always lvhat they seem, and the mere fact that

the ione wants to node and cannot means that the energy thus

suppressed at the edge of the cone must be dissipated somewhere
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else. It is dissipated by general cone breakup, but as each would-
be node involves a sector of the cone the breakup also occurs in
sectors. Since the area of the sector is less than the whole, the
spurious noise created by cone breakup will have higher fre-
quencies than the noise produced by nodes.

Detailed analysis of speaker behavior cannor be given in the
course of a single chapter. The argument can best be summarized
by saying that the more irregular response curve of a speaker
driven by a high input is due to cone breakup. This is not re-
vealed as distortion by a measuring microphone, but by a more
irregular curve resulting from the fundamental frequency sound
output being converted into a harmonic series of outputs. Ac-
tually, the distortion can be seen on an oscilloscope if the outpu,t
of a very high-grade microphone is connected to the vertical axis
and the audio oscil lator to the horizontal. If the oscil loscope is
used as a monitor, the input to the speaker can be kept down to
the level where no spurious harmonics appear in the sound out-
put. If the response curve of the speaker is taken simultaneously
by the usual methods, the overall response may prove to be very
disappointing.

Various procedures are often taken to strengthen the body
of the cone. A common method is to mold a series of concentric
corrugations along the whole cone surface. These unquestionably
stiffen it diametrically but can do practically nothing to prevent
wave motion of the type i l lustrated in Fig. 1003-e. There are
grounds for believing, too, that suppression of the nodes by this
means can result in complementary breakup between adjacent
corrugations. Transverse wave motion can be counteracted by
stiffeners running from apex to outer edge. It is worth pointing
out that as long ago as 1924, long before the days of electrody-
namic speakers, a British electromagnetic unit, the Celestion, had
a l5-inch paper diaphragm on the front of which was cemenred
a bamboo spiral running from apex to outer edge, and on the
back was a complete set of radial stiffeners, also of bamboo. The
problem, therefore, was realized and an attempt made to solve
it 34 years ago, because of the generally held belief that the perfect
diaphragm must also be a perfect piston; that is, something that
does not deform and does not produce spurious harmonics.

Power-hqndling copocity

There is a direct relationship between the diameter of the cone
and its displacement at low frequencies. For a given input the
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larser the cone the smaller the displacement (Fig' l00a)' Note

tnu't tt.,e curves marked with cone diameter refer to cones of that

diameter and not to the overall diameter of the speaker, and also

tnut tn. flux density in the magnet gap must be constant for all

sizes.'Obviously the higher th; flux density the more.sensitive

the speaker and the gr""u,"t the movement for a given input' In

comparativ" -""rrr.."rrtents of this type only one variable can be

.o.rsidered, and the variable is the cone diameter. Roughly speak'

i n g , i t w i l l b e s e e n f r o m t h e c h a r t t h a t a l S - i n c h c o n e i s d i s p l a c e d
onTy half as much as a l0-inch cone at any frequency' but little is

gained by increasing the cone diameter,to l8 inches'
'- 

Atrno.,g*,, therefJre, it rvould seem desirable to make t''e cone

u, t"rg. a"s possible, for the sake of power-handling capacity at

io* fi.q".ncies without due displacement of the cone' there are

Fig. 1004. Comparatite cone displacement (for

lif l,'i,!ll""l"!",1::,;:;';";'r,ir,:;];l:ro
inch,4 lot  |2- inch,  5 lor  15' inch and 6 for  18-

inch cone. The curues are ualid only for inputs

belou the power'handling capacity of the

sPeaker.

serious disadvantages attending the use of a large cone' A large

cone must.obviouJy weigh more than a small one; it may weigh

considerably more if the thickness of the cone matelial has to

be increased to give the same rigidity as the smaller one. This

will result in a lois of high-frequency propagation, but it will also

spoil the attack of the spiaker,lts response to transients, since the

inertia of the heavy cone oPPOSes the ideal instantaneous move-

ment necessary to reproduce a steeP wave front' Conventionally

t'h" ..,r. for lack of top in a large bass speaker is to use a tweeter

and dividing network. The latter serves two useful functions-

diversion of"ttigtt-ttequency Power from the woofer (which would

otherwise be rvasted) and diversion of low-frequency power from
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the tweeter to prevent electromechanical overload of the small-
diaphragm speaker. Recourse to a multi-channel speaker system
and dividing netrvork does not, however, remove the inertia of
the woofer's heavy cone. That can be done only by reducing the
weight of the cone. And, as paper is almost invariably used for
speaker cones, it means reducing the thickness, reducing the rig-
idity and increasing breakup with large inputs.

Cone mqteriols

Paper is used because it is cheap, easy to work and lends itself
to mass production. It appears to have no other advantages that
can be determined by laboratory investigation. Other materials,
such as metal and bakelite. have been used from time to time, with
varying degrees of success. Metal-cone speakers were introduced
very many years ago by two British manufacturers and one still
exists used as a doublet, with one unit rvorking into the back of
the other. Modern tweeters have small light aluminum cones,
as do several horn-loaded speakers in the United States and
Britain. But horn loading introduces a difierent set of working
conditions. Electrostatic speakers invariably have aluminum dia-
phragms, either stretched-flat diaphragms or pleated sound emit-
ters. The distinguishing characteristics of all metal-diaphragm
speakers is the coloration, sometimes slight, inseparable from the
dse of metal (which property is exploited in the brass section of
the orchestra). The only bakelite diaphragm speakers that ap-
peared over a long period were the British Hartley-Turner speak-
ers of pre-World War II days. Their manufacture was discon-
tinued in that form because of the intractability of the material.

The one outstanding break from traditional cone material is
found in the recently introduced Hartley-Luth 220 speaker, which
has a cone of a highly specialized synthetic which has no natural
ring, being almost inert acoustically. This material, details of
which have not been divulged, has unusual physical properties.
It is stated to consist of a core of cellular material which is left
in an unimpregnated condition so far as the air cells are con-
cerned, but the bonding material is allowed to penetrate the
fibers to form a hard lattice-work frame. On the outer surfaces
a complete skin is formed of the very hard bonding material.
A section of the cone material somewhat resembles a lattice-work
girder-two planes joined by a criss-cross of stiff struts. This form
of girder is used in engineering structures to save weight without
sacrificing stiffness, and the application of the principle to an
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acoustic diaphragm produces some interesting results. Cones made

in this lvay are l itt le heavier than paper of similar thickness but

mechanically about four times stronger. To this extent they more

nearly approach the ideal of a perfect piston, and the response

does not vary with increased input (see Fig. l00l). The curves

of Fig. 1004 do not apply since it is found that the rigidity of

the cones results in greater resistance from the air. In other words,

the air loading is higher and the output rises very considerably

at low frequencies, due entirely to the absence of noding and

cone breakup.
The Hartley 215 speaker rvas often crit icized because of its

seeming lack of bass. In part this rl 'as due to the absence of a

noticeable bass resonance, but mainly due to the f-inch diaphragm

not moving enough air at the lowest frequencies. This obiection

could easily be overcome by using trvo units side by side, con-

nected in simple series, thus increasng the diaphragm area by

100%.It is generally recognize d that better bass is usually obtained

by using several small speakers rather than one large one of

equivalent diaphragm area. In the development stages of the
Hartley-Luth 220 it was thought that a simple improvement might
result from using two units to give still more bass, but actual ex-
periment proved that the increase rt 'as barely noticeable. The un-
avoidable explanation could only be that the paper cone of the 215
did not act as a true rigid piston at low frequencies rvith large in-

puts and so lost some output, rvhereas the rigid cone of the 220
converted the electrical input into mechanical pressure on the air
wi thout  loss.  In  speci f ic  t . i - t ,  d i rect  compar ison between the 215
and the 220 revealed that for f ixed input the much more rigid cone
of the 220 extended the output dorvnlvard by more than an octave.
This can be expressed in another lvay by saying that the output of
the 220 at 25 cycles lvas somervhat greater than that of the 215 at
50 cycles, and the higher frequencies up to about 200 cycles rvere
equally improved. The curves of Fig. 1004, therefore, rvhich are
derived from data originally compiled by Massa, apply only to
paper cones. The f-inch synthetic cone of the 220 has a grearer bass
output than a l5-inch paper cone, especially when driven hard.
The work involved in preparing this new type of speaker seems
to prove beyond argument that the first requirement of a speaker
cone is that it should not deform rvhen actuated by the voice coil.

Visuql qpproisql of o speoker
An electrodynamic speaker can be fairly well appraised just by

looking at it and feeling it. If the cone has a rather narrow angle,
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it will be directional and have a poor polar diagram: the flatter
the cone the wider the dispersron of sound. If the cone gives
rvhen pushed in one place r,vith a finger, as is almost inevitable
rvith paper cones, then the cone rvil l  distort rvith high inputs,
giving uneven response and introducing harmonics either from
nodes or suppressed nodes. The molded surround is usually left
thinner than the main cone body for the sake of greater flexi-
bil i ty. But, if the projecting corrugation feels harder than the

trvo-inward pointing corrugations, then the hard coffugation will

resonate independently of the main body of the cone at a fre-

quency dependent on the size of the cone and the lack of stiffness

of the iuvard corrugations. Examination of the cone and sur-

round under a strobe light, with the speaker driven by an os-
cil lator and amplif ier, wil l reveal at whiih frequency this occurs.

The outer and inner surfaces of the cone can be grasped be-
t\veen the thumb and finger of both hands and the whole assbmbly

moved backward and forrvard. Measurement of the total possible

displacement, which, of course, is l imited by the design of the

outer surround and the spider washer, r,vill permit estimating the

porver handling capacity by reference to Fig. 1004 if the cone is

made of paper. It must be understood, horvever, that the Massa

data only applies to the porver-handling capacity of the speaker.
It reveals that for a given l imit of excursion a speaker rvil l  handle

more power as the cone size is increased, but the lor,ver frequency

limit is determined by the design of the suspension. If the bass

resonant frequency of the speaker is, say, 50 cycles, then it will
have a vastly increased output at that frequency and practically
no output at a fundamental frequency below that. The output
rvil l  consist mainly of third harmonic, a l itt le second and no

measurable fundamental. This is usually called frequency dou-
bling, but it is more correct to call it frequency tripling. The Massa
figures would therefore apply only to frequencies above 50 cycles

f or that particular design of suspension. If the cone is tapped with

the finger tip, a sound wil l be heard resulting from the contact
benveen the finger and the cone. But, rvith the ear in the cone,

a low note wil l also be heard, and its frequency is the bass reso-
nant frequency of the suspension system.

There are various rvays of extending the seeming response of

a single-unit speaker having a paper cone, such as adding a sub-

sidiary cone, introducing compliances of one form or another

to various parts of the cone or voice coil. These do what they are

said tc do, but whether the end product is entirely free from
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distortion is a matter of some doubt. Detailed discussion of these
various devices goes beyond the scope of this chapter.

Speoker impedonce
The impedance of a speaker varies rvith frequency, as shorvn

in Fig. 1005. The peak in tl.re lorver register occurs at the resonanr
frequency of the suspended system. Provided the cone and voice
coil are moving freely, this peak is not und.ly prominent and the
curve is then said to represent the free impedance of the speaker.

20
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Fig. roob. ,u,')",o,"" ,,:::'::, o*o,n,, ,p,ouu',, o)1
curue of a conaentional design uith cone surround. reso_
nance at 70 cps; BB) curte ol speaker with free_erlge cone.
Itoice coit' 

"":.:x::i"x::,tr: .;"y, ;s,ension" 
(sPitler

If the vibrating system is prevented from moving, rhe resultant
curve represents the blocked impedance of the ,p.uk.r. At middle
and high frequencies there is I it i le difference beirveen the blocked
and free impedances, but at the resonant frequency the difference
is considerable. Inadvertent blocking of the movement of the cone
can be caused by tightness of the cone surround. and the rcar
suspension rvasher or spider. The usual molded corrugations in
the outer periphery of the cone do not give much fr?edom of
movement and as a consequence the spider is often of a design
that w-oulrl give little freedom if the .or" -.r" free_edge. AdJp_
tion of a free-edge con€ removes one source of blocked iou"-.r '
but this is not,enough if the spider rvasher does not also give free
movement of the suspended system.

Moving any speak-er diaphragm by hand demonsrrates that the
farther the cone is moved from the mean position the harder it
becomes to move unti l the point of maximum excursion is reacrred
when it wil l not move ar all. This increasing resistance is de-
picted by the peak in the impedance curve. ihe heieht of the
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peak is reduced by free suspension, although introducing free

suspension also introduces a ivhole host of other difficulties, such

as modulation of the treble by the bass, and the efiect known as

electro-mechanical rectifi cation.

The rise in the treble is mainly due to the inductance of the

voice coil and will naturally be greater with higher inductance. It

is conventional to build speakers with a higher impedance rating

than is necessary or desirable and, like many conventlorls' lt rs not

based on r,vhat might be called absolute thinking. For the standard

of reproduction Jemanded of inexpensive mass-produced equip-

ment it is convenient to be able to buy speakers of standardized

impedances. But these standards *er" adopte.d long befo-re the

desi.e for high-fidelity reproduction became widespread' More or

less automatftally, low-fidelity standards were carried over into the

high-fidelity speaker industry with, at least in the writer's opinion'

unfortunate results.

The impedance curve of any speaker can be taken with the

usual impedance-bridge technique and for comparisort.purposes

,p.ut.tt 
^should 

be mounted on a standard flat and inflexible

baffie in the open air. Sound reflections from the lvalls of a measul-

ing room can cause blocking of the,free movement of the cone'
" H o ] t " " u . , , t h e r e a r e s i m p l e r m e t h o d s w e l l w i t h i n t h e c a p a -

bilities of the worker not equipped with full laboratory facilities.

These are shown in Fig. 100'6. in all cases an audio oscillator rvith

a constant sinusoidal o.ttp.tt is required' The first method sholvn

requires an ac ammeter and u. 'ttoltmeter; these are connected as

in Fig. 1006-a. As the input is varied from the lowest to the

t',igt'r.i, frequencies, note'is taken of the current through the

,pluk", and the voltage drop- across it' Call these' respectively'

I and E. The impedanceZ islhen equal to E/I' The readings can

be taken at l0-cycle intervals from l0 to 100 cycles; then at 100

c y c l e i n t e r v a l s t o l , 0 0 0 c y c l e s , a n d f i n a l l y a t l 0 O O - r y c l e i n t e r v a l s
to 20,000 cycles. In particular' note carefully when E r-ises steeply

at the bass resonant irequency and note the frequency' If there are

other peaks, they shouid also be noted' The final result when

plotted as a curve rvill not be exactly like Fig' 1005' which, shorvs

imoothed curves of rrends, but r,vill huu" u number of small peaks

l,hich represent lesonances in various parts of the speaker, even

of the cone basket.

Ac ammeters are not ahvays available, so two voltmeters.can be

used, as in Fig. 1006-b. The method is simply a comparison of

voltage drops icross trvo resistors. In tl're figure' resistor R should
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have the same dc resistance as the speaker voice coil. If the meters
are dc units and dc passes through the speaker and resistor R, the
voltage drop will be the same across each. when ac is applied, the
impedance oj th9 pure resistance R is consranr at alr fi iquencies
but the speaker has reactance so its impedance will vary t"ith f..-
q_uency. Apply various frequencies as indicated earlier and note
the readings on the two meters. The impedance is then given by
the formula

Z.:  R (E"/E")

These tr,vo methods have the disadvantage that meters have to
be observed and a certain amount of simpli calculating has to be
done. The conrinuously visual method sho*r, in Fie." 1006-c in-

volves the use of
inductive resistor

Fig. 1006-a. Determining speaher
impedance by using an ammeter

and. uoltmeter

an oscilloscope. Resistor R is, as
having t l re same dc resistance

before, a non-
as the speaker

::z ; :ni, ":l ;' I;; ̂, i;!" l: : :;
tuo ac aoltmeters.

voice coil. Resisr.r Ro, shown dotted, is a precisely similar com-
ponent but it is not in use all the time. To set up the circuit,
connect R and R" as shorvn but omit the speaker. Isolate the oscil-

rer {
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loscope circuit from the oscillator by a good-quality audio trans-

fo.m'e.. Apply a signal and adjust the oscil loscope amplif ier's.sensr-

tiuity .otrt-tr 
""it 

the rrace is a straight l ine inclined at 45o to

the trvo axes. (The internal t ime base of course, is not used')

Norv take out Rs and connect the speaker'

If and rvhen the speaker acts as a pure resistance, the trace rvil l

be a straight l ine. inductive and capacitive components in the

,p."k", tuill .u.tr. the line to broaden into a narrow ellipse; the

.iraio, axis of this ell ipse is the indicator of rvhat follorvs' As the

fr.{rr.n.y is varied ,o tlt. impedance of the speaker varies and

this'causes a change in ti l t of the trace' For any point on the trace

tig.too6-,, j:":1,:,n::,1.:,":,,f,"ft l!,::o*,ou",u,,,

or the major axis of the trace, the respective magnitudes of the

speaker impedance and the resistance of R witt be indicated by

tile coordinates on tl.re horizontal and vertical axes of the oscillo-

scope graticule. The method is very sensitive and placing the,hand

in flroit of the speaker is enough to $horv the change of impedance'

It is the most convenient wa/ of observing the efiect of different

types of enclosures or modifications of enclosures as well as study-

iif ttt. effect of altering room furnishings and damping' 
.

i.he impedance for ruhi.h output transformer calculations are

made is tui"n 
", 

that at 400 cycles. The impedance curve, as rvell

as the frequency resPonse curve, rvill vary with input because the

air or meihanical toiaing of the speaker will change rvith change

of input. Published equivalent circuits of a loudspeaker do not

,,o.-"l ly take accouni of this complication' so a mathematical

examination of a speaker based on an equivalent circuit must be

accepted with caution.

Siirce the impedance varies so r'videly rvith frequency' it will be

obvious that the loading on the output stage is far from constant'

And if the outPut rru.rJfor-", has 6een disigned.on the. basis of

the nominal impedance of the speaker, mis-matching rvil l  be con-

siderable at the bass end and atso in the tleble' It may, therefore'
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be'desirable to select a transformer ratio which provides a mean
value of load at bass, mid and high frequencies. This mismatching
is not so important with triodes as with tetrodes or pentodes
(which latter can be made more accommodating with negative
feedback), but.a transformer ratio correct for the impedance at
400 cycles, apart from causing distortion in the bass through over-
load, is the cause of what is usually known as "pentode quality" in
the highs. It is not the pentode which causes distortion; it is
simply that the harmonic distortion caused by incorrect loading is
particularly noticeable at high frequencies.

The bqffle ond speoker impedonce
The cure for these troubles is, of course, to use a speaker with

as nearly level an impedance as possible; but as many popular
speakers do not have this desirable property, various devices are

Fig. 1007. Efiect ol baffies on speaker irnpedance: I) l2_inch
speaher in lree air; t) ,""":::f"::r"a flat baffie; )) in a ported

adopted to overcome the speaker's defects. with a view to neutral-
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ir. The co'e material should be acousticaily inert. Metal dia-
phragms produce a characteristic ringins coloration.

6. Narrorv-angle cones cause excessive focusing of the high fre_
quencies. \vide-angle cones give better diffusion but tend tJ nocle
rnore easi ly .

7' Large c()nes are too 'rassi'e for good trebre response ancl
transient reproduction. Their size can lu.,r. phase distortion of
the lorv-frequency components of a heavy tru.rri..rt.

8. Small colles cannot reproduce lorv freque.cies rvith sufficient
()utput unless the suspension is free enougl-r to enable them to
move the same amount of air as a large one.

9. subsidiary tweerer co,nes gi'e rnlre treble, brrt the .ndamped
outer rirn can cause feathery reproduction if driven hard. The
narro\v angle of t lre trveeter cone also causes excessive foctrsing of
the h ighs.

10. Large straight-sided cones cause the enclosed air to resonare
at its orvn natrlral frequency, causing a superimposecl hoot. Ex-
ponential and small cones do not strffer atrdibly from this defect.

Fig.  1008. Ctoss-sect ior t  o l  a
typical bass-reflex enclosure. The
jagged Iine represents tlte acous.

t ic  I in ing mater ia l .

.l l. Treble response can be irnproved by specially designed voice
coils, rvhere the diaphragm is relieved of the rveigirt of itre coil at
high frequencies.

12. The voice coil should be as light and as rigid as possible,
r'ith only trvo layers of rvire. The rvire should bJdouble-silk-in-
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sulated ro provide a good key for the varnish. A f -inch coil is more

rigid than a 2-inch but a Z-inch pole piece allows for a greater

flux density in the gaP.

13. A tight ,.rrp.rriott gives a high bass-resonant freq"9l.I, and

frequenciJs beloiv rhis tuitt be reproduced mainly as third har-

-orri.. Free suspension can introduce intermodulation distortion

and nonlinear distortion.
14. To avoid intermodulation distortion the voice coil must cut

constant flux at all points in its excursion. The coil must be

substantially longer than the gaP' 
Fnrrinn the fietdl b. To avoid nonlinear suspension distortion the magnetlc

must be symmetrical about tn. gaP. If the center pole- i: th:uld-

ered, a flai front magnet plate ."tttot give a symmetrical field'

Dividing nelworks
Except in highly specialized designs such as the author's own

speakers, it is ttot possible to achieve a wide frequency resPonse

*itnout majo, irregularities in a single-speaker unit. The design

of a speaket ,o give"a good ourpy! 1r low frequencies is a flat con-

tradiction of thit reqirired foi high frequencies and most single

trnits are a compromise design between these two extremes'

3/4,,PLYWOOD BACK
SCREWED TO CABINET

M OLDIN G

Fig. 1009. External uiew of a t l tpical bass'refl 'ex
',closure.

There is no fundamenral difference between the design of a

dynamic tweeter and a woofer: one has a small very light dia-

pirr"g-; the orher a large, reasonably inflexible one which cannot

t 6 8
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reproduce satisfactori ly above about 3,000 cycles. The po\ver-
handlitg capacity of a speaker for lon' frequencies is a function
of the size of the diaphragm (since adequate bass reproducrion can
b. obtained only if enough air is pnyiically rnor,.d) ,o the small
cone of a trtreeter makes such a speaker have no po\ver-handling
capabil it ies belo\\r about 300 cycles. Llsing rvoofer-t\veerer com-
binatiolls lneans, therefore, that the bass must be kept out of the
trveeter and the treble kept out of the rvoofer. This is done by
using suitable high- and lorv-pass fi lrers.

Combinations of such fi l ters are called dividing or crosso\/er
netrvorks. The fonner term is the better one since the purpose of
the net\\rork is to divide the output of the amplif ier into nvo parts,
the treble end and the bass end. The middle frequencies are re-
produced by the top part of the response of the lorv-pass fi l ter, the
bottom part of the response of the high-pass fi l ter and a nonuni-
form portion of the combined responses centered on the crossover

Fig. 1010. Respottse curae of a t l ,pical dividing networh.

l requel lcy, as short 'n by the sol id curves in Fig. 1010. Experiencc
has sltott 'n that the most satisfactory results uti obtained rvith an
attenllation of 12 db an octave beyond r,vhere attenuation begins,
in spite of the fact that there is a definite dip in the responr. of the
network at the crossover frequency. It might be thought that if
the t\vo filters had sharp cutoffs, as shown by the broken curves,
the greater uniformity \vould be an ad.vantage, but ro get such an
abrupt attenuation calls for f i l ters having many rt"g.r. A more
serious disadvantage is that a sudden srvitch from rvoofer ro
ttveeter, as rvould happen rvith fi l ters of such characteristics, is
audibly distressing.

The tr,vo speakers cannot hal'e precisely the sane characteristics.
If, as in the case of rvide-range reproduction, t\vo speakers of differ-
itg characteristics have to be used, it is better that the merging
from one into the other be done gradually; but it must not be done
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too gradually, othenvise the filtering of each channel will not be

sufficiently effective.
Single-stage resistance-capacitance filters, as mentioned in an

earlier chapter, give an attenuation of 6 db per octave; but divid-

irg networks for loudspeakers usually require a steeper slope than

this, so inductors are used instead of resistors. Such L/C filters

give slopes of 12 db and l8 db per octave resPectively for half

secrion and full section types. The points at which attenuation

begins rvill obviously be farther apart rvith 12 db filters than with

18 db if a constant level at crossover frequency is to be observed. In

practice, it is found that the dip at crossover frequency rvill be

ibout 3.5 db. Fig. l0l l  gives the circuits of dividing nef ivorks of

both series and parallel types.

Constqnt-resistqnce network

Another type of dividing network, details of which are given

in Fig. 1012, is the so-called constant-resistance network. It rvil l  be

Ll -  R/,  L2 - 2R/a L3 - R/2, L4 - l .6R/a L5 - 0.63R/,

c l  -  I  / rR  c2  -  Z /aR c3  -  1 /2 rR c4 :  1 .6 / rR c5  -  0 .63 /o 'R

Where L is  in  henr ies,  C is  in  forods.  R-  voice coi l  res is tqnce.

Fig r 0 r r r*i ooi r',*,,L1'),',,',","),',' ::,: p ar ar re t tv pe s )

und.erstood that the load on the output stage should be constant

for all frequencies and. we knorv that the impedance of a single-

unit speak^er varies considerably rvith frequency. Adoption of a
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constant-resistance netrvork does nol mean that circuit gymnastics
have produced a fivo-rvay speaker system tvhich presents a constant
impedance at all frequencies, for the constant-resistance nefir 'ork
has a constant input resistance only for purely resistive loads on
the output terminals of the netrvork. The problenr of speaker
impedance varying rvith frequency remains as before.

The advantage of the constant-resistance nenvork is that the
capacitors and inductors can have more convenient I 'alues through-
out, as can the inductors. This simplif ies design and manufacrrue
and accounts for the commercial popularity of this type of netrvork.

Horn-loqded speokers
Horn-loaded speakers are a different technical proposition; the

prime object of f itt ing a horn to a speaker unit is to increase its
electroacoustic efl iciency. A horn speaker does not perform funda-
mentally better or lvorse than a baffie-loaded speaker, it is merely
rnore efficient. But to secure adequate bass reproduction calls for

Ll - R/or L2 : R/{2, L3: fZR/.
Cl  :  l /o ,R C2: fU/o,R C3 : l /yEo,R

WhereLis inhenr ies?: i '1 i ,1 ' .1 i : ,1;J&:"coirresisronce'

l . ig .  l { )12.  Oortstant . resist . r r rc d, , : ; ! ; ; r . f  netu,orks (ser ies and paral te l

as inconveniently bulky a horn as r.vith baffie speakers. To repro-
duce a 5O-cycle note r.vith negligible loss calls for a baffie l2leet
square or a horn 22 feet long rvith a flare circumference of 24 feet.
Neither of these is conveniently accommodated in an ordinary
living room so designers have had recourse to folding horns to
tnake them rnore compact. A horn, folded or straight, must follorv

I2 D&OCTAVE
ATTINUATION
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certain laws, otherwise the advantages o[ horn loading are lost'

Some cabiner rype folded horns are virtually acoustical labyrinths

and may have undesirable acoustic effects on the reproduction'

Provided the length of the horn can be accommodated in the

auditorium (and in an exponential horn the first few feet are re-

lated to the high-frequency part of the spectrum), there is no point

in having multiple-unit reproducers. Rut since the problem is al-

ways that of squeezing the unit into a reasonable space, the horn

assembly can bi divided into a straight t\veeter and a folded woof-

er, rvith each section clriven by an appropriate speaker unit' In

any event, a horn-loaded speaker is very directional at high fre-

quencies (indeed is very much more directional than a direct

ridiator or baffie-loaded speaker). As it is desirable to separate the

highs, a multicellular nveeter horn or acoustic-lens diffuser can be

used to advantage.
The limitation of a horn speaker in the bass is the flare cutoft

frequency, and it is important that this should be higher than the

natural resonant frequency of the speaker unit; indeed it is im-

portant that the amplifier itself should have a bass cutoff equal to

ihe flure cutoft, otherwise there will be an appreciable tendency for

the speaker to develop harmonics of the frequencies the horn can-

not ieproduce. If lorv frequencies are desired and a large horn is

not, the solution appears to be that of P. W' Klipsch, who has

developed a design rvherein an air chamber behind the speaker

unit, resonating at about the flare cutoff frequency' provides a
"capacitive" reactance about equal to the "inductive" reactance of

the horn at cutoff frequency. In this case frequencies lower than

that of the flare cutoff frequency can be reproduced without ap-

preciable distortion because this chamber takes control.
For a straight horn the cross-section can be circular or square;

the flare must increase according to the exPonential law selected

and sudden changes of curvature are detrimental. For a folded

horn the same rule holds, so for best results the horn cannot be

built up out of f lat pieces of material; yet it nearly always is. The

cabinet type of folded horn is, therefore, some way short of a

perfect horn even if the increase of cross-section area is carefully

maintained (rvhich it must be). As any speaker is already a far-

from-perfect transducer, the purist may consider it undesirable to

introduce further distortion through using an imperfect horn and

may prefer to generate more audio watts in the amplifier to make

up for the lor,ver efficiency of the direct radiator' A "folded"

biffie does not require the same precision of design as a folded

horn.
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|neast|ren|ents and ng

TfaECHNICAL workers in electronics frequently use meters

.f without stopping to think what the meters are and what they
are supposed to do. It is quite true, of course, that as the purpose
of a meter is to give an indication of circuit conditions, mere ob-
servation of the meter reading ought to suffice. For example, it
may be argued that a car driver need not know how his speed-
ometer works since all he wants to knorv is the speed of the car,
but it doesn't concern him very much whether the speedometer
shows 50 or 55 mph, for the instrument may be inaccurate, the
drive gearing may be wrong for the size of tires used and the tires
themselves may not be inflated to the correct pressure. In elec-
tronics measurements, one has to be more careful about the
accuracy of readings. Sometimes the reading may be wrong due
to an inaccurate meter and sometimes the wrong answer wil l be
given by an accurate meter because it is improperly used. Such
unhappy cases are avoided by having some knowledge of meters
and other indicators and horv they work.

Meters for voltoge, currenl ond resistqnce
Voltmeters, ammeters and ohmmeters are all ammeters because

they measure current; their scales may be calibrated in volts or
ohms but they are sti l l  ammeters. These remarks apply, of course,
to the usual moving-coil meters on every service technician's
bench. There are other meters which are not ammeters, such as
electrostatic voltmeters for measuring high voltages; these are pure
voltmeters.

testi
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Moving coil meter

Current passing through the pivoted coil of the meter (to which
is attached the pointer) createi a magnetic field which is acted
on by the magnetic field of the permanent magnet built into the
meter. The meter, in fact, is an electric motor but without a
commutator because continuous rotation is not required. The
armature is restrained by the springs controlling the movement
(these springs return the pointer to zero in the absence of an

applied iurrint) and the angular displacement of the armature is

proportional to the current passing through its coil. Such a meter

will give a readable deflection on dc only.
To use the meter as a voltmeter a fixed resistance R is connected

in series with the coil, as shown in Fig. I l0l-a. Application of a

voltage to the two components causes a current to pass through
the circuit of a value:

\/
t : * + * *

rvhere R. is the internal resistance of the meter. As R is increased
so the current through R" falls-hence it can be considered a mul-

tiplying resistance. If various values of R are selected by a switch,
the meter circuit becomes a multirange voltrneter,

In Fig. ll0l-b, absence of shunt resistor R rvould cause the

tvhole c.r.t.nt to pass through the meter, rvhich is norv acting as

a straight ammetir. The internal resistance of the meter will

l imit the current passing through it and the resistor. If the current

is greater than th-e meter can show, then the meter is shunted by

R, wnicn diverts a proportion of the current. Strictly speaking, R

is stil l a multiplyi.tg t.iitt"nce since it permits the meter to regis-

ter a higher currenrthan is possible in its absence, btrt it is usually

called a shunt.

Ac meters
For measuring ac voltage and current there are several types of

meters, but it is now customary to use a dc moving-coil meter in

conjunction with a copper oxide rectifier, as in Fig. ll0l-c. The

..,ri.nt-.urrying capacity of the meter is determined by its full-

scale deflection. But the rectifier also has a maximum current

capacity, and if the resistance of the meter is too high (or a fuse in

the meier is blown so that the merer is open-circuit) the rectifier

will be destroyed, owing to the full circuit voltage being.apPlied

to it. Voltage multipliers can be inserted in the rectifier circuit at
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R, but increased current ranges can only be provided by using an
input current transformer, sho\vn dotted, if a linear scale is to be
maintained.

If the dc scale of the meter is used, the current registered will
be the mean value ac current passed. But lvhat is wanted is the
rms value, which is higher than the mean value in the ratio of

Fig.  l l0 l -a,  -b.  To use the arnmeter as a uol tmeter
(left) a series resistor is inserted. The meter range is
extended, (right) through the use ol a shunt resistor.

l . l l ;  a 100 A.a-scale deflection rvil l  represent an rms current of
I I I pa. The scale wil l be l inear for ac as \vell as dc except for very
small currents, when the rectif ied alternating (direct)current tends
to be proportional to the square of the alternating current. This

o

Fig.  l I0 l -c.  Dc nrcter ,  in conjunct ion wi t l r
rectifiers' *".:"' 

:;:: ::,xi:'"" 
ac tott-

causes a closing up of the scale at the low end. This is why the
rectifier cannot be expected to give linear rectification if it is
shunted by resistance for the measurement of heavy currents,
which explains the use of a current transformer for this purpose.
Similarly, linear scales for low ac voltages can be secured only by
using an input stepup voltage transformer.

Given a high-grade rectifier, ac meters of this type can be de-
pended on for good accuracy with sinusoidal inputs up to 100,000
cps. Thereafter the response lvill fall off until at I mc the read-

t l
I rA^
= \>/
" l * l * o

L-A^^J

MULT]PtIER
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ing rvill be 20fo low. For audio measurements, therefore, the meter
.un be taken as accurate, provided the current measured is sinu-
soidal. In-phase second-harmonic distortion will give a reading
rvhich is lory up to about 2fo; in'phase third harmonic will give a
meter error up to +57o, but third harmonic l80o out of phase
rvill give a reading up to -9fo lot'. Rectifier instruments should
not be used for measurement of distorted ac rvaveforms.

Meosuring resislonce

By Ohm's Law rve knorv that R (ohms) - E (volts)/I (amperes)'
This applies also to ac provided it is remembered that the resist-
ut.. -iy consist of noninductive, noncapacitive resistance plus

Fig' I I 02'a' b' Measurin'q 
::;:;'::",H,;:,:iTiii;;;^', 

ter met hod (tef t )

the impedances of any inductances and capacitances in the-circuit,

the values of rvhich depend on the frequency of the ac. so far as dc

is concerned, it is necessary only to measure the voltage applied

across a resistor and divide by the current passing through it to

get the value of the resistance of such a circuit as is shown in Fig.

I102-u, but a rvord of rvarning is necessary. If the current passing

through the voltmeter is appreciable as comPared with that

passing through R, then the reading rvill not be accurate' There-

iot", th. voltmeter must be connected on the battery side of the

ammeter. If, horvever, the resistance of the ammeter is appreciable

as compared lvith R, then the voltmeter must be connected as

shorvn dotted, for it is necessary to knolv the voltage actually

applied to R.^ 
bn this simple basis an ohmmeter can be constructed' The

battery voltage can be fixed (and is invariably connected inside

the instrument case), but as the battery rvil l  deteriorate with age,

some compensation must be provided for this. In the circuit of

Fig. I102-b, if the terminals R* are short-circuited, the only

resistance in the circuit is R plus the internal resistance of the
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meter. Accordingly R can be adjusted to give full-scale

and this point wil l indicate zero ohms across terminals

short is removed and a resistor is connected across the
the current passing through the meter rvil l  fall and the
resistance, the smaller rvil l  be the deflection.

deflection
R,.  I f  the
terminals,
h igher  the

F i g .  f l 0 3 - a .  W h e a t -
s lonc br idg? lor  rneas-
urentent  o l  dc resis-

r an ces.

A resistance scale can be dralvn on the meter rvhich wil l read
from right to left, the reverse of current and voltage readings, and

NUI tt{0tclToR

F ig .  l l 03 -b .  Ac  b r i dge .

the scale wil l also become increasingly crowded toward the left.
The useful range can be extended by having several resistance
ranges, and the multiplier this time requires a greater voltage
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from the battery, so that a measurable current can be passed

through a higher value of resistance.
Naturally it is desirable that the scales should have a simple

multiplying factor, say l0 times, so that only one resistance scale

need be used. This calls for quite careful design of the complete
meter. On any range the preliminary routine must be to short the
resistance terminals and adjust zero (full-scale deflection) before

making any resistance measurements.
Accurate measurement of current and voltage is merely a

matter of selecting a suitably accurate meter, but there is no such

thing as a highly accurate ohmmeter because of the bad scale

characteristics. Accurate measurement of resistance is best done

on a bridge.

Bridges
The circuit of Fig. I103-a shows the Wheatstone bridge for

measurement of dc resistances. Rl and R2 are usually banks of

precision resistors with values of l, 10, 100 and 1,000 ohms; R3

is a decade resistance box rvith a minimum value of I and a maxi-

mum value of ,  usual ly ,  l l , l l l  ohms.  Galvanometer  G is  used as

an indicator of balance. If the ratio of t-he unknolvn resistance R'

to the variable resistance R3 is the same as the ratio of Rl and R2

the bridge wil l balance. Therefore, if Rl and R2 have the same

value, the value of the unknown resistance rvil l  be found by

determining rvhat value of R3 is needed for balance. If R* is out-

side the l imits of value of R3, balance can be found by changing

the ratio of Rl to R2. For all cases:

R I
* . - - t * u

The limitations of the Wheatstone type of bridge are found in

measuring low resistances, because of the resistance of the leads

and contacts, and in very high resistances, because of the very

high Rl/R2 ratio required, and the fact that no galvanometer has

a sufficiently high resistance to match the bridge resistance' For

such cases a dc vacuum-tube voltmeter is a better indicator and, of

course, the battery voltage can be raised. Lolv resistances are best

measured on a Kelvin bridge.
An ac bridge has basically the same form, as shor'vn in Fig'

l l03-b, except that an oscil lator is used as the energizing source

and a null indicator (headphones, c-r tube or ac vacuum-tube

voltmeter) for balance. Hete, as before, the bridge is balanced
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tvhenZl/ZZ - Z3/24, but attention l.ras to be paid to the nature of
the impedances. If Zl and.72 are purely resistive, as they often are,
thenZS andZ4 must  both be ident ica l  k inds of  impedance i f  73
is inductive, 24 must be inductive; if 23 is capacitive, 24 must be
capacitive. A complete bridge requires, therefore, standard re-
sistors, capacitors and inductors to be used for 24 rvhere resistance,
capacitance and inductance have to be measured. The other extra
feature is the potentiometer across the oscil lator labeled "\Vagner

ground." Both oscil lator terminations have capacitance to ground
rvhich may make balance impossible; the Wagner ground enables
a balance to be secured rvithout interfering lvith tl 're operation of
the bridge.

There are many types of ac bridge, each having been devised for
some special application. Standard inductors, for example, are
costly and cumbersome and can be avoided by using a Maxrvell
bridge. This compares unknorvn inductors with standard capa-
citors using resistors forZl andZ4, r,vith capacitance and resistance
in 22. The Wien bridge measures capacitance in terms of resist-
ance and frequency or frequency in terms of the other quantit ies.
Details of these and other specialized types can be fotrnd in any
standard textbook on ac bridge methods.

Vqcuum-tube voltmeters

To measure the actual dc voltage on the plate of an arnplifying
tube, we must remember that the plate current passes through the
plate-load resistor and also the decoupling resistor, if one is in the
circuit. If an ordinary moving-coil voltmeter is used to measure
this voltage, the current drar,vn by the voltmeter n i l l  cause a
potential drop across the load and other resistors and give a grossly
inaccurate reading. The error rvil l  be diminished if the meter only
draws a small current. Meters of the type described as "20,000
ohms-per-volt" give a reasonably correct measurement of plate
voltages for general service rvork. Some modern meters have
sensitivit ies up to 100,000 ohms-per-volt. But for design purposes
the accuracy is not good enough-the meter should drarv practi-
cally no current from the circuit under investigation. A vacuum-
tube voltmeter is such a device.

Vacuum-tube voltmeters are of differing types, some for dc
measurements, some for ac; combined instruments contain facil-
it ies also for measuring resistance. As the application of the vtvm
to the circuit has virtually no effect on its behavior, it is a very
simple matter to check all tube voltages and also gain, stage by
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stage. An audio oscil lator provides the input signal for the ampli-
fier, adjusted to the rms value postulated by the design. Voltage
amplif ication is then measured throughout the amplif ier by prob-
ing at successive grids and plates. If the oscil lator input is held
constant and varied throughout the frequency range of the
amplif ier, it is possible to take a response curve of the amplif ier
stage by stage, thus locating at rvhat point, if any, the performance
is defective. Response measurements of amplif iers should, as

pointed out in an earlier chapter, be taken rvith a resistive output
load.

Oscillotors, oscilloscopes ond other devices

No audio design or measurement work can be done r.vithout a

signal source. An audio oscil lator with a frequency range of about
30 to 30,000 cycles is an essential piece of equipment for the audio
engineer. Various types are available and the comparatively recent
R-C oscil lators are considerably simpler and cheaper than the
much older beat-frequency kind. The requirements are that the
output should be quite sinusoidal at all frequencies; that the
stabil ity of frequency should be reasonably good; that the output
should be capable of suitable attenuation. A useful feature is the
abil ity to srvitch from sine-rvave output to sqllare-rvave 'tvhen de-
s i red.  The square-wave output  is  general ly  achieved by us ing a

clipped sine wave; for amplif ier testing this can be considered
quite good enough for all ordinary purposes.

Waveform investigation is impossible rvithout a cathode-ray
oscil loscope, and the larger the tube the greater the ease of ex-

amining the rvaveform. \Vhen the output of the amplif ier is being

examined, it is desirable to make a continual check that the input
is true to specifications. This can be done by having an oscil loscope
on both input and output. Separated oscil loscope traces are not

easy to compare, so the use of a double-beam oscil loscope has great
advantages in direct comparison. The input rvaveform can be

given the same amplitude on the tube as the output by suitable

adjustment of t lre internal amplif iers of the oscil loscope. Double-

beam oscil loscopes are not so common as to be easily come by, but

an ordinary oscil loscope can be converted into a pseudo double-

beam instrument by using an electronic srvitch rvhich switches the

oscil loscope from the input to the output so rapidly that the tube

screen persistence gives a contintlous picture. A separate provision
for adjusting the compared voltages is provided for in the elec-

t ron i c  s r v i t c l r i ng  c i r c r r i t .
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Amplifier frequency response

The frequency response of an amplifier can be displayed on the
c-r tube by using a srveep generator to s\veep the rvhole frequency
range sufficiently rapidly to give a steady trace on the screen. In
this way adjustments to improve the frequency response are in-
stantaneously observable. But this will not at the same time check
for rvaveform distortion; an amplifier must be checked separately
for frequency response and freedom from distortion.

Fig l l04' Bktck tt iagran' 
" ' '2i: irrl:;.nreasuring perforntance of att

Harmonic analyzers are desirable but not essential pieces of
equipment in an audio laboratory for the amplif ier designer's task
is not to produce certain percentages of harmonic distortion but to
eliminate it as far as possible. Knowledge of rvhat various wave-
forms mean as to harmonic content is necessary to interpret the
pattern and a selection is given starting on page 182 in this
chapter.

Meosurement techniques
Testing an amplif ier for overall performance should be done on

the basis of the amplif ier delivering its maximum undistorted out-
put. Performance under any other conditions is quite misleading.
In the block diagram of Fig. 1104 an audio oscil lator is shown
energizing the amplif ier under test. If the oscil lator has no output
meter, an ac (rectif ier type) voltmeter to measure the input volts
must be added as shorvn. Every component and lead artached to
the input of the amplif ier musr be properly shielded, orherrvise
hum will be introduced rvhich rvil l  null i fy the measurements.

A resistive load is connected across the output and this resistance
must be capable of dissipating the full power ourput of the ampli-
f ier. This would suggest a wirewound resistor, but as this is
inductive its impedance rvil l  vary with frequency. The load re-
sistor is best made up of paralleled composition resistors of the
highest ratings obtainable, unless, of course, noninductive rvire-

o
] v  l i
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wound units are available (easily made by winding on to a former

a doubled resistance rvire so that the two free ends are at the

same end of the former).
First test for stage gain, at, say, 1,000 cycles. Set the oscillator to

this frequency and the oscillator output to give the designed rms

input to the amplifier. Using a vtvm, touch successive grids and

plates up to and including the output-stage grid circuit to make

sure that the amplification Per stage is as designed. The value of

the load resistor is knolvn and if the voltage across it is taken on

an ac voltmeter (again a rectif ier type) the current can be calcu-

lated by I - E/R, and the output watts roughly by W - I X E. If

the watts produced are too high, then there is too much gain in the

amplif ier; if too low, the gain is not enough. Generally speaking a

Trace l )  Sine u 'aue;Trace 2)  15lo 2nd harntot t ic  l90o ot t t  o l  p l tase'

l i t t le too much gain is usually of no importance; too l itt le gain can

be very tiresome. (These remarks must be modified by the feed-

back setting.)
An oscil loscope should now be connected as shown in Fig. I104.

For a single-beam type, a switch should be included to permit

examination of the input and output rvaveforms; a double-beam

oscil loscope rvil l  show input and output simultaneously. Check

that the output at full rvatts is sinusoidal. At the same time note

the voltmeter reading and put index marks on the scoPe reticule

to denote the vertical height of the wave pattern. The output volt-

meter can now be removed. Without bothering to reset the time

base of the oscil loscope for other frequencies, sweep the oscil lator

down to the lorvest frequency and up to the highest the amplif ier

is designed to reproduce. Nonsetting of the time base gives a mud-
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Trace 3)  I5 lo 2nd hanrtot t ic , -90. ' r ' ; r ;1" ! : .^" , .  Trace 1)  )0% 2nd har-

dled oscil logram but makes it easier to see if the height has varied
at all. As the height of the pattern is proportional to the voltage it
is a very simple matter to plot output voltage against frequency
and so make a quick response curve of the amplif ier. If the fre-

quency response is what the designer intended, examination of
the waveform at all frequencies can now be undertaken.

Keeping the input constant at the prescribed voltage and using
the oscil loscope time base in the normal manner, check that a
sine wave output exists at all frequencies. If everything appears to
be in order, the audio oscil lator can norv be srvitched to square-
wave output and the examination repeated. It is necessary to
point out that a perfect square \vave cannot be expected all over
the frequency scale. At the low end, departure from the square
is to be expected, but certain features of waves that are not square
cannot be passed (see the lvaveforms given in this chapter), At
high frequencies the thing is impossible unless the amplif ier has
an infinitely wide response. If the designed response of the ampli-
fier is to be flat up to 50,000 cycles, the square rvave rvill begin to
lose its squareness at about 5,000. A square wave consists of a
fundamental and an infinite series of harmonics; absolute square-
ness is not required, fortunately, but enough harmonics must be
amplif ied to give reasonable squareness. If the amplif ier cuts off at
50,000 cycles and the square-wave input has a frequency of, say,
30,000, it wil l be obvious that not even the second harmonic wil l
be amplified. In practice the oscilloscope will shorv very nearly a
sine wave at all square-wave inputs above about l5-20,000 cycles.
But note particularly that as the square wave degenerates gradu-
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ally into a sine wave, it must not, at some point, take on an
irregular form for this rvill show that the amplifier is distorting
transients very badly. The transition must be smooth and grad ral.

Where the secondary of the output transformer of an amplifier
provides alternative taps for speakers of various impedances, the
tests given here must be repeated for each tap, using the appro-
priate load resistance.

Interpretotion of wqveforms

The oscil loscope rvil l  display any distortion present in the out-

put of an amplif ier, but if the screen is small and the trace not

finely focused, distortion rvhich rvould be audible to a trained ear

may not be perceptible to the eye. Some skil l  is needed to interpret
rvhat is seen on the screen. The rvaveforms of typical traces (start-
ing on page 182) should be studied in conjunction rvith these
notes.

Small amounts of harmonic distortion wil l not be seen except
on a 5 or 7 inch tube rvith very good focusing, and even then it
may be desirable to have a pure sine rvave inscribed on the re-
movable tube reticule for comparison purposes. If such is used,
then the horizontal and vertical shifts and amplif iers must be
adjusted so that a sine-rvave input coincides rvith the reference
waveform. This refinement can, horvever, be dispensed rvith (and

would be out of place rvith a small oscil loscope) if the amplif ier

under test is driven to overload. The increased harmonic distor-
tion rvil l  then be readily seen and its nature determined. Suclt

traces rvould not be correct for the amplifier under normal operat-

ing conditions, but they rvil l  indicate rvherein the suspected

impure sine rvave departs from the perfect form.

Trace I shorvs a sine wave; with a small oscil loscope it may be

desirable to alter the srveep frequency so that only one complete

wave is displayed at any frequency; this rvil l  make it easier to spot

departures from the perfect form, but involves considerable
adiustment to the time base. As a general rule not more than three

complete rvaves should be displayed otherrvise it lvi l l  be impossible

to detect irregularit ies in the waveform except at maximum and

rninimum points; the accompanying traces generally eive nvo

rvaveforms. The appearance of a pure sine rvave should be memor-

ized for the particular oscil loscope in use, for faults in the oscil lo-

scope may distort the trace. The instrument should, of couise, be

free from innate distortion, but if i t is not quite perfect, a note

should be taken of the shape of the sine wave trace.
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Trace 5) )01/o 2rttI nn'"1,:,1,'),1,',r'frr,.":i,:'r!';;::".Trace 6) )0q/o 2nd har-

Second hqrmonic distortion

5/o second l.rarmonic distortion rvil l  hardly be perceptible at

any phase displacement of the harmonic. If the second harmonic

is out of phase rvith the fundamental there rvil l  be a gradual

rvidening of the top or bottom of the r,vaveform as shorvn in traces

2 and 3 rvhich represent l5lo second harmonic rvith phase differ-

ences of -+90". Even harmonic distortion is present in single out-

put tube amplif iers and in out-of-balance push-pull amplif iers to

i small extent. Traces 2 and 3 shor,v the result of overloading (as'

in fact, do all the other traces) that produces the characteristics of

second l rarmonic d is tor t ion.

Trace 7)  )0A^ 2nt l  harnonic -90'  out  of  phase;  Trace 8)  15lo 3rd
harntonic in phase.
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rrace e) 15% )rd ot;':;::,J?ro""i!,,'l,o&ff.rrace r0) 15% )rd

If the second harmonic is in phase with the fundamental or
180'out of phase (being the reciprocal of in phase, as -90o is

the reciprocal of +90") the sides of the wave will begin first to

lean to one side and straighten and then take on a curvature oP-

posite to that of a sine wave. If the harmonic is in phase, the

lagging side wi l l  begin to kink, i f  180'out of phase the leading

side wilt kink. Trace 4 shows 30% second harmonic in phase with

the fundamental; trace 5 shows 30fo second harmonic 180' out of

phase. If the second harmonic is 90o out of phase, but with 30%

amplirude, the tops and bottoms' will flatten as shown in traces

6 and 7, these being emphasized conditions of traces 2 and 3.

Third hormonic distortion
5% third harmonic in phase with the fundamental will need

careful observation to see the difference from a sine wave, the toPs

and bottoms are both slightly rounded, but if 180" out of phase,

the sides of the waves will be straighter. Notice that in-phase third

lrarmonic tends to broaden both tops and bottoms, in contrast

ro second harmonic which broadens tops or bottoms. As the ampli-

tude is increased to l5%, the in-phase third harmonic gives the

shape at trace 8; an increase to 30To produces trace t l. This follows

a similar sequence of flattenitg tops or bottoms of the second

harmonic +90o out of phase, but the flattenitg starts earlier.

Third harmonic 180" out of phase gives straighter sides, as has

been stated, and these develop into the characteristic shape of

rrace 12, which represents 30% third harmonic. Note particularly,

however, that the straight sides perceptible with 5% third har-
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monic are quite symmetrical when the harmonic is 180" out of

phase, for even rvith the kinks of trace 12 each half cycle is sym-

metrical. However, if the third harmonic is -+90o out of phase the

straight sides lvil l  not be distinguis[able from excessive second

harmonic in phase for small percentages.
An increase of amplitude reveals the esse trt ial differences

in traces 9 and 10, which display lSlo third harmonic 90o out of

Trace rr) )0lo )rd n*^.:;i"n""3^:';L;::.* 12) t0% )rd harnonic

phase. In the second harmonic, traces 4 and 5, the kink is in the
middle of the side of the wave; with third harmonic it is nearer the
top and bottom. Also traces 4 and 5 represent 30lo second har-

monic while 9 and l0 represent lSfo third harmonic; distortion

Trace 13) 1570 4th harntonic *":::::;[:::e r4) 15L |th harntonic -ye0"
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becomes evident much sooner with third harmonic to the ear as
well as to the eye.

Fourth hormonic distortion
\fo of fourth harmonic is distinctly noticeable. Traces l3 and

14 show l\fo in phase and f90' out of phase; the traces would
be reversed for reciprocal harmonic content. Fourth harmonic
would be present in single tube output stages, but generally in
much smaller percentage. A combination of 51, second and fourth
harmonic would give a trace somewhat similar to those of traces
l3 and 14. These traces obviously r,vould not appear when investi-
gating a properly balanced push-pull amplifier.

Fifih hqrmonic distortion
Fifth harmonic is soon perceived. Trace 15 gives the trace for

only 5lo fifth harmonic in phase with the fundamental; with in-
crease, the form in trace 16 develops, which shows lSfo of fifth
harrnonic. If the fifth harmonic is l80o out of phase with the
fundamental, the patterns of traces l7 and l8 appear, representing
\fo and l5lo respectively. Note that the form of trace 14 is re-
peated in trace lB except that the flattish bottoms of trace 14

Trace 15) 57o 5th harmonic in phase; Trace 16) 1570 5th harmonic in
phasi.

appear also in the tops of trace l8 as well as the bottoms; as a

similar relation exists in traces 6 and 8 it will be seen that there is

a "family l ikeness" in odd harmonics as there is in even harmonics.
Combinations of even harmonics (as also combinations of odd
harmonics) display the family pattern but with less total harmonic
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content than the traces from separate harmonics, conforming to
the generally recognized principle that wide range reproduction
must avoid high harmonic distortion; a wide range speaker very
quickly reveals.distortion in an amplifier of limited performance.

Second plus lhird hqrmonic distortion
This combination is always present with single tetrode output

stages. \fo of second and third is showri in trace l9 (both in phase

Trace 17) 57o 5th harmonic 180" out ol phase; Trace 18) 1570 ,th har-
monic 180" out of phase.

with the fundamental) and if the amplitude of the third harmonic
is greater than that of the second, as is usual with tetrodes, the
very characteristic shape of trace 20 develops. Increasing the

Trace 19) 5lo 2nd harmonic in phase and 5lo )rd harmonic in phase;
Trace 20) 5/o 2nd harmonic in phase and l5lo ).rd harmonic in phase.
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Trace 2l) 51" 2nd harmonic in, phase
and. )0/o )rd, harmonic in phase;
Trace 22) 5/o 2nd harmonic in phase
and )07o 3rd harmonic 180" out ol
phase; Ttace 23) 15% 2nd, harmonic
-90" out of phase and 15/o |rd har-
monic in phase; Trace 24) 5lo 3rd
harmonic in phase and 5lo ith har-
monic in phase; Trace 25) 5L )rd
harmonic in phase and 5lo 5th har-

monic 180o out  o l  phase.
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Trace 26) 5lo )rd harmonic 180o out
of phase and 5/" 5th harmonic i.n
phase; Trace 27) 51" 3rd harmonic
180" out of phase and 5lo 5th har-
monic 180" out ol phase; Trace 28)
u,auelorm when omplifier is set to
maximum. undistorted output; Trace
29) slight ouerload,i.ng; Trace 30) more

overloading.
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third harmonic content still more produces trace 21, which
difiers from trace I I in that the two peaks are not the same height.
If the third harmonic only is out of phase rvith the fundamental,
trace 22 is produced, but this is not the same as trace 12, for the
halfway kinks are not symmetrical as they are in trace 12. If the
second harmonic is 180' out of phase and the third harmonic is in
phase, traces 19 to 22 are reversed. Trace 23 represents l5lo each
of second and third harmonic, and differs from trace 6 in that the
bottom troughs are wider.

Third plus fifth hqrmonic distortion
This combination is present in all push-pull tetrode amplifiers

Trace 3l) Seuere ouerloading; Trace 32) square uaae.

when overloaded. This type of distortion is soon seen and heard.

Trace 24 shows \fo of each in phase rvith the fundamental; trace

25 when the fifth harmonic is 180" out of phase; trace 26 when the

third harmonic is 180' out of phase; trace 27 when both the third
and fifth harmonics are l80o out of phase. If either harmonic is

only 90" out of phase, the tops and bottoms wil l be ti l ted to the
right or left. It wil l be noticed that the divergence from the sine

wave form is less when both harmonics are in phase with each

other even if out of phase rvith the fundamental. As phase shift
is directly associated with attenuation, in-phase conditions are se-

cured by having an amplifier lvith r,vide frequency response.

Generql observqlions
If an'amplifier under test is set to maximum undistorted output

power and the output applied to the oscilloscope, the trace will
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Trace 33) Efiect of long time constant on a square uaue; Trace 34) Effecl
ol short tinte constant on d square uaue.

appear as in 28. The oscil loscope vertical amplif ier must at no
time be overloaded itself and is best set to give a trace not more
than about one third of the screen diameter in height. If, norv, the
input to the amplifier under test is increased, distortion rvill begin
to appear, as in trace 29; with further increase of input the trace
will change to 30 and then 31, rvhich is a fairly good imitation of
a square wave; this denotes very considerable distortion. An almost
perfect square wave can be obtained from a fundamental and
twelve odd harmonics, and traces 30 and 3l might be considered
roughly as a sort of summation of all the earlier traces. This
square-wave output can be used as a means of checking the per-

Trace 35) EffecL ol an antplit'ier (uith good respctnse) on a square u,aue;
Trace 36) Eflect of an antplilier (uith bass attenuation) on a square tuaue.
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formance of the amplifier under normal conditions by injecting a

square wave from a suitable input oscillator.

Squore wove testing
The oscillator should be applied to the oscilloscope for check-

ing; trace 32 gives the appearance of the square wave on the screen.
An amplifier without feedback can hardly be expected to give a
true square wave at any frequency, for if a simple R-C coupling is

insertid between the oscillator and the oscilloscope, a trace like 33

Trace 37) Effect ol an antplifier (uith
treble attenuation) on a square uaue,
typical of an amplifier without nega'

tiue leedback, at ),000 cps.

will be obtainedlvith a long time constant and one like 34 for a

short time constant. It might be supposed, therefore, that a com-

plete amplifier with perhaps three R-C couplings will look very

T'race 38) Effect ol an amplifier uithout negatiue feed'bach on squdre uaae

at 10,00d cps; Trace 39) Effect ol an amplifier with negatiue feedback on

square uaue at 10,000 cPs,
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Trace 40) Parasitic oscillation reuealed
by square waae; Trace 4l) Two uolt-
ages in phase; Trace 42) Two uoltages
)0' or 3)0. out of phase; Trace 48)
Tuo voltages 60. or )00" out ol phase;
Trace 44) Two uoltages 90. or 270. out

ol phase.
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bad indeed. In practice it is not quite like this, for the trace de-

pends on the phase shift at various frequencies and phase shifts

wil l sometimes cancel.
First take an amplif ier rvithout feedback' At 50 cps the trace

rvill appear as in 33 if the bass resPonse is exceptionally good; if

poot, i i l . 34. In general it rvil l  appear l ike trace 36. At the usual

mid-frequency, I,000 cps, rt 'here the amplif ier is usually f lat for

,o-" o.iuu.s belorv an4 above, there rvil l  be the nearest apprbach

to a square rvave, but rvith some rounding of the leading uPper

and loiver corners. At about 4,000 cps, the shape rvil l  have changed

to trace 37, orving to a loss of high harmonics, and at 10,000 cps

the output r,vil l  be nearly sinusoidal, as in trace 38.

Addii ion of the right amount of feedback wil l secure a trace l ike

35 at 50 cps. As the frequency rises the form will change to a

perfect rq.,ut. wave at I,000 cps rvhich should be maintained unti l

i t least 3,OOO cps. Thereafrer the shape wil l gradually spread unti l

at 10,000 cps the trace of 39 rvil l  be developed. After that, the

squareness rvil l  depart unti l a sine u'ave is reached.

The oscil loscope is unquestionably the surest r 'vay of setting the

amount of feedback. If the feedback is too great, motorboating

rvil l  start, indicatecl by the patteln jtrmping ttp and dou'n on tl le

rrace 45) 'Y:,ii';f::,120" or 210"

screen. Reducing the feedback will increase the gain and,increase

harmonic distoriion. Adjustment of the feedback is probably most

easily settled by driving ihe amplifier into overload and increasing

the ieedback until gain and distortion is reduced to the desired

level. Such adjustments are best carried out using a sine-wave in-
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put; but rvhen the best setting is thought to have been reached it
is necessary to switch to square-rvave input, for the amplifier may
be only "conditionally stable" and may break into oscillation by
the shock excitation of the transient front of the square wave. The
amplifier should also be switched off and the tubes allowed to cool,

Trace 46) o r  210 "

then switched on again to see if there is instabil ity on rvarming up.
If there is, the margin of safety is inadequate.

Trace 47)

Two uoltages 150o
out of phase.

Tuo uol tages 180" out  o l
phase.

i s
Distortion of the rvaveform as in trace
due to parasitic oscillation and must

40 is knorvn as ringing. It
be located and cured.
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Phqse mecsuremenl

The oscilloscope is the most convenient instrument for display-

ing the phase relationships of nvo volta'ges. One voltage is applied

across the horizontal plates, the other across the vertical plates.

The time base is not used. The horizontal and vertical amplif iers

should be adjusted so that the spot displacement on the tube is

equal on both axes. When the trvo voltages are in phase, the trace

is as shorvn in 4l; rvhen l80o out of phase, trace 47 applies. The

circular tace 44 indicates that the nvo voltages are 90o or 270"

out of phase; an ell iptical trace indicates intermediate phase differ-

ences.  t tu . .42 represents 30o or  330o;  43 is  for  60o or  300' ;  45

sho rvs  l 20o  o r  240 'and  46  i s  150 'o r  210o .
The phase/frequency characteristic of an amplif ier can be easily

taken by connecting the input of the amplif ier (output of the sinu-

soidal oscil lator) to the horizontal plates of the oscil loscope, and

the output to the vertical plates. The oscil lator is then run over

the frequency scale and the phase shifts of the rvhole arnplif ier

noted for each frequency. This provides the preliminary informa-

tion before planning feedback circuits to irnprol'e the response.

Perfection of phase inversion stages can be checked by connect-

ing the output-tube grids to a horizontal and vertical plate, the

otfier plate terminals being common grounded to the amplif ier

ground. The trace should be exactly as 47; if not, the parameters

of the phase inversion stage must be rnodified unti l the phase in-

version is exactly 180".
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high fidelity-hail and farewell

THE preceding chapters of this book are r,vhat might be called
r engineering rvrit ing; they deal with facts u,'hich can be tabu-

lated and il lustrated by charts. They can be confirmed by making
experiments and taking measurements or by reference to other
authorit ies. They constitute the hard core of audio engineering-
and of high-fidelity reproduction. In one respecr they resemble
the engine of an automobile in that they provide the porver to do
the rvork, but unlike automobile engineering there is no general
agreement as to what sort of power is rvanted. But as the music
lover doesn"t want just a turntable, an amplif ier and a speaker
sitting naked and unashamed on the floor, so the .u, or"r.i r\rants
something put round his porver unit.

. It is generally supposed that the customer gets .ivhat he rvants
in the end, but it tvould be more accurate to say that in these d.ays
of mass production, lvith consequent heavy outlays on tooling
and assembly equipment, the auto manufacturer can only try a.rd
guess rvhat sort of car would be salable. Havins made the decision,
l r e  mo lds  t he  pub l i c  m ind  by  t he  usua l  pub l i c i t y  me t l r ods  i n to
accepting his design. There is a great dial of hardrvare hung
around tl.re modern automobile chassis that performs no useful
function but rvhich has to be paid for by the ..,rto-er, and in
hi f i (the contracrion is used deliberately) a similar state of affairs
prevails. But r'vhereas the demand in automobiles is torvard a
push-button state of affairs; hi f i seems to involve a multiplicity of
controls which are supposedly intended to remedy shoricomings
in the original source of signals but which, more ofien, are used. to
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create a sort of noise rvhich is deemed to be "stunning," although
it is l iable to stl ln in another sense.

In this chapter I am going to u,rite in the firSt person, because
sone of the things here are not engineerine facts. They can be dis-
puted. You can agree rvith them or say they are nonsense, but one
basic logical fact is that any argument in rvhich the disputants have
not clearly understood the fundamental assurnptions that lead t<r
the argtrment can never be resolved. As to my qualif ications to
rvrite on n'hat must be a r,ery thorny problern, I can only say that
I rvas one of the pioneers of high-quality sound reproduction and
since 1925 I have l-rad no other professional intelest. In those many
years I have met users of audio ecluipment in different countries,
have noted'rr,hat they think and rvhat they \\ 'ant, have tried to give
them rvhat they rvant and have not been unsuccessful. From all
this practical experience a pattern has emerged, and I propose to
deal lvith some of t l-re "intangibles" of sound reproduction as I
see them and as many others see them too.

High {idelity

I invented the phrase "high fidelity" in 1927 to denote a type of
sound reproduction that might be taken rather seriously by a
music lor. 'er. In those days the average radio or'phonograph equip-
ment sounded pretty horrible but, as I 'rr,as really interested in
music, it 'occurred to me that something might be done about it.
I investigated the nature of sound, the behavior of thehuman ear,
the minimum requirements of good sounding equipment, and
finally produced something rvhich did appeal to others also in-
terested in rnusical reproduction. As the l 'eakest l ink in the chain
of reproducing equipment \ras the speaker, my rvork naturally
rvas devoted to improving speakers. Nothing that l 'rad been done
before rvas allorved to influence the ultimate design. If i t rvas good,
it n'as retained; if i t \r,asn't, i t 'rvas rejected. As most of my friendly
competitors preferred to improve existing ideas, the result rvas
that my ideas and designs \vere something unorthodox. In the
last count I found that I rvas quite successful as a rather small
manufacturer but there rvas never a rvide enough appeal for the
mass market, and the reason \vas very simple indeed. A high-fi-
delity sound system should not add to nor take arvay from the
musical signal put into it. If a radio broadcast rvas of supqrb
quality or a record an outstanding example of good recording, the
results rvere magnificent, by the standards of those days. But in
those days (and even occasionally today) most of the radio
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transmissions were distorted by the poor technical quality of tele-

phone land lines and most of the records were even worse. The

consequence was that my "high-fidelity" equipment made a lot

of the music sound al'ful, and most people said they lvould rather
have something moderately acceptable than a rare item of real
enjoyment.

Britain, therefore, was the pioneer colrntry for high-fidelity.
But it came too early and it is quite true, so far as my memory
serves, that in all that long period benveen 1927 and 1939 I sold
not a single speaker in the United States. Tl're arrival of nerv
techniques in recording provided a much better source of rarv
material for a high-fidelity installation, and this provided the
impetus for a development rvhich has non'gotten somelvhat out of
hand. The object of this chapter, therefore is to try and brine
some sort of order out of chaos.

I did not invent the rvord "audiophile" but I am grateful to the
man rvho did because it is a very convenient term to apply to a
certain type of audio equipment user. I do not \vant it to be
thought that I have any derogatory opinions of audiophiles. On
the contrary I greatly value their existence if only because they
are good for trade. But that they exist emphasizes the logical need
in this argument for a clear definit ion of botl '  partics to tlre dis-
cussion. I shall call a man u,ho has no interest in the mechanics of
audio reproduction but is concerned only rvith the most faithful
reproduction of existing music a "music lover"; the man who is
rnore interested in stunts or the overporverine reproduction of
drums, triangles and, if i t comes to that, the components of "con-
crete music," an audiophile. In doing just that I imply that his
rnaior interest is in the means and not the end.

There is nothing discreditable in this. There is no absolure lan'
rvhich says that a long-haired musician is any more desirable a
creature than a gimmick hound. So long as \ve remain an ostensi-
bly free people rve have a right to amuse ourselves as we want to,
but it should be a point of honor that our amusement doesn't im-
pinge on the free enjoynrent of others. Some audiophiles make
their presence heard over a very rvide area. Then there are the
folk in benveen. A music lover has every right ro inrerest himself
in the machinery that produces his music but, if he takes the ad-
vice of an audiophile, he may find himself landed rvith an outfit
that doesn't give him rvhat he r,vants. Some people are perfectly
h"ppy rvith a l0-watt amplif ier feeding a modesr speaker system. If
it sounds good, then rvhy should they rvaste money on something
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rlrorc elaborate? Some audi<-l engineers are very fond of music, and

design equipment to satisfy themselves. Others are not very in-

terested in real music but get a kick out of devising complicated
systems that emit perfectly overwhelming sounds. Let everyone do
as he rv i l l ;  but  my motto is  " l ive and let  l ive"  and the a im of  th is
chapter is to guide the reader in the vtay he wants to l ive, not the
way the other man says he should.

Some thoughts on frequency rqnge

I believe the first serious analysis of the requirements for good
rnusicaf reproduction \\ras made by me and published in The

Wireless Worlcl in 1932. N{y conclusion was that the undistctrted
range of a high-fidelity system should be 32 to 9,000 cycles. On the
face of it, this seems a preposterously lorv stipulation in vierv of the
stupendous increase in circuit and speaker refinement since those
far-off days, btrt there are two things to bear in mind-one is the
operative l 'ord "undistorted" and the other is that in those days
rvide-range radio reception rvas out of the question because of ad-

iaccnt-channel interference. FM hadn't been thought of. But
even to achieve that comparatively narrolv frequency band rvith-
out distortion is sti l l  a diff icult proposition, in fact nearly im-
possible. We must put up'lvith some distortion, but rve can try and
eliminate the sort that is objectionable.

More obout speokers

Starting at the bottom and rvorking up torvard the top, the first
thing a music lover wil l object to is a bass resonance. Every
speaker has a bass resonance of some sort, although over 30 years
ago it r,vas no uncommon thing to have experimental speakers that
rvere quite free from this distressing fault. The cone-coil assernbly
was suspended by threads and moved quite freely, too freely in
fact for the coil had a habit of getting out of the magnetic gap and
staying out. One Brit ish manufacturer had the bright idea of
using brass rvires to insure constancy of centering, but he over-
looked the fact that the wires turned out to be very effective
resonators. In a practical speaker it is necessary to provide some
sort of restoring force so that at the termination of a transient
signal of high amplitude the voice coil returns to its normal

p<lsit ion.
In most speakers this is very simply achieved by molding a set

of corrugaticlns onto the outer edge of the cone atrd cementing the
surround to the cone basket. When this is done, the spider at the
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apex of the cone can be a design like Figs. l20l-a-b, where a is usu-
ally stamped out of thin bakelite sheet and b is molded from
buckram and then varnished. Obviously there is no need for

Figs.  l20l-a,-b.  Var ious \Pes of
spid.ers: a) concentric type suitable

lor use with a mold'ed PaQer outer
suspension; b) molded' corrugated
type nou uidely used, also suitable

lor molded paper outer suspension.

greater freedom of movement in the spider than is possible from
the outer suspension. This system of suspension wil l inevitably
introduce a well-marked bass resonance, depending on the size of
the cone and the flexibil i ty of the suspension system, rvith a reso-

Fig.  l20l-c.  Tangent ia l  arm
spider producing rotary cone
mot ion when used ui th a

lree edge suspension.

nant frequency somewhere in the region of about 50 to 150 cycles.
If an attempt is made to avoid this by having a free outer sus-

pension (and very many magazine articles have been rvritten to
show just how this can be done), the limiter then becomes the

A
o t(( ) l) ov
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spider. Concentric spiders of the type shown in Figs. l20l-a,-b must
obviously have a somewhat l imited travel and toward the end of
the travel the resistance to motion increases very rapidly since the
annular components of the design cannot increase in size. This
rvil l  sti l l  produce a highly emphasized bass resonance. In most
speakers which have a "free" outer suspension, the surround is
usually a fabric ring as shown in the cross-section of Fig 1202-a.
Thin sheet rubber was actually used way back in 1925 and de-
cently buried after tests showed it to be unsuitable; yet some
speakers are offered today with such a surround. The drarvback
of the flat fabric ring is that it gives very l itt le unrestricted move-
ment .

The original Hartley-Turner speaker had a radically different
shape of spider (Fig. l20l-c). The tangential arms are clearly of
fixed length but, if the center of the spider is moved forrvard as
though you rvere pull ing the diagram out of the page, they rvil l
allow the center of the spider to move fonvard a quite appreciable
amount if the center of the spider is allou,ed to rotate, as shown by
the arrorv in the center of the diagram. If the cone to lvhich the
voice coil is fastened is attached to the basket by the usual integ-
rally mcllded paper surround, it cannot rotate and the design has
the same limitations as those of Figs. l20l-a,-b, so provision is made
to enable the cone to rotate on its axis. This is achieved by fitt ing
a fabric surround with a U molded into it (as shown in Fig.
1202-b) which provides plenty of play to accommodate the rotary
motion of the cone. As the cone rotates, it is almost all around the
circle, working against the rveave in bias, and all woven fabrics
can be stretched on the bias. This provides a cushioning effect and
the movement of the cone is not decisively snubbed at one particu-
lar point. This accounts for the lower peak in Fig. 1005 in chapter
10, and the feature was so successful that in 30 years it has never
been found necessary to modify it.

\Vhen I f irst put this design on the market, I claimed lvith sorne
justif ication that I had produced a speakerr,vhich had virtually
no bass resonance, but I had also to consider rvhat the implications
of adopting this design really lvere. It needed no great technical
knorv-horv to appreciate that, as the cone rvas almost l i terally free-
edge, it rvas free to move as it lvanted to. And one thing that a
cone does want to do is to node at bass frequencies. To provide
the stiffest possible cone meant the use of bakelized paper, much
harder and stronger than ordinary molded paper-pulp cones. Such
paper comes in flat sheets, so the cone blank had to be cut from
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the sheet and joined up as a cone. Experirnents indicated that the

strongest cone should have an included angle of 90o and should

be as small as possible. If i t rvere too small, the porver-handling

capacity at lorv frequencies rvould be negligible; if too large,

noding troubles rvould be severe. The final compromise was a

diameter of 8 inches. And as the bakelite paper rvas hard' the top

was good. As the cone angle was comparatively narrow, the speaker

was very directional.
This account of early work is not meant to prove what a clever

person the author is; the purPose is t<l i l lustrate that all audio

Figs.  1202-a-b.  Free edge susperts ior t :  a)  usual
type consisting of a flat felt, uoten cloth, thirt
or  sponge rubber r ing.  Moaement is  rather
restricted; b) lree edge suspension permittint
rotary motion arising from tangential arnt
spider. Incorrect rnaterial or its applicatiort

uill result in cone drooping.

work has to be a compromise. In striving for perfect bass repro-
duction I had introduced the l iabil i t ies of l imited power handling
at low frequencies and directional treble response. Other manu-
facturers had decided to have a bass resonance and reduce ex-
cessive response on the axis by using exponential cones, rvhich,
because they were made of softer paper, had less top. Who was
right? There is no ansrver to that question for it all depends on
the user's taste in sound reproduction.

Chqnnels of purity
Of course you wil l say that, if I had knorvn in those early days
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rvhat we all know nolv, I would have devised the near-perfect

speaker for bass and another near-perfect unit for treble. But that

is just what I did-in 1930! I had traveled suffici intly far along
'the 

high-fidelity road to appreciate that the requirements for good

bass and good treble reproduction were inherently conflicting. So

I constructed a nicely enlarged speaker having an lB-inch cone and
restricted the freedom of the cone edge so as to suppress nodes,

which could be done because the cone movement rvould be much

less than with an 8-inch cone. To this I added a tweeter speaker
rvith a wide-angle cone of the same material (to maintain con-

stant coloration of the sound emitted) and a carefully designed

dividing network. That speaker was displayed at the National

Radio Exhibit ion in London in 193 I and aroused a lot of interest'

It was, I think, the first multi-channel speaker Put into production,
and I let it run for a year, during rvhich time many people bought
it and thought it rvonderful. I then withdrerv it because I thought
it sounded horrible, and the main reason rvas that the large cone

speaker had an air-column resonance rvithin the cone that to my

earsarvas unendurable. I also disliked the sotrnd coming from trvo

separate and distinct sources.

In these sophisticated days it is quite obvious that the rvidest
frequency response is obtained from a three- or four-way speaker
system, if mere rvidth of frequency response is rvhat is rvanted. The

audiophiles want it but I have no real evidence that music lovers
rvant it. Let us consider why. As we grow older, the frequency re-
sponse of our ears contracts. I am quite certain that my ears had
a wider frequency response in 1930 than they have notv, and I

rvil l  go so far as to say that my wartime experiences in F-ngland in

several blitzes didn't make matters any better. My u'ide-response
ears in l93l caused me to rvithdrarv my unique "duplex" speaker
because they heard things I didn't want to hear, because they
weren't in the original music. My impaired hearing of 1957 (al-
though I can sti l l  hear 22,000 cycles at about 40 db) sti l l  rejects
rvhat I hear from a modern multi-channel system for precisely tl-re
same reason. What I find unacceptable is tl're sort of bass I hear
from a large-cone speaker, the sort of treble I get at the same time
from a tweeter of different diaphragm material, and a lack of

continuity of coloration over the whole system.

Speoker colorotion
Don't tell me there is no coloration in a modern speaker. I can

hear it, and rvhy shouldn't I? What makes the difference between
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a Stradivarius or Amati and a mass-produced fiddle is the stuff of

rvhich the instruments are made. What makes the difference be-

nveen the rvoodrvind and brass of the orchestra is the stuff of which

the instrttments are made. \Vhat makes the difference bet\\ 'een a

Steinu,'ay and a Bechstein is the stuff of lvhich they are made' Yott

just don't get away from it, and the sound you get from a paper-

coned r,voofer is quite difterent from tl.re sound you get from an

aluminum-cone t\veeter or an electrostatic speaker for that

rnatter. I can lrear it, and music lovers can h€ar it. But I suspect

the audiophile doesn't bother. He seems to \vant to reproduce the

souncl of a triangle more triangular than the real thine. I don't

mind one l i t t le  b i t  i f  that  is  l l ra t  l te  rvants;  a l l  I  beg is  that  he

cloesn' t  ca l l  i t  h igh f ide l i ty .
I am quite convinced, from over i30 years of l istening to real

rrrusic and reproduced music, that if 'rve could get perlect rePro-

duction bet\veen the l imits of 32 and 9000 cycles rve should, as

rnusic lovers, be quite satisfied. But a long time has passed since

that desideratunt rvas laid dorvn, and I tvould say no\v that I

should l ike to have a very fine response from 20 to 12,000 cycles. I

say that because I have this past year found n)eans of extending
l'hat I can reproduce rvith my speakers, and the extension both

rvays has a profound effect on the enjoyment to be ltad from the

repr<-rduced music.
Don' t  set  the impression that ,  because of  rvhat  I  have just  sa id

in the rvay of disliking multi-channel speakers, I deliberately make
clo l, ' i th speaker designs that can only reproduce up to 12,000
cycles.  T l re pt rb l ished response curve of  my 215 speaker (F ig.
100 I  in  c l rapter  l0)  shol ,s  that  i t  goes on qui te gai ly  up to some-
th ing l ike 20,000 cyc les.  l lu t  s imply because I  designed the th ing
I am nrore entit led to crit icize it than anyone else, for commercial
<:onsiderations do not enter into the matter. Perhaps I shouldn't
foul my o\vn nest but, if I arn a purveyor of high-quality repro-
duction, I see no reason for becoming a purveyor of lol-f idelity
'rvrit ing. -I-he 

215 speaker does have a useful response at 20,000
cycles and thereby competes very favorably rvith fivo-and tl lree-\\ 'ay
systems, in spite of its modest appearance. IJut . . .

The cone,  the coi l  qnd d is tor t ion

I have already explained in Cl-rapter l0 that cone de[orr]]ati()n
causes distortion. In a more specific rvay it can be stated categoric-
ally that cone breakup produces upper harmonics of the funda-
rnental frequency applied to the speaker. The cone of my old
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bakelite-coned speaker did not tend to break up and because of

that it seemed to be somewhat lacking in high treble resPonse.
My first effort to improve the top was to use the compliance tyPe
of voice coil. Two forms of this are given in Fig. 1203. The first
method depends on the fact that at high frequencies the part of
the coil nearest the cone is the only one that moves, the elastic
compliance between preventing transmission of the coil move-
ment to the remainder of the coil. The second method is the one
I adopted. Here the cone is attached to an aluminum tube sur-
rounded by a rubber sleeve which is compressed to some degree
by the voice-coil former which carries the rvinding proper. At lorv
frequencies the whole assembly moves as an integral unit; at high
frequencies currents are induced in the single-turn "secondary"

winding (the aluminum tube) which alone drives the cone, the
elasticity of the rubber compliance isolating the movement from
the "primary" voice-coil winding.

This certainly gave me more top, but I was sti l l  bedeviled by
the directional properties of the narrorv-angle straight-sided cone.
In an experimental way I succeeded in producing a small number
of molded bakelite cones of exponential shape, but they didn't
turn out a regular manufacturing proposition. I therefore turned
my attention to seeing what could be donc in the rvay of im-
proving the more ordinary paper cone. Any attempt to stiffen it
by applying a hard lacquer only succeeded in increasing the mass
so much that any potential improvement brought about by the
treatment was null if ied by the increased weight. Then it occurred
to me that, as the apex of the cone is the part that produces the
top, it seemed a sensible thing to separate the apex from the
rest of t lre cone by introducing a cone compliance, just as I had
done witl 'r t l-re voice coil. So I removed a thin ring of paper about
halfrvay dorvn the cone and replaced it rvith a fi lm of elastic ma-
terial in a solvent which was allorved to dry out, leaving the ttvo
halves of the cone separate but f lexibly coupled. I took a response
curl,e and found the top response had shot up. This n'as first car-
ried out in 1938 and during the next 12 months I had produced
rltrite a lot of speakers which gave great satisfaction. So it seemed
that the idea really rvorked.

After the rvar I resumed manufacture and sti l l  found the idea
n'orked, rvhich ternpted me to think about invading the United
States market. The 215 speaker rvas introduced in 1949, the first
of many subsequent arrivals from Britain and.Europe. The claims
rnade for the speaker were borne out in practice, and it did give
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a frequency response comparable rvith rnore cornplicated speaker
systems rvithout incurring the disabil it ies of the multi-channel
idea.

llut in every audio box ol ointnent lurks a fly. I happened to
Irave one 215 speaker that had escaped the depredations of war,
and several made benveen 1946 and 1950 when I started a ne\v
line of investigation in 1956. The cone compliance of the Prewar
speaker rvas harder than the paper it joined; the compliances of
the 1946-50 period rvere a good deal stiffer than those of 1956,

yet measurement shorved that all speakers had the same response
in the upper register. The information given in Fig. l00l (Chap-
ter l0) rvas available to me in 1952 and set up a train of t l 'rought
but no opportunity arose for a more thorough investigation. Tlte
findings of 1956 proved that new light rvas needed on an absurd
state of affairs. \Vork on the development of a more rigid cone
strggested that an exhaustive exarnination of the behavior of t lte
paper cone should be undertaken. In due course it rvas discovered
that the addition of the "compliance" to tl le original paper cone
Jrad simply resulted in a stiffness pattern being applied to the
paper so that the sections of the cone bettveen the stiffer parts
vibrated at harrnonic frequencies of the applied signals. The or-
iginal measurement rvas, in its rvay, perfectly authentic. A micro-
phone rvas placed before the speaker and the measttred outptlt
plotted against the frequency of the input tr-r the speaker, and the
restrlt rvas the response crlrve of the speaker. Unfortunately it
\vas not  appreciated that  the resul t  could be cornplete ly  rn is-
leading, and it rvould not be out of order- t<-r presume that very
nany other speakers have inadvertently misleading resPonse clrrves
t<ro! A microphone is not a harmonic analyzer.

With the 220 speaker referred to in Chapter l0 ready for
production, it n'a5 only natural to run comparative tests for re-
sponse benveen the 215 and the 220. lt rvas found then that the
220 had appreciably less response above 16,000 cycles than the
215,  and th is  could rvel l  be due to the fact  that  the cone,  rv i thout
any form of compliance, was not breaking up. The next step
\\ 'as to try out the nerv speaker <-rn all kinds of "guinea pigs"-music
lovers, audiophiles and audio dealers rvho could run the thing
on A-R tests against everything in their shorvrooms. \Vithout ex-
ception the reports rvere that, apart from the quite astounding
bass from such a comparatively small speaker (the invariable
comment was that the stiff 9-inch cone gave more than a paper
l5-incher), the top response rvas incredible. We did not reveal
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that the speaker had less top than the 215, rve just said "here is
a nerv speaker-do rvhat you l ike rvith it." My colleagues and I
have proved to our otvn satisfaction that rvhat happens after about
15,000 cycles doesn't matter, and the less tl.rere is the better. But
if the response is outstandingly good belorv that figure and free
from distortion, then there is a quality of definit ion that doesn't
seem to be attainable by any other method.

Once again I do insist that here is no propaganda for a nerv
design of mine. When all is said and done, the customer lvi l l  buy
what he l ikes best, but what must be clearly appreciated is that
what he likes may not necessarily be accurate reproduction. I
have satisfied myself that near-perfect reproduction up to 12,000
cycles rvill enthrall a genuine music lover (my own personal
choice of a pickup doesn't do much over that f igure but is str-
premely good up to thar poin$, and any reproduction up ro rhe
frequencies that only dogs can hear not only contributes nothing
to the quality but adds a good deal of distraction by reproducing
scratches, noises and so on that are not in the original music.

But I cannot admit to any l iking for a bass cutoff. In spite of
rvhat theory may suggest, I f ind that the abil ity of the reproducing
system to go down without i l istortion to belorv the audible l imit
does improve rvhat is above that l imit. I do not profess to explain
rvhy; I just know that it is so. But it calls for a super-excellent
turntable. My extremely expensive American record player n'as
found to l.rave such a rumble at 18 cycles tl. lat it could not be
used, for t lre rumble alone was enough to overload the speaker,
giving a cone excursion of t/, inch. Another point to rvatch is the
way the speaker is mounted or housed. A speaker strch as I have
iust described is really moving things at low frequencies-the air,
the box containing it, the floor, rvalls, ceil ing, rvindows, every-
thing rvithin range. If you go to church, you musr have felt the
building tremble rvhen the open diapaison of the pedal organ
gets going. That is rvhat happens when a speaker with a cone
tha.t doesn't fold up is driven by a mere Z0-rvatt amplif ier. Very
serlous attention must be siven to the business of mountins and
l rc l r rs ing.

Audio furniture problems

It might be thought that as I am a professional audio en-
sineer my listening room, music room-call it rvhat you like-has
a most imposing array and display of gadgetry. Something like
those rvonderful montages you see in the magazines from time to
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t ime. \Vell, i t hasn't because I haven't got a music room. If you
visited my London apartment,or my country place where I have

plenty of room to move around and do things, you wouldn't see
any atrdio equipment at all. It is all carefully hidden away be-
cause in my own home I am not interested in the means, just

the end product. To me audio is just a room service l ike central
heating. But rvhile very ready to concede that a man is perfectly
entit led to cover the whole of a rvall rvith an audio omnibus,
there are several disadvantages in doing that, and those disad-
vantages are rarely pointed out, possibly because they are inimical
to the "planned-layout" idea. I suggest, therefore, before you do
plan your layout you consider these points.

Any combined radio-phonograph is unusable unless there is
a bass cutoff somervhere in the system. It may be the pickup or
the speaker but bass cutoff there must be, otherwise acoustic-me-
chanical feedback rvil l  make the lvhole system unstable. I recall
one lecture I p;ave at MIT and laid out the demonstrating equip-
lnent on the very solid bench of t}e lecture theatre. I rvas behind
the bench and the'speaker was facing the audience. I put on my
first record and rvondered what had gone wrong. In a panic I
checked everything I could think of rvhile the audience throughly
enjoyed themselves and then took a rvalk around the bench and
sarv the speaker cone nearly leaping out of its box. So we put the
turntable on chunks of sponge rubber and moved the speaker
off the bench, and everything rvas just rvhat rve wanted. The con-
crete floor did not feed back vibration from the speaker into the
turntable. Now you rvil l  say that had the turntable been properly
spring-mounted to begin rvith this rvouldn't have happened. But
I assure you that I have never found any spring mounting that
rvas good for frequencies belorv about 80 to 100 cycles, and if
there is motor rumble added the rvl 'role thing becomes impossible
to use. So the first rvay of making a wall-covering installation rvork
is to put in a bass cutoff.

Next, it is very tempting, if you have such a layout, to put the
speaker into its compartment so that it is nicely tucked away;
There is only one place, as a rule, in a room rvhere the speaker
sounds best. It can be found by trial and error (Fig. l20a) as it is
almost impossible to plot the acoustic characteristics of the l is-
tening room l' i th ordinary measuring equipment. So the speaker
in a suitable enclosure must have a long connecting lead and the
thing moved about unti l the best results are obtained. You can
l)e pretty sure it \r 'on't be flat against the rvall at the exact point

F-ig. 1204. Possible speaker loc'ations. S,peaker positiort, _-r+>
ing must be determined by t r ia l  and error .
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The flexing of a speaker baffie is a function of the power applied

to it by the power fed into the speaker. Harmonics o[ the natural

fundamental resonant frequency of the baffie develop along nodal
l ines in the baffie (Fig. 1206). If the fundamental is 60 cycles the

second harmonic is 120, the third 180 and so on. The baffie would
node something l ike the last sketch in the figure shor,vn on page
215 rvith all harmonics present up to the seventh-a nasty sight. If
the flat baffie is formed into a cubical box, the front and all the
sides wil l i iode in a somewhat similar manner for each of the ele-

ments of the box is itself a membrane. The front, horvever, is f ixed

on four edges, the four sides on three edges. If the box is a closed
box, all six membranes ard fixed on four edges. The nodal patterns
rvil l  be identical in all six sides rvith a closed box, but rvith an
open box the four sides lvill equal each other but differ from the
nodes of the front. How much effect this can have on smoothing
the overall response is almost impossible to estimate; a rectangular
box wil l give different nodal patterns for front, top and botiom
and sides.

All this virtually implies that a speaker rvith really f irst-class
bass response dorvn to the lorvest frequencies is almost impossible
to use in an enclosure, and the only practicable baffie is a brick
'lvall rvith a hole in it. And tl-rat is really the ideal rvay of mounting
a speaker, even if the back sound is rvh<ll ly lost-except in tl 're next
room. But fortunately tl 'rere actually are ways of housing such a
speaker,  and the method I  evolved (shorvn in  F ig.  1207) is  the
device I christened tl-re "Roffie." This is a stage-by-stage absorption
of the sound from the back of the speaker diaphraem, the essential
feature l>eine that slabs clf air alternate rvith slabs of sound-absorb-
ing material- As ihe sound-absorbing material is carried round the
l'rames that support it and jammed benveen the frames and the
sides of the box, the box is damped too. All that comes out of the
back, rvhich is not closed, is'a low-pitched rr.rmble severely atten-
trated. Recent development r,vork has indicated that carefully cal-
culated fi l ters can be arranged so tl 'rat a delay is applied to the
escaping bass sound to bring it into phase rvith rvhat cornes lrom
tlre front of the speaker, so reinforcing the bass. [Jnfortunately
at the tirne of writ ing I have insufficient data to be able to give a
practical design. It rvil l  come as soon as I have satisfied mysel{
that it does rvhat I rvant it to do.

It rvil l  be clear that the straightfonvard flat or box baffle can't
be used in that lvall montage because there is no place for the
back sound to go. A reflex enclosure has a port u,'hich lets it out
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so that type could be used. The design data has been given tn

Chapter l0; here I need only say that, if the enclosure is properly
designed, then the effect the enclosure has on the speaker is to
reduce the peak in the impedance curve indicating bass resonance
by replacing it with two other peaks of lesser magnitude one above
and one below the resonant frequency. The size and port dimen-
sions of the enclosure are dependent on the size of the speaker
and its bass resonant frequency, and to get the desired result the
design must be right. It follows that you can't just go into a store,
buy a speaker unit you rather fancy and a reflex housing that
appeals to your eye and your pocket and put the two together.
They may be completely unmatched. Yet people do that every
day and once again they are free to do it i f they feel that way, but
the result is not high fidelity. And whether the matching is right
or wrong, it is perfectly obvious that the speaker in its enclosure
is a system of resonators. I have always been of the opinion that
a high-fidelity reproducing system must be absolutely and com-
pletely acoustically inert. There are so many things that can't
be inert, as I have already indicated. Why make life more diff icult
by employing resonators?

Iiig. 1207. Tlrc Hartley Boffie. Eaclt
set ol lour sound absorbing screetrs
forms an acoustic filter, the example
slrcwn comprisinp; a 2-stage filter.
Note that sound absorbing material
is nipped between the screen lrantes
and sides of the box to damp out
resonances in the box sides and
adding the lrame thickness to the

box wall thickness.
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I sincerely think that the large entirely complete rvall layout
system is musically worthless. By all means have one if you rvant
it, as. sometlring to play rvith. But, if your basic aim is to reproduce
music, then you wil l not only save a lot of money but get better
quality sound if you think in rerms of the amplif ier beinf a device
that needs no control and so can be hidden iway in a cupboard;
the radio tuner and the record player (with, of course, the control
amplif ier) as something that can be put together into quite a small
box that can be closed up when not wanted, and the spiaker either
lnounted in the rvall or in some enclosure that does not resonate
i tself.

I have pointed out in Chapter l0 that to get good bass repro-
duction l 'rom a horn-loaded speaker, the horn must be at leasi Zz
feet long and have a flare opening of 24 feet. you can fold trre
22 feet of length into something more compact but I don't knon,
rf any rvay of folding the circumference of the flare into something
srnaller. Another point: I have shown you l.rorv a flat or box baffie
nodes and resonates, and this can be overcome to some extent by
very rigid and strong construction, damped with sound-absorbing
material if necessary. Exactly the same applies to a horn, for aI
tlre various panels and deflectors wil l resonate in precisely trre same
rvay. l lut the internal surfaces of the horn must be smcloth. As in
a folded horn one piece of rvood may form both the inside and
t-rutside of the horn and as both surfaces can be part of the inside it
is impracticable to rry to damp our the resonances by applying
sound-absorbing material. The rvood rnust be tlr ick and rigid
cnouglr not to resonate. I rvould advise that, rvhen examining any
folded-horn enclosure offered to you, thump the assembly in
various places r,vith your closed fist. You wil l not f ind anything
rnade of rvood that is acoustically dead, and the speaker rvil l  rnake
it acoustically alive.

This is no condernnation of rvell-designed speakcrs properly
rlrounted in folded-horn cabinets. If the cabinet is rvell made and
the speaker has a fairly level response at all frequencies, the com-
bination rvil l  sound prerty good except rvith rrigh por,ver ar lo\v
lrequencies. Then it is extremely dif l icult to damp o.,t ,erorru.r..,
in a complex structure. For this very reason I becorne more and
rnore convinced that complexity in a l i igh-fidelity sound sysrem
is a mistake. The more parts there are, the more the chances
of distortion being introduced through somerhing not rvorking
as it ought to.
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